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A bstract 

W hen an athlete seeks help from a sport psychoiogist, one of the f irst priorities is to 

clarify the nature of the problem and to identify some target behaviors for treatment. 

Some sport psychOlogists have u s a  traditional psychological instruments to evaluate 

the mental skill strengths and weaknesses of athletes. OMer sport psychologists have 

raiseâ concerns about the eff icacy of this approach wi th dite athletes (Martin, 1 997; 

Orlick, 1989; Rushall, 1979). The use of sport specific behavioral checklists has been 

suggested as a more effective alternative (MaRin, 1 997; Martin, Toogood, Tkachuk, 

1 997). initial research on sport specif ic questionnaires for basketball players and 

swimmers has found the questionnaires to have high face validity and high test-retest 

reliability (Lines, Schwartzman, Tkachu k, Leslie-Toogood, Martin, in press). The 

current research involved two investigations. The first study evaluated the test-retest 

reliability, face validity, and a measure of convergent validity of sport specific 

questionnaires for N o  additional sports, running and volleyball (at both the highschool 

and university level). Overall, the test-retest reliability was moderate (r=0.59) for 

runners, and good (r=0.78) for volleyball players. There were low to moderate levels 

of test-retest reliability for most individual items, with higher levels of reliability for 

university-level athletes in both sports, and for the sport of volleyball (players and 

coaches). Face validity was found to be high for both sports at both levels (i.e., 

highschool and university), whereas the convergent validity was low. The second 

study examined the predictive validity of the sport speclic questionnaires for 

basketball and swimming. The predictive validity was low, whereas the convergent 

validity of the questionnaires completed after practices and gameshaces included 

some items which were significantly correlated. Practical implications and 

recornrnendations are discussed for both studies. 
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Introduction 

The devekpment of behavioral assessment techniques has been integral to the 

success of behavior therapy with mental health problems, and similar options rnay be 

of value for sport psychology consulting. When an individual seeks help from a 

behavior therapist, one of the first priorities is to clarify the nature of the problem and to 

idenMy some of the target behaviors for treatment. In some cases the therapist might 

diredy observe the client in natural settings. Often, however, neither the therapist nor 

the client have the time or resources for the therapist to observe the client in everyday 

situations in which the problem may occur. An effective alternative in many areas of 

mental health has been the use of self-report behavioral checklists to help clients 

identw problems of concern (Martin 8 Pear, 1999). This approach to behavioral 

;~ssessment has been recommended for sport psychology consulting (Martin 1997; 

Martin, Toogood, & Tkachuk, 1 997). Initial research on sport specific questionnaires 

for basketball players and swimmers has found the questionnaires to have high face 

validity and high test retest reliablity (Lines, Schwartzman, Tkachuk, Leslie-Toogood. 

Martin, in press). Although initial research has been favorable, additional research is 

needed. This research involved two studies. The first study evaluated the test-retest 

reliability, face validity, and convergent validity of sport specific questionnaires for two 

additional sports, running and vol leyball. The second study explored the predidive 

validity of the sport specific questionnaires for basketball and swimming. 

Clarifvina the Difference Between Traditional Psvcholoaical Assessment and 

Behavic 4 Assessment 

According to Martin and Pear (1 999), traditional psychological assessment 

originated with Freud and others who viewed abnormal behavior as a symptorn of an 

underlying mental disturbance in a personality mechanism. As a result, a main 
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purpose of traditional psychological assessment was to identify the type of mental 

disorder or personality f law which was assumed to under lie abnormal behavior (Martin 

& Pear, 1999). Behavioral assessment began to emerge in the 1960s as an 

alternative to traditional psychological assessment in response to discontent with 

some of the more traditional psychological measures (Martin & Pear, 1999). Most 

impartan tly , many be havioral psychologists viewed problem be haviors as important in 

and of themselves, and not as a symptom of some underlying trait or mental disorder 

(Fernandez-Ballesteros, 1993; Nelson & Hayes, 1986). As a result, in contrast to more 

traditional psychological measures, behavioral assessment includes identifying the 

problematic behaviors (in addition to both current environmental and organismic 

variables which may be contributing to or maintaining the problematic behavior), 

selecting an appropriate treatment strategy to modify the problematic behavior, and 

evaluating the effectiveness of that treatment strategy (Nelson & Hayes, 1979, 1986). 

An increasing focus in the field of behavior therapy is the application of 

cognitive-behavtoral methods and interventions within sport and fitness settings 

(Mahoney, 1989; Smith 8 Small, 1991; Suinn, 1989; Whelan, Mahoney, & Myers, 

1991). In sport, behavioral assessment systems have been developed for use in both 

correlational and experimental research (Smith, Smoll, & Christensen, 1 996). For 

example, aveR behaviors of coaches have been assessed and related to other 

behaviors of interest such as children's recall of the behaviors, postseason measures 

of self-esteem, and their attitudes towards their coach (Curtis, Smith & Smoll, 1979; 

Smith, Srnoll 8 Curtis, 1978; Smith 8 Smoll, IWO). Behavioral measures have also 

been used as checks on behavioral interventions which have targeted more indirect 

and less operationalized behaviors such as an athletets enjoyment in their sport 

(Smith, Smoll 8 Curtis, 1979). With respect to the measurement of coaching 
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behaviors, a frequently used coding system (Smith 8 Smoll, 1990; Smith, Smoll, & 

Curtis, 1 978; Smith. Zane. Smoll, & Coppel, 1983). the Coaching Behavior 

Assessrnent System (CBAS; Smith, Smoll, & Hunt, 1977). has also been developed. 

In the past. traditional and behavioral assessment were differentiated on the 

basis of the types of assessment techniques that were used (Nelson, 1983). For 

example, direct observation of behavior in naturalistic or analogue situations, self- 

monitoring, participant observation, self-report in the form of questionnaires or 

interviews. physiological measures, and standardized tests are some behavioral 

assessment tools which were developed in the 1970s (Cone, 1978; Goldfried & 

Sprafkin, 1976). But, as noted by Nelson (1 983), many of these techniques are also 

utilized in traditional psychological assessment (e.g., self-report in the form of 

questionnaires or interviews). and those which are seen as more behavioral in nature 

(e.g., direct observation) are infrequently used by some behavioral psychologists 

(Cone, 1993; Ford & Kendall, 1979; Swan 8 MacDonald, 1978) as they are often 

lacking in cost effectiveness and practicality. Therefore, rather than differentiating 

between behavioral and traditional psychological assessment by the methods or tools 

of assessment, Nelson (1 983). Nelson and Hayes (1 986). and Goldf ried & Pomeranz 

(1 968) suggested that the main difference betwwn tradit ional psychological 

assessment and behavioral assessment lies in the assumptions underlying the 

assessment process. These differing assurnptions include the causes of problematic 

behaviors and the focus or main goals of the assessment (Nelson & Hayes. 1979, 

1986). These differences will be describeâ in more detail in order to clarify the main 

differences between these two assessment approaches. 

The Causes of Problernatic Behaviors. As indicated, traditional psychological 

assessment places a stronger emphasis on intraorganisrnic causes of behavior. That 
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is, the philosophy behind traditional psychologicai assessirisi7i is that mental flaws or 

personality traits cause overt behavior. Therefore. behavior or appearance during 

assessment is interpreted as a sign of these underlying variables (Goldfried & Kent, 

1972). and the focus of the assessrnent process is on what the person has (Mischel, 

1968). Thus, traditional psychological assessment requires a high level of inference. 

In contrast to traditional psychological assessment, most behavioral assessors 

assume that behavior (both overt and coven) is a result of current environmental 

factors, or current environmental factors interacting with organismic variables 

(including both physiological variables and past learning history) (Nelson 8 Hayes, 

1986). Therefore, behavior during assessrnent is viewed as a sample of responding in 

a particular assessrnent situation (Goldfried & Kent, 1972), and the focus of the 

assessment process is on what the person does rather than what the person has 

(Mischel, 1968). Thus, behavioral assessment requires a lower level of inference 

compared with more traditional assessment approaches. 

The Goals of the Assessment. One of the main goals of traditional assessrnent 

has b e n  to describe personality traits and to diagnose or classify abnormalities 

(Hartmann, Roper, Bradford, 1979). Therefore, traditional assessment is nomothet~c in 

that it focuses on commonalities within groups of people and on differences between 

groups of people (Nelson 8 Hayes, 1986). 

ln behavioral assessment, the focus of the assessment process is idiographic in 

that for each client. target behaviors are identified, treatment strategies are selected, 

and outcome measures are determined. Although the principles and findings of 

nornothetic research may heip in the identification of target behaviors and treatment 

strategies, nomothetic findings are applieâ cautiously to individual clients (Nelson & 

Hayes, 1 986). 
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Contributions of Traditional and Behavioral Assessment. Although the 

underlying beliefs in traditional and behavioral assessment differ, both have 

contributed to each other in several ways. First, traditional assessment has 

contributed to behavioral assessment in the following ways: (a) the use of normative 

data has allowed behavioral assessors to select target behaviors which deviate from 

the norm and to determine whether problernatic behaviors fall within normal 

parameters at the conclusion of treatment; (b) nomothetic data has provided 

behavioral assessors with information about response covariation, typical controlling 

variables, and treatments that have a history of success for particular problematic 

behavior ; and (c) diagnostic labels are useful for professional communication, 

statistical record keeping, and reirnbursenient from insurance cornpanies (Nelson & 

Hayes, 1 986). Second, the contri butions of behavioral assessment to al1 orientations 

of assessrnent include the recognition that: (a) behaviors are important to measure in 

and of themselves; (b) assessment must frequently occur at the individual level; and 

(c) the principle of situation speclicity must be applied both to our assessment devices 

as well as to Our clients (Nelson, 1983). 

The above briefly clarifies some of the main differences between traditional 

psychological assessment and behavioral assessment. In addition, a list of some of 

the contributions of each approach to the overall assessment process has been 

provided. Now that the differences between traditional and behavioral essessrnent 

have been clarif i d ,  tradit ional psychological assessment within sport psychology will 

be evaluated. 

Traditional Psvcholoaical - Assessrnent in S ~ o r t  Psvcholwv Consultinq 

According to Heil and Henschen (1 996). the first signifiant milestone in 

psychological testing in sport was when Coleman Griffith developed psychological 
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questionnaires and surveys to assess attitudes, perceptions, and personality 

characteristics of athletes and coaches in the 1 930s. Heil and Henschen suggested 

that the second major milestone was the development of the Athlete Motivation 

lnventory (Tutko, Lyon, Oglivie, 1969) which measwed several variables including 

aggressiveness, coach-ability, and trust. Following this, the 1 970s saw the emergence 

of a debate in which sport psychology practitioners argued over whether there was, in 

fact, an ideal sport personality (see Mahoney & Epstein, 1981 ; Straub, 1978). State 

measures such as the Profile of Mood States (McNair, Lori, 8 Droppleman, 1971) and 

the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, Gorsuch, 8 Luschene, 1970) began to 

be applied to the assessment of elite athletes in Me 1970s. Lastly, several instruments 

were developed specifically for sport within the 1980s and 1990s. Some of these 

include the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (Nideffer, 1976), the 

Cornpetitive State Anxiety-l nventory-l l (Martens, Vealey, 8 Burton, 1 990), and the 

Psychological S kills l nventory for Spo~s (Mahoney, Gabriel, Perkins, 1 987). These 

milestones are more traditionally-baseâ methods of assessment in that they place a 

strong emphasis on the intraorganismic causes of behavior, one of the main purposes 

of assessment was to describe personality States or traits, and the quality of the 

assessment techniques was judged throug h the psychometric evaluation of the 

assessment instruments. 

Currently, there are many assessment instruments available to sport 

psychology practitioners (Anshel. 1987; Ostrow. I W O ) .  In 1987, Anshel published a 

list of 126 tests for which there is Mme psychometric data available. In addition, 

Ostrow (1990) identified 175 tests which are currently being used by sport 

psychologists. Some of the categories in which assessment tools are available 

include aggression, attention, anxiety, confidence, cohesion, imagery, motivation, and 
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cognitive strategies (Ostrow, 1990). 

A proliferation of available tests leads to the question of what areas are being 

most frequently assessed, using traditional assessments, within sport psychology. 

One way of answering this question is to explore which areas are found most often in 

the literature. In a review of the literature from 1989 - 1992, Fogarty (1 995) found that 

the majority of Me research was on anxiety, followed by personality, attentional style, 

and motivation. However, Fogarty (1995) noted that several mental skills which are 

important to sport psychology consultants (such as goal-setting) were not present as 

frequently in the literature, because they are not as amenable to psychometric 

evaluation. At this point. the utility of a few of the most frequently used traditional 

psychological assessrnent tools within sport psychology consulting will be reviewed. 

Tests of Personalitv Traits. Conside rable research on trait measures of 

personality within sport has useâ the Minnesota Muitiphasic Personality lnventory 

(Booth, 1958; Geron, Furst, Rotstein, 1986; Laplace, 1954; Morgan 8 Johnson, 1978; 

Williams & Youssef, l972), 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (Evans & Quarterman, 

1983; Thakur & Ojha, 1981 ; Williams & Parkin, 1980), and Eysenck Personality 

lnventory (Eysenck, Nias & Cox, 1982; Morgan, 1968). The results which were 

obtained using the above measures of personality traits in athletes were highly 

inconsistent (LeUnes & Nation, 1989). LeUnes and Nation (1 989) hypothesized 

several reasons for these inconsistencies such as psychometric diff iculties, 

interpretative error, widely varying athletic groups and cultural inconsistencies. 

Additional concerns, rnentioned by LeUnes & Nation (1989), include the lack of 

usefulness of nonsport normed tests with a sport population, and the highly clinical 

nature of these instruments. 

Within the study of personality traits lies the previously mentioned debate of 
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whether or not there is an ideal sport personality, that is, a personality makeup which 

enables an athlete to be successful. Another concern related to either state or trait 

measures within sport is the failwe of researchers to differentiate between the use of 

the measures to identify differences between athletes and nonathletes versus the use 

of the tests to differentiate between successful and unsuccessful athletes (Renger, 

1993). LeUnes and Nation (1 989) and Renger (1 993) suggested that white traditional 

psychological assessment tmls may be able to differentiate between athletes and 

nonathletes on some dimensions (e-g., POMS iceberg profile), they do a poorer job of 

discriminating between those athletes who will and will not be successful. 

Furthermore, the utility of this information for the develapment of an individualized 

sport psychological intervention has been questioned (Orlick, 1 989). 

Tests of Personalitv States. Another area of traditional assessment in sport 

psychology includes the evaluation of personality states. As opposed to traits, states 

are less enduring and more transient or temporary in nature (LeUnes & Nation, 1989). 

Research on personality states in sport has useâ instruments such as the State-Trait 

Anxiety lnventory (STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, 1970) and the Profile of 

Mood States (POMS; McNarr, Lorr, & Dropplernan, 1971). 

With respect to the STAI, Klavora (1975) found the STAI was sensitive to 

increases in state anxiety in response to cornpetitive stress in high school football and 

basketball players. As well, subjects with high trait anxiety experienced significantly 

higher elevations than did low trait subjects. Many additional studies have found 

support for the STAI as a measure of both state and trait anxiety in athletes (Powell & 

Verner, 1 982; Sanderson & Ashton, 1 981 ). 

Several studies have investigated the profite obtained on the POMS by elite 

athletes in sport (LeUnes & Nation, 1982; Morgan, 1968, 1978). It was determined that 
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high-level performers normally achieved mood states above the mean in vtgour, and 

below the mean in tension. anger, depression, fatigue, and confusion. This shape has 

been called the "iceberg profile" (Heil & Henschen, 1996). Although research has 

demonstrated that elite athletes attain the iceberg profile on the ?OMS relative to a 

nonathletic normative sample, a review by Renger (1993) suggested that the POMS is 

of limited value in differentlating between successful and unsuccessful athletes. As 

previously discussed, this is a common problem within the traditional assessment 

Merature. Terry (1995) stated that the inability of tests to differentiate between more 

and less successful athletes rnay be related to the sport specific demands of each 

sport. That is, there is substantial variation betwaen sports in terms of desirability of 

specific mood factors (Terry, 1995). For example, contrary to the iceberg profile, 

success in cross country running has been shown to be associated with elevated 

anger scores (Cockerill, Nevill, Lyons, 1 991 ). In addition, Terry (1 995) suggested that 

within group variation rnay also contribute to difficulties in identifying an ideal sport 

state. As Terry indicated, some athletes perform well in their sport despite rather 

negative mood and other personality states. 

Traditionallv-based Tests Develomd Sascificalh for Sport. As indicateâ in the 

overview of traditional assessment in sport psychology consulting, several instruments 

were developed specifically foc sport during the 1980s and 1990s (Ostrow, 1990). 

Some of the tests âesigned specifically for sport include the Athletic Motivation 

lnventory (AMI; Tutko, Lyon, Oglivie, 1969), the Sport Cornpetitive Anxiety Test (SCAT; 

Martens, 1977), the Cornpetitive State Anxiety Inventocy - II (CSAI-II; Martens, Burton, 

Bump, Vealey, Smith, 1 982), and the Test of Attention and Interpersonal Style (TAIS; 

Nideffer, 1976). Although other sport psychologists have referred to the TAIS as a 

behavioral measure, I have classifieâ the TAIS as k i n g  traditional because it is based 
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on underlying personality States and it 's utility has been measured by psychometric 

properties. The TAlS is, however, more behavioral than several other psychological 

tests (e.g., MMPI, 1 6PF, €PI, etc.) which have been mentioned in this paper. At this 

point, research on the TAIS will be briefly explored. 

The TAIS was developed by Nideffer (1 976) in order to measure attentional 

style or focus. The TAlS was designed to measure attention along two dimensions, 

width (broad to narrow) and direction (internai to external). The TAIS is a 144-item, 

self-report measure which takes approximately 25 minutes to complete and measures 

17 attentional and interpersonal factors. 

The research on the utility of the TAlS has been equivocal. Several studies 

have questioned the predictive ability (see Dewey, Brawley, Allard, 1989) and factorial 

validity (see Ford & Summers, 1992) of the TAIS, whereas others support it's 

psychometric properties (see Nideff er 1 990). Nideffer (1 987, 1 990) suggested that. 

regardless of it's psychometric properties, the TAlS is still a useful tool for sport 

psychology consultants and it is one of the most widely utilized sport psychological 

assessrnent tools. Further supporting the utility of the TAIS is the fact that several sport 

specific versions have been developed (Albrecht & Felts, 1987; Vallerand, 1983; Van 

Schoyck & Grasha, 1981). 

Problems with Traditional Psvcholoaical Assessment in Smrt P s v c m  

Consultina. As indicated, some of the difficulties with traditional measwes in sport 

psychology consulting inciude the application of nonsport normed tests, inconsistent 

findings, and the clinical make-up of most of the items on tests of personality traits 

(LeUnes 8 Nation, 1989). As well, some of the traditionally-based tests have been 

shown to have questionable psychometric properties (Dewey, Brawley, Allard, 1989; 

Vallerand, 1983)) andlor limited ability to differentiate between more and less 
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successful athletes (Renger, 1993; Terry, 1995). Another area of concern with 

traditional psychometric tests concerns the usefulness of these instruments when 

working with elite athletes (Orlick, 1989). As Orlick stateâ: 

lndividuals are different, their needs are diff erent, situations 

are different. Standardized inventories do not tap the 

unique individual perceptions of situations or identify 

specific problems that occur only under specific 

circumstances. Nor do standardized inventories identify 

individual sport psych strengths or tell you how to solve the 

situation-specific problems or questions that athletes have 

(p.359). 

Tharefore, according to Orlick (1 989), instruments which evaluate broad 

psychological characteristics may have limited utility when trying to develop an 

individualized performance enhancement program. This point of view is further 

supp0Red by Martin (1997), Kane (1980), Morgan (1980), and Rushall (1973). It is for 

this reason that many sport psychology consultants have turned to the next method of 

assessment, across-sport rneasures of mental skill strengths and weaknesses. 

Across-Swrt. Behavioral Assessrnent Measures 

Across-sport measures of mental skill strengths and weaknesses include 

interviews, open-ended questionnaires (see Orlick, 1 986, 1 990), and behavioral 

checklists (see Nideff er, 1 976b; Rushall, 1979). These assessment techniques are 

general or across-sport measures in that the same questionnaire or interview would 

be used for any athlete, regardless of the sport in which they are a participant. These 

methods of evaluation are considered more behavioral in nature because they are 
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idiographic, and they evaluate problernatic behaviors rather than personality States or 

traits. One across-sport measure used by sport psychology consultants is 

performance prof iling (see Butler & Hardy 1119921, and Kelly [1955]). 

According to Butler and Hardy (1992), performance profiling is a technique in 

which the athlete is asked to identify the qualities and characteristics of an elite athlete 

in their sport. The athlete is then asked to evaluate their current level of mastery on 

each of these dimensions. The result of the above two steps is a profile of the 

perceived strengths and weaknesses of an athlete. From this, a sport psychology 

consultant can work with the athlete to develop an individualized mental preparation 

program. Jones (1 993) discussed the successful application of a cognitive behavioral 

intervention to a female racquet sport athlete through the use of performance profiling 

as an assessrnent tool. In addition, Dale and Wrisberg (1996) suggested that 

petformance profiling can be used to facilitate communication between coaches and 

athletes. Research on performance profiling has found it to have good construct 

validity (Doyle & Parf itt , 1 997), and predictive validity (Doyle 8 Parf itt, 1 996). However, 

some questions were raised about the ability of the performance profiling technique to 

detect subtle, but important, changes in performance and perceived need (Doyle & 

Parfitt, 1 997). 

Although not necessafily applicable to performance prof iling , the following are 

some general concerns with respect to the use of across-sport measures in sport 

psychology consulting. The main problem with the use d such instruments is that the 

questionnaires may lack face validity (Lines et al, in press). For example, al1 of the 

items on a particular questionnaire may not apply to a particular sport. Some 

additional concerns are that many of these tests have not been empirically validated, 

and many have not been developeâ from a sound theoretical foundation (Gauvin & 
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Russell, 1 993). 

Sport S~ecific Behavioral Checklists 
As an alternative to both traditional assessment and more behavioral across- 

sport measures, individualized sport specific behavioral checklists have been 

developed for 21 different sports (Manin et al, 1997). 

An individualized sport specific behavioral checklist lists 
performance aspects of practices and cornpetitions for a 
particular sport that an athlete can easily check off or 
identify in order to provide a quick, convenient, and yet 
reasonably thotough assessment of those areas in which 
an athlete would like help (p. 2). 

These checklists are individualized in that there is a different sport specific 

behavioral checklist designed for each sport, with each checklist containing both 

questions and examples which are applicable to that sport. For example, a checklist 

for figure skating would contain situations and examples relevant to figure skating, 

whereas a checklist for ice hockey would contain examples relevant to that sport. The 

checklists are also individualized in the sense that the athlete's responses to the 

questionnaires provide a few areas or target behaviors in which an athlete would like 

help. The individualized sport specific behavioral checklists do not have norms, and 

they are not designed to measure character or personality traits. Although these 

checklists contain user-friendly jargon, they are based on the principles of behavioral 

analysis (Martin, 1997; Martin et al, 1997). 

The items included in the sport speclic questionnaires were selected by 

reviewing the litetature on the psychological skills of exceptional athletes (Greenspan 

& Feltt, 1 989; Mahoney, Gabriel, Perkins, 1 987; Orlick & Partington, 1 988). Literature 
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in this area suggests that there are specific psychological skills which differentiate 

between an individual athlete's best and worst perforrnances, and those athletes who 

do and do not perform up to their potential at competition. Psychological skills which 

are found to differentiate between peak and nonpeak performers include imagery, 

goal-setting, confidence, self-talk, concentration, focusing , precompetition plans, 

competition plans, a plan for dealing with distractions, competition evaluation, using 

mental skills and self-management strategies to have quality practices, simulation 

training, emotional control, and arousal or anxiety management (Greenspan & Feltz, 

1 989; Mahoney, Gabriel, Perkins, 1 987; Orlick & Partington, 1988). Information about 

each of these areas of mental preparation is provided in the list of articles in Table 1 

(see Table 1 ). 

Since the above items were shown to differenttate between peak and nonpeak 

performers, several questions were developed to assess whether an athlete needed 

help in each of these areas. These questions were then compiled and organized to 

assess def icits and strengths at practices, competitions and in post-corn petition 

evaluations. Appendix A includes sport specific questionnaires for volleyball, running, 

basketball, and swimming (see Appendix A). To give you a feel for how the sport 

specific questionnaires evaluate each area of mental preparation, Table 2 contains a 

iist of which items on the sport specific questionnaire for volleyball players (contained 

in Appendix A) evaluate specific mental skill areas (see Table 2). Each sport specific 

questionnaire contains sirnilar questions to evaluate each of the mental skill areas. 

After the format for the sport specific questionnaires was developed, the items and 

examples on the sport specific behavioral checklists were revieweâ and revised by an 

individual with expertise in that particular sport. Last, the items were further refined by 

the authors based on their experience in sport psychology consulting. 
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fable 1 

Articles on S~ecific Mental Skills 
- -- - - - - - - - - -- 

Article8 on thfa Mental Ski11 

lmagery 
L 

Goal- 
setting 
Self -ta1 k 

Concentration 1rocus.e 

mana ment 
tcdiiEz 

Commun- 
ication t- 
corn petition Ik 
Simulation IF corn petition 

Evaluation 

Feltz 8 Landers, 1983; Murphy, 1994; Murphy & Jowdy. 1992; 
Rawlings, Rawlings, Chen, & Yilk, 1972; Weinberg, 1981. 
Burton, 1989, 1992; Gould, Tamrnen, Murphy, 8 May, 1989; Weinberg, 
i 994; Weinberg, Stitcher, 8 Richardson, 1994. 
Bell, 1983; Johnston-O'Conner & Kirschenbaum, 1986; Kirschenbaum, 
Ordman, Tornarken, & Holtzbauer, 1982; Rushall, Hall, ROUX, 
Sesseville, & Rushall, 1988; Straub & Williams, 1984; Strean & Roberts, 
1992; Van Raalte, Brewer, Rivera, & Petitpas, 1994; Whelan, Mahoney, 
8 Meyers, 1989. 
Nideffer, 1981. 1 985, 1993; Osborne. Rudnid, 8 Zezoney, 1 990; 
Rushall 1992; Schmid & Peper, 1993; Ziegler, 1994. 

Osborne, Rudrud, & Zezoney, 1990; Ziegler, 1994. 

Averill, 1982; Ebbesen, Duncan. & Konecni, 1975; Hazaleus & 
Deff enbacher, 1986; Silva, 1982; Tavris, 1984. 
Harris & Williams, 1993; Landers & Boutcher. 1993. 

Gould, H~dge, Peterson, & Gianni, 1989; McAuley, 1985; Moritz, Hall, 
Martin. & Vadoct, 1996; Weinberg & Gould, 1995 (pp. 299-31 6). 

'~nshel, 1990; Carron. 1988; Connelly 8 Rotella. 1991 : Martens, 1987; 
Orlick, 1986,199O; Rosenfeld &  ild der, 1990; ~ h i t h ,  Small, 8 Curtis, 
1979. 

' Boutcher & Crews, 1987; Cohn, Rotella, & Lloyd, IWO; Orlick, 1986; 
Ravina 8 Osborne, 1991. 

Bell, 1983; Ericsson, Krampe, 8 Tesch-Fiorner, 1993; Gould, 1992; 
Harris & Harris, 1984; Hayes. Rosenfarb, WulfeR, Munt, Korn, & Zettie, 
1 985; Martin. LePage, & Koop, 19s; Seidentop. 1980; Weinberg & 
Gould, 1985. 
Martin, 1 996 (p. 1 90-1 98); Orlick 8 Partington, 1 988. 
McCaffrey 8 Orîick. 1989; Orlick, 1986, 1989; Ortick & Parttngton, 1988. 
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Items on the Sport S~ecific Questionnaire for Vollevball Plavers which 
Corres~ond to S~ecific Areas of Mental Preoaration 

Mental Skill 

lmagery 
Goalsetting 
Selftalk 
Focus 
Concentration 
Distractors 
React~ng to 
Game 
Emotional 
management 
Arousal 

Commun- 
ication 
Pie- 
corn petition 
Plan 
Quaiity 
Practice 
Simulation 
Post 
Corn petition 
Evaluation 
Practice 
Mental 
S kills 

l tem on Questionnaire 
from Game Section 

Item on Questionnaire 
f rom lmmediately After 
Game Section 

Item on Questionnaire 
f rom Practice Section 
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Although each of the questionnaires contains examples peculiar to an 

individual sport, each questionnaire has the following format: (a) 20 items to identify 

areas in which an athlete may need to improve before or during a cornpetition, such as 

maintaining concentration, blocking out distracters, staying relaxed, and managing 

troublesome emotions; (b) 5 items to identify areas in which an athlete may need to 

improve concerning pst-cornpetition evaluation of mental preparation and 

performance; and (c) 17 items to identify areas in which an athlete may need to 

improve at practices, such as arriving et practice totally committed to doing one's best, 

making better use of full practice time, and using key words and self-talk to improve 

one's skills. 

A recent review of the sport specific behavioral checklists was very positive 

(Smith 8 Little. 1998). Smith and Little (1 998) stated that 

athletes who complete these forms should find them face 
valid and user-friendly ... completing the scales should prove 
useful not only in helping athletes becorne more self-aware 
but also for the setting of specific intervention goals (p. 105). 

In addition to the face valid and user friendly nature of the spart speclic 
behavioral checklists, Martin (1997) suggested several additional benefits of these 
individualized questionnaires. These include the fact that the checklists can be 
completed at home, swing ôoth time and money. The checklists may be somewhat 
less threatening than an intake interview, making it easier for some athletes to indicate 
their needs. The checklists c m  be re-adrninistered at different points of en 
intervention as a way of monitoring progress. Lastly, Martin (1997) suggested that 
having athletes, coaches, and parents complete similar questionnaires will provide a 
sport psychological consultant with multiple perspectives on potential problems (e.g., 
see Martin & Toogood, 1 997). Many of these benefits apply to the previously 
mentioned technique of performance profiling (Butler & Hardy, 1992). The main 
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benefits of the sport specific behavioral checklists over performance prof iling are that 
the checklists: (a) ensure that al1 areas of mental preparation are evaluated; and (b) 
provide sport specific examples. 

Preliminary research on the sport specific behavioral checklists for basketball 

and swimrning found these questionnaires to have face validity and high test-retest 

reliability (Lines et al, in press). Furtherrnore, research on the sport specific 

questionnaire for figure skating evaluated the convergent validity of the checklist by 

comparing the responses of a group of skaters, their coaches, and ttieir parents 

(Martin 8 Toogood, 1997). 

Statement of the problem 

As indicated, initial research on sport specific questionnaires for basketball 

players and swimmers found them to have high face validity and high test-retest 

reliability (Lines et al, 1997). Although initial research has k e n  favorable, more 

research is needed on the psychometric properties of these questionnaires. 

Research is also needeâ to establish the reliability and validity of the behavioral 

checklists for other sports. In order to address both of these needs, two studies were 

conducted (see Figure 1). The first study evaluated the test-retest reliability, face 

validity, and convergent validity of the sport specific behavioral checklists for two 

additional sports, running and volleyball. The second study examined the predidive 

validity of the sport specific behavioral checklists for basketball and swimming, as high 

face validity and test-retest reliability was already established for these questionnaires. 

It is important to note that, although these questionnaires were designed from a 

behavioral perspective, more traditional behavioral assessrnent techniques such as 

the use of single subject expimental designs wem not used in this study. Rethef, 

psychometric techniques were utilized as it was felt that the information which was 

gathered (namely , whether or not the athletes and coaches responded consistently to 
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Studv One 

(Test-retest Reliability, Face Validity, and Convergent Validity of Behavioral Checklists 

for Running and Volleyball) 

A. Partici~ants (A total of 82 participants, 44 male 8 38 female) - 
Runners (42 runners [12 high schooi, 20 university, 10 other]) 8 their 3 male coaches 

Volleyôall players (40 players [16 high school, 24 university]) & their coaches (3 male 

8 1 female) 

B. Phases - 
Time #t Completion of a general and the sport specific questionnaires 

Two weeks later Completion of a modified general and the sport specific 

questionnaires 

Studv Two 

(Predictive Validity of the Behavioral Checklists for Basketball and Swimming) 

A. Participants - 
Basketball players (3 male & 7 fernale) & their coaches (2 male & 1 female) 

Swimmers (3 male and 3 female) & their female coach 

B. Phases - 
Time #1 Completion of a general and the sport specific questionnaires 

After 3 practices Completion of predictive validity questionnaires 

After 3 gamashaces Completion of predictive validity questionnaires 

Figure 1. An overview of the studies. 
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the items on separate occasions, and whether or not the coaches and athletes 

respondeâ similarily in terrns of areas in which the athlete needs help) was important 

for applied practitioners whether or not they endorsed a behavioral or a psychometric 

background. 

Study One 

This study involved the completion of a general (see Appendices E and F) and 

a sport specific (see Appendices A, 6, C, and D) questionnaire by both the athletes 

and theii coaches on two separate occasions. The athletes responses were used to 

evaluate the face validity and the test-retest reliability of the sport specific 

questionnaire foc each sport. As well. the athletes and coaches responses to a sport 

specific questionnaire were cornpared as a measure of convergent validity. 

Method 

Partici~ants 

A total of 40 volleyball players participated in this study, including 16 (10 male 

and 6 femate) at the high school level, and 24 (12 male and 12 female) at the 

university level. The high school volleyball players ranged in age from 15 to 17 (mean 

= 16.2), whereas the university volleybell players ranged in age from 18 to 27 (mean = 

20). The high school volleyball players spent a mean of 9.2 hours involved in sport- 

related activities each week, while the university volleyball players spent a mean of 19 

hours in such activities. 

A total of 42 runners participated in this study, including 12 (8 male and 4 

femate) at the high school level, 20 (9 male and 1 1 female) at the university level, and 

10 (5 male and 5 female) at either the junior high school or senior level. The high 

schod runners ranged in age from 15 to 18 (mean = 16.3), whereas the university 

runners ranged in age from 18 to 26 (mean = 20.4). 01 the junior high school runners, 
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the youngest participant was 11 years of age, while the oldest senior level runner was 

42. The high school runners spent a mean of 15.6 hours involved in sport-related 

activiües each week, while the university ninners spent a mean of 11.3 hours in such 

activities. 

In addition to the athletes, their coaches were asked to participate in various 

parts of this study. A total of 3 (al1 male) running coaches, and 4 (3 male and 1 female) 

volleyball coaches completed questionnaires on their athletes. These coaches had 

coacheâ at this level for a mean of 11 (range from 2 to 18) years, and spent an 

average of 25.6 (range from 6 to 42.5 hours) hours per week on coach-related 

activi ties . 

Procedure 

Participant Recruitment. Prior to the study, the researcher solicited participation 

by phoning the coaches and describing the purpose of the study, requirernents of 

participants, and the benefits of participation. At this time, the researcher scheduled 

an initial meeting with each of the coaches. During the initial meeting, the researcher 

further elaborated upon the procedure, and emphasized areas which were important 

to ensure treatment integrity (see Appendix G). The researchr also provided the 

coach with necessary sample questionnaires, gave athlete consent forms to the coach 

(see Appendix H), and confirmed the dates during which data would be colI8cteô. The 

coach was required to administer and collect consent forms from the athletes prior to 

the beginntng of data collection. There was one consent form for participants over the 

age of 18 and one for participants under the age of 18. 

Descri~tion of the Sport Specific and General Questionnaires. The sport 

specific questionnaires in this study (Le., for volleyball players and distance runners, 

see Appendix A) asked the athlete to evaluate each item on 4, separate, 9-point likert- 
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type scales. Each scale was sport specific, for example the 4 scales on the sport 

specific questionnaire for volleyball players were: (a) "is this item important for 

volleyball players"; (b) "is this something that most volleyball players need to improve 

on"; (c) "is this something you need to improve on"; and (ci) "if you need to improve, 

and if a sport psychologist was available, would you like some help". A sport specific 

questionnaire in this study took each athlete approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

The sport specific questionnaires completed by coaches were rnodified so that 

coaches could evaluate the mental skill strengt hs and wea knesses of the athletes 

whom they coached (see Appendix C). These coach questionnaires included the 

same items as the athlete questionnaires, and they also required approximately 15 

minutes ta complete per athlete. In addition to the above four scales. the coaches 

were askeâ to evaluate each item on a fifth scale. The fifth scale asked each coach to 

indicate how confident they were in responding to each item on the sport specific 

questionnaire (see Appendix C). This fifth scale was thougM to be important because 

the coaches were required to evaluate many covert behaviors for which it is 

impossible to have direct access. 

A general questionnaire was also completed by the athletes and coaches in this 

study (see Appendices E and F). These questionnaires asked the athlete or coach to 

provide information on demographics, the demands of their sport, their familiarity with 

sport psychology consulting, and their knowtedge of mental skills. In addition, the 

general questionnaires asked each athlete or coach whether problernatic areas in the 

athlete's lives, such as excessive nervousness, interfered with other areas of that 

athlete's life such as sleeping and emotional well being. The general questionnaires 

for athletes and coaches took approximately 10 and 5 minutes to complete, 

respectively . 
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First Cornpletion of Questionnaires bv Athletes. As indicated, the first study 

involved the completion of sport specific (see Appendices A, B, C, and D) and general 

(see Appendices E and F) questionnaires by both athletes and coaches on two 

separate occasions. These questionnaires were completed by volleyball players, 

distance runners, and their respective coaches. The runners and running coaches 

were asked to answer the 'cornpetition' section of the sport specific questionnaire 

based upon the runner's strongest or specialty race. 

The athletes answered the sport specific and general questionnaires at the 

beginning of a practice because: (a) this was a time period in which the athletes were 

scheduled to do sport-relateâ activity; and (b) it was assurned that they would be more 

attentive and willing to complete the questionnaires at the beginning of a practice than 

they would be at the end of a practice. The researcher was present during the 

administration of the questionnaires in order to answer questions and to ensure that 

athletes completed the questionnaires independen tl y. 

Prior to distributing the questionnaires, the researcher discussed issues such as 

conlidentiality and the importance of honest and independent responding (see 

Appendix 1). The researcher then asked the athletes to complete a sport specific 

questionnaire (se8 Appendix A) and a general questionnaire (see Appendix E). There 

was a different sport specific and general questionnaire for each sport and it took each 

athlete approximately 25 minutes to complete both. 

First Com~letion of Questionnaires bv Coaches. The researcher asked the 

coaching staff from each sport to complete similar sport specific (see Appendix C) and 

general (see Appendix F) questionnaires on five athletes that they coached. They 

were told to select athletes whom they were familiar with and who were also 

completing sport speclic questionnaires. Therefore, a total of ten athletes (5 male and 
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5 femala) at the high school level and ten athletes (5 male and 5 fernale) at the 

university level were evaluated by their coach in each sport. Each coach was required 

to complete a different set of questionnaires for each athlete, and it took each coach 

approximately 20 minutes to complete these questionnaires for one athlete. As all 

coaches had to complete multiple questionnaires, the researcher provided the 

coaches with the questionnaires, asked them to c~mplete the questionnaires at home, 

and arranged to pick them up the following day. 

Second Com~letion of Questionnaires by Athletes. Two weeks after the initial 

completion of the sport specific questionnaires, the researcher asked each athlete to 

complete a sport specific questionnaire (see Appendix B) for a second time and a 

modifiecl general questionnaire (see Appendix J). With respect to the sport specific 

questionnaire, the athletes were required to answer each item on a 9-point Likert-type 

scale. The scale "is this sornething you need to improve on", was used for the athlete 

questionnaires to assess test-retest reliability, and "is this something this athlete neeâs 

to improve on" was used for the coach questionnaires to assess test-retest reliability. 

The modified general questionnaire, which was brief, was used to evaluate if there 

were any circumstances which occurred between the two administrations of the sport 

specific questionnaire which may have irnpacted the level of mental skills the athlete 

was utilizing. 

The completion of these questionnaires todc place at the practice site at the 

beginning of a practice, and the researcher was present during their completion. As 

well, the researcher emphasized the importance of honest and independent 

responding prior to distributing the questionnaires (see Appendix 1). The corn pletion of 

these questionnaires took approximately 10 minutes. 

Second Com~letion of Questionnaires bv Coaches. The researcher also asked 
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each coach to cornplete a second sport specific (see Appendix D) and a modified 

general questionnaire (sw Appendix K) for five of the athletes whom they coached. 

These athletes were the same athletes on which the coaches completed the first sport 

specific questionnaire. Once again, the coaches were asked to complete the 

questionnaires at home and the researcher collected the questionnaires from the 

coach the following day. It took each coach approximately 10 minutes to cornplete a 

set of questionnaires on one athlete. 

Results 

As indicated, the athlete sport specif ic questionnaire included 4 columns. Each 

column was rated using a 9-point Li keR-type scale where 1 = 'definitely not", 5 = 

"sometimes or to some extentJ', and 9 = "definitely yes". Each column was rated for 20 

gamelrace items, 17 practice items, and 5 items for imrnediately after the gameirace 

(for a total of 42 items). Table 3 contains a summary of the descriptive statistics for 

each column of the volleyball player questionnaire (see Table 3), while table 4 

contains the same information for runners (see Table 4). As well, the questionnaires in 

Appendices A and B contain the mean and standard deviation for each item of the 

sport specific questionnaire for volleyball players and runners (see Appendices A and 

8). 

As indicated, the coach sport specific questionnaire included 5 columns. Each 

column was rated using a 9-point Likert-type sale where 1 = "definitely W, 5 = 

"sometimes or to some extent", and 9 = "definitely yes". Similar to the athlete 

questionnaire, each column was rated for 20 gamelrace items, 17 practice items, and 

5 items for immediately after the gameirace (for a total of 42 items). TaMe 5 contains a 

summary of the descriptive staüstics for each column of the volleyball coach 

questionnaire (see Table 5), while Table 6 contains the sarne information for running 
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Table 3 
Summarv of Vollevball Plaver Questionnaire 

# of items with a 
mean of 7,8, or 9 - All All 16/17 41 /42 

For the auestion: "If vou ne& to im~rove. and if a mort ~svcholoaist w a  
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Table 4 
Summarv of Runner Questionnaire 

For the auestion: "If vou need to im~rove. and if a g m  
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Table S 
Sumrnarv of Vollevball Coach Questionnaire 



Table 5 continued 

For the cruestion: "Do vou think this athlete would benefit frorn workim with a 
mort ~svcholoaist in this area?" 
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coaches (see Table 6). In addition, the questionnaires in Appendices C and D contain 

the mean and standard deviation for each item of the sport s p i f i c  questionnaire for 

volleyball and running coaches (see Appendices C and D). 

Test-retest reliability, face validity, and convergent validity was evaluated for the 

sport specific questionnaires for volleyball and running. Each of these areas will be 

discussed for volleyball players, volleyball coaches, runners, and running coaches 

respectively. 

Vollevball Players 

Test-retest reliability. As indicated, the test-retest reliability of the sport specific 

questionnaire for volleyball players was evaluated by administering the same 

questionnaire to the same athlete on two separate occasions (two weeks apart). Two 

steps were taken to help ensure that the athletes and coaches did not remember how 

they responded f rom one questionnaire corn pletion to the other. First, the 

questionnaires were administered two weeks apart . Second, the f irst questionnaire 

required the athletes to answer each question for four separate oolumns (5 for 

coaches), whereas the second completion required them to answer the questions for 

only one column (2 for coaches). 

In order to evaluate whether volleyball players remembeced how they 

responded, they were asked two questions on the retest general questionnaire (see 

Appendices J and K): (a) "did you remember how you responded last time", and (b) 

"did how you responded last time influence how you responded this tirne". All 

questions were answered on a 9-point, Likert-type scale where 1 = "no, not at all", 5 = 

"somewhat", and 9 = "definitely yes, a ior. The mean response to the first quest~on 

was 4.13 (sd = 2.3), and the mean response to the second question was 3.57 (sd = 

2.49). According to the volleyball players, they had a mean of 1 55  (sd = 0.82) games 
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Table 6 
Summarv of Runnina Coach Questionnairq 

For the auestion: "1s this somethina this athlete needs to imbrove on?" 
- 

1 Cornpetition 1 lmmediately 1 Practice All Items 

For the auestion: "1s this item immnant for fun= 

; mean of 4. 5. or 6 n 1 1/20 Il All 1 3/17 II 1 9/42 

Corn petition 

mean of 7.8. or 9 
# of items with a 

ethina this that most runners need to im~rove on?'' 
tition 1 lmmediately 1 P ractice II ~ AII items 1 

lmmediately 
After 

1 9/20 
1 

O 

- 

J 

14/17 1 

w 

Practice All ltems 

1 1 



For the auestion: "Do vou think this athlete would benefit from workina - with a 
swrt ~svcholwist in this area?" 
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and 6.38 (sd = 3.23) practices between questionnaire completions. As well, 21.9% of 

the volleyball players indicated that they were injured between questionnaire 

completions and 34.4% said that they had a troublesome experience such as the 

death of a loved one. 

Their responses from the column "is this something that you need to improve 

on" were used to calculate test-retest reliability. The Pearson Product Moment 

Correlation Coefficient was used to determine if volleyball players responded 

consistently (i .e., the same) on both administrations of the sport specif ic questionnaire. 

As well, the items which volleyball players indicated they needed help (i.e., a rating of 

"7", "8 ,  or "9") on both the first and second administration of the sport specific 

questionnaire were examined to determine if volleyball player ratings were consistent 

across these items (see Appendix M). 

The overall correlation coefficient for game items was 0.839, for practice items 

0.743, for immediately after game items 0.568, and for al1 items 0.781. Appendix N 

contains a summary of the correlation coefficients for the test-retest reliability of 

individual items (see Appendix N). With respect to individual items, the correlation 

coefficients ranged from 0.221 to 0.764 (1-tailed). Game item 8 (blocking out 

distractors that don? involve volleyball) was not significantly correlated at either the 

0.05 or 0.01 levels. lmmediatety after game item 1 (evaluating your mental 

preparation and playing pellormance for that game), and pracüce items 2 (keeping a 

written record of progress in meeting your goals) and 10 (working more on skill 

deficiencies) were significantly correlated at the 0.05 level. All other items were 

signtficant at the 0.01 level. 

The overall correlation coefficient for university volleyball players for game 

items was 0.880, for practice items was 0.781, for immediately after game items was 
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0.820, and for al1 items was 0.894. With respect to individual items, the correlation 

coefficients ranged from 0.247 to 0.861 (1 -tailed, see Appendix N). Game item 8 

(blocking out distractors that don't involve volleyball) and irnmediately after the game 

item 1 (evaluating your mental preparation and playing performance for that game) 

were not significantly correlated at either the 0.05 or 0.01 level. Game items 13 (being 

assertive when the oppominity presents itsel) and 1 9 (communicating your 

precompetition needs to others), immediately after game item 4 (communicating with 

your coach), and practice items 8 (remaining positive when an injury forces you to stop 

training) and 17 (using mental imagery, self-talk, and key words before and during 

games simulations) were significantly correlated at the 0.05 level, and al1 other items 

were stgnificantly correlated at the 0.01 level. 

The overall correlation coefficient for high school volleyball players for game 

items was 0.843, for practice items 0.596, for immediately after game items 0.248, and 

for al1 items 0.630. W ith respect to individual items, the correlation coefficients ranged 

from 0.097 to 0.807 (1-tailed, see Appendix N). Eleven of the 42 items were signlicant 

at the 0.05 level (1-tailed), and 10142 items were significant at the 0.01 level. 

As indicated, the items in which volleyball players indicated they neeâed help 

(Le., a rating of "7", " 8 ,  or "9" on the sport specific questionnaire) were also examined 

(see Appendix M). Overall, the volleyball players responded somewhat inconsistently 

across questionnaire completions. As can be seen by examining each individual 

athlete's responses, sorne volleyball players indicateâ they needed help with several 

items on the first administration of the sport specific questionnaire and fewer or no 

items on the second administration, and vice versa. As well, some athletes indicated 

they needed help with different items on each administration of the questionnaire, 

whereas other athletes responded more consistently. 
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Face validitv. Face validity asks whether the items on a questionnaire appear to 

evaluate what they were intendeci to assess (Allen & Yen, 1979). The face validity of 

the sport specific questionnaire for volleyball players was evaluated by examining the 

volleyball player's responses to three questions. 

First, whether or not the items were important for volleyball players in general 

was assessed by calculating the mean and standard deviation for each item in the 

column "is this item important for volleyball players". The mean for each item on the 

volleyball questionnaire ranged from 5.89 to 8.69, with 28142 items having a mean 

response greater than 8. and al1 but one item having a mean response greater than 7 

(see Appendix A). Therefore, on average, athletes felt that al1 items on this 

questionnaire were important for their sport. 

Second, whether or not each item was identified as needing improvement by at 

least some volleyball players was examined by looking at the range of responses to 

the column "is this something you need to improve on" on the volleyball player 

questionnaire. All items on the volleyball questionnaire had mean responses of 4 or 

greater indicating that, on average, athlete's needed at least some help for al1 items 

(see Table 3). As well, the maximum response for al1 42 items to this column on the 

volleyball player questionnaire was 9. That is, at least one volleyôail player indicateâ 

Mat they def initely needed help for each of the items. 

Third, the mean and standard deviation of the items from the calumn 7s this 

something that most volleyball players need to improve on" was examined to identify 

whether or not volleyball players felt this was an area in which most athletes in their 

sport needed to improve. With respect to th& column, aie mean for each item on the 

volleyball player questionnaire ranged from 5.31 to 7.22 (see Appendix A). All items 

on the questionnaire had mean responses of 4 or greater indicating that, on average, 
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volleyball player's felt that most athletes in their sport needed to improve at least 

somewhat for each item on the sport specific questionnaire. 

Do vollevball ~ l a ~ e r s  want help from a sport ~sycholwist? The mean and 

standard deviation of the items from the column "if you neeâ to improve, and if a sport 

psychologist was available, would you iike some help" on the volleyball player 

questionnaire was examined to identify whether or not athletes felt that they could 

benef it f rom worki ng with a sport psychology consultant. 

With respect to this column, the mean for each item on the volleyball player 

questionnaire ranged from 2.53 to 4.72 (see Appendix A). The mean rating for al1 

game items was 3.76 (sd = 2.36), for all practice items 3.58 (sd = 2.74), for al1 

imrnediately after game items 3.63 (sd = 2.73), and for al1 items on the sport specific 

questionnaire 3.67 (sd = 2.50). Only eight out of the 42 items had a mean response 

greater than 4, but al1 items had a maximum score of 9. Therefore, on average, 

volleyball players indicated they wanted minimal help from a sport psychologist with 

most items on the sport specific questionnaire. but at least one athlete wanted help for 

each item. 

Convergent validitv. The convergent validity of the sport specif ic questionnaire 

for volleyball was evaluated by correlating the coaches and athletes responses to all 

items in the column "is this something that younhis athlete need(s) to improve on". The 

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was used to evaluate convergent 

validity for the sport specific questionnaire for volleyball players. Appendix L contains 

a summary of the correlation coefficients for each item (see Appendix L). The 

correlation coefficients ranged from -0.455 to 0.636 (1 -tailed). The overall coefficient 

foc game items was -0.21 7, for practice items 0.066. for immediately after game items - 
0.163, and for al1 items 0.231. Competition items 19 (comrnuntcating your 
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precompetition needs to others) and 18 (preparing and following a detailed 

precompetition and cornpetition plan) were significantly negatively correlated at the 

.O5 level. Whereas, competition item 7 (blocking out what people migM say if you lose 

or don? perform well) was significantly positively correlated at the .O5 level, and 

practice item 10 (working more on skill deficiencies) was significantly positively 

correlated at the .O1 level. No other items were significantly correlated. 

Vollevball Coaches 

Test-retest reliabilitv. In order to evaluate whether volleyball coaches 

remembered how they responded, they were asked two questions on the retest 

general questionnaire (see Appendices J and K): (a) "did you remember how you 

responded last timen, and (b) "did how you responded last time influence how you 

responded this time". All questions were answered on a 9-point, Likert-type scale 

where 1 = "no, not at all", 5 = "sornewhat", and 9 = "definitely yes, a lot". The mean 

response to the f irst question was 2.94 (sd = 2.1 ), and the mean response to the 

second question was 2.15 (sd = 0.9). 

The overall correlation coefficient for game items was 0.913, for practice items 

was 0.770, for immediately after game items 0.804, and for al1 items 0.882. With 

respect to individual items. the correlation coefficients ranged from 0.149 to 0.91 3 (1 - 
tailed, see Appendix O). Game items number 2 (tuning out negative thoughts) and 18 

(preparing and following a detailed precompetition and competition plan), immediately 

after game item number 1 (evaluating your mental preparation and playing 

performance for that game), and practice items number 2 (keeping a written record of 

progress in meeting your goals), 4 (rnaintaining your concentration. especially when 

practice gets long, repetitive, or uninteresting), and 11 (practicing mental skills as well 

as physical skills) were not signlicantly correlated. All other items were significantly 
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correlated at either the .O5 or .O1 level. 

Face validitv. The face validity of the sport specific questionnaire for volleyball 

coaches was evaluated by examining the coach responses to three questions. First, 

whether or not coaches felt each of the items were important for volleyball players in 

general was assessed by calculating the mean and standard deviation for each item in 

the column "is this item important for volleyball players". The mean for each item on 

the coach questionnaire ranged from 6.0 to 8.75, with al1 items having a mean 

response greater than 6 (see Appendix A). Therefore, on average, coaches felt that al1 

items on this questionnaire were somewhat or definitely important for the athletes in 

their sport. 

Second, whether or not each item was identified as needing improvement by at 

least some volleyball coaches was examined by looking at the range of responses to 

the column "is this something that this athlete needs to irnprove on" on the volleyball 

coach questionnaire. Thirty-three of the forty-two items on this questionnaire had 

rnean responses greater than 4 indicating that. on average, volleyball coaches felt that 

players neeâed at least same help for most items (see Table 4). As well, the maximum 

response for each item on the coach questionnaire ranged from 7 to 9, indicating that 

volleyball coaches felt that at least one athlete needed h8lp with each item on the 

sport specific questionnaire. 

Third, the mean end standard deviation of the items from the column "is this 

something that most volleyball players need to improve on" was examined to identm 

whether or not volleyball coaches felt this was an area in which most athletes in their 

sport needed to improve. The rnean for each item on the volleyball coach 

questionnaire ranged from 4.25 to 7.25, with al1 but 2 items having a mean greater 

than 5. Therefore, on average, volleyball coaches felt that most athletes need to 
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improve "ta some extent" on each item. 

Do vollevball coaches feel their athletes would ôenefit from workina with a smrt 

psvcholoaist? The mean and standard deviation of the items from the column "do you 

think this athlete would benefit from working with a sport psychologist in this area" on 

the coach questionnaire was exarnined to identify whether or not volleyball coaches 

felt that volleyball player's could benefit from working with a sport psychology 

consultant. The mean for each item on the coach questionnaire ranged from 3.50 to 

5.78 (see Appendix C). The mean rating for al1 game items was 5.01 , for al1 practice 

items 4.42, for all immediately after game items 5.12, and for al1 items on the sport 

specific questionnaire 4.85. The coach mean ratings were greater than four for 36 of 

the 42 items, and al1 items had a maximum score of 9. This suggests that, on average, 

coaches felt that their athletes could benefit (at least somewhat) by working with a 

sport psychologist in most areas identified on the sport specific qwstionnaire, and that 

at least one volleyball player needed help with each item. Interestingly, the number of 

coach items with mean ratings greater than four (i.e., 36) far exceeds the number of 

player items (i.e., 8). 

Are vollevball coaches confident in their abilitv to evaluate vollevball davers 

mental skill strenaths and weaknesses? The volleyball coaches mean respanses from 

the column "are you confident in your ability to answer this question" were examined to 

determine whether or not volleyball coaches were confident in their ability to evaluate 

a volleyball player's mental skill strengths and weaknesses. 

The mean for each item on the coach questionnaire ranged from 6.72 to 9.00 

(see Appendix C), with al1 but 1 rûsponse having a mean greater than 7. Therefore, on 

average, voiieyball coaches were very confident in their ability to evaluate the m e n l  

skill strengths and weaknesses of the voiîeyball player's whom they coached. 
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Runners 

Test-retest reliabilitv. In order to evaluate whether runners remembered how 

they responded, they were asked two questions on the retest general questionnaire 

(see Appendices J and K): (a) "did you remember how you responded last time", and 

(b) "did how you responded last time influence how you responded this tirne". All 

questions were answered on a 9-point, Likert-type scale where 1 = "no, not at all", 5 = 

"somewhat", and 9 = "definitely yes, a lot". The mean response to the first question 

was 4.1 (sd = 2-45), and the mean response to the second question was 3.65 (sd = 

2.41). According to the runners, they had a mean of 0.317 (sd = 0.57) races and 7.89 

(sd = 4.86) practices between questionnaire completions. As well, 26.2% of the 

runners indicated that they were injured between questionnaire completions and 

23.8*/0 said that they had a troublesome experience such as the death of a loved one. 

Their responses from the column "is this something that you need to improve 

on" were used to calculate test-retest reliability. The Pearson Product Moment 

Correlation Coefficient was used to determ ine if runners responded consistently (i .e., 

the same) on both administrations of the sport specific questionnaire. As well, the 

items which runners indicated they needed help in (i.e., a rating of "7", "8", or "9") on 

both the first and second administration of the sport specific questionnaire were 

examined to determine if runner ratings were consistent across these items (see 

Appendix M). 

The overall correlation coefficient for runners for game items was 0.492, for 

practice items 0.530, for immediately after game items 0.61 5, and for al1 items 0.593. 

With respect to individual items, the correlation coefficients ranged from 0.169 to 0.617 

(1-tailed, see Appendix N). Game items 5 (maintaining your concentration on the task 

at hand) and 6 (blocking out distractors over which you have no control), and practice 
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item 9 (improving your consistency and fine tuning the skills you can already perform, 

rather than just going through the motions) were not significantly correlated at either 

the 0.05 or 0.01 levels. All other items were significantly correlated at either the 0.05 

or 0.01 levels. Notably, the test-retest reliability for runners was lower than the test- 

retest reliability for volleyball players. 

The overall correlation coefficient for university runners for game items was 

0.528, for practice items 0.669, for immediately after game items 0.61 5, and for al1 

items 0.665. W ith respect to individual items, the correlation coefficients ranged f rom - 
0.007 to 0.827 (1 -tatled, see Appendix N). Thirty of the 42 items were significantly 

correlated at either the 0.05 or 0.01 significance levels. 

The overall correlation coefficient for highschool runners for game items was 

0.627, for practice items 0.292, for immediately after game items 0.689, and for al1 

items 0.608. With respect to individuai items, the correlation coefficients ranged from - 
0.1 76 to 0.909 (1 -tailed, see Appendix N). Eighteen of the 42 items were significantly 

correlated at either the 0.05 or 0.01 significance levels. 

As indicated, the items in which runners indicated they needed help (i.e., a 

rating of "7", "8", or "9" on the sport specific questionnaire) were also examined (see 

Appendix M). Overall, the runners responded somewhat inconsistently across 

questionnaire completions. As can be seen by examining each individual athlete's 

responses, some runners indicated they nWed help with several items on the first 

administration of the sport specific questionnaire and fewer or no items on the second 

administration, and vice versa. As well, some runners indicated they needed help with 

different items on each administration of the questionnaire, whereas other runners 

responded more consistently. 

Face validitv. The face validity of the sport çpecific questionnaires for runners 
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was evaluated by examining the runner's responses to Mree questions. Çirst, whether 

or not the items were important for runners in general was assesseâ by calculating the 

mean and standard deviation for each item in the column "is this item important for 

runners". The mean for each item on the runner questionnaire ranged from 7.05 to 

8.57, with 30/42 items having a mean response greater than 8, and al1 items having a 

mean response greater than 7 (see Appendix A). Therefore, on average, athletes felt 

that all items on this questionnaire were important for their sport. 

Second, whether or not each item was identified as needing improvement by at 

least some runners was examined by looking at the range of responses to the column 

"is this something you need to improve on". Forty-one of the 42 items on the runner 

questionnaire had mean responses of 4 or greater indicating that, on average, 

athlete's needed at least some help for al1 items (see Table 5). In addition, the 

maximum response for ail 42 items to this column on the runner questionnaire was 9. 

That is, at least one runner indicated that they definitely neeâed help for each of the 

items. 

Third, the mean and standard deviation of the items from the column "is this 

something that most runners need to improve on" was examined to identify whether or 

not most athletes felt this was an area in which most runners needed to improve. The 

mean for each item on the runner questionnaire ranged from 4.95 to 7.60 (se8 

Appendix A). All items on the questionnaire had mean responses of 4 or greater 

indicating that, on average, athlete's felt that most athletes in their sport needed to 

improve at least somewhat for each item on the sport specific questionnaire. 

Do runners want heb from a sport ~svcholoaist? The mean and standard 

deviation of the items from the column "if you need to irnprove, and if a sport 

psychologist was available, would you like some help" on the runner questionnaire 
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was examined to identify whether or not athletes felt that they could benefit from 

working with a sport psychology consultant. The mean for each item on the runner 

questionnaire rangeâ from 4.28 to 6.58 (see Appendix A). The mean rating for al1 

game items was 5.50 (sd = 2.18), for al1 practice items 5.90 (sd = 2.44), for al1 

immediately after game items 5.30 (sd = 2.45), and for al1 items on the sport specific 

questionnaire 5.57 (sd = 2.23). All items had a maximum rating of 9, indicating that at 

least one runner wanted help with each item on the sport specific questionnaire. 

Interestingly, al1 but 1 item had a mean rating greater than 4 on the runner 

questionnaire, whereas only 8 of 42 items had a mean rating greater than 4 on the 

volleyball player questionnaire. Therefore, on average, the runners indicated that they 

would like more help from a sport psychologist (across most items) than did the 

volleyball players. 

Conversent Validity. As indicated, the convergent validity of the sport specific 

questionnaire for runners was evaluated by correlating the coaches and athletes 

responses to all items in the column "is this something that younhis athlete need(s) to 

improve on". The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was used to 

evaluate convergent validity for the sport specific questionnaire for runners. Appendix 

L contains a summary of the correlation coefficients for each item (see Appendix L). 

The correlation coefficients ranged f rom -0.405 to 0.61 1 (1 4ailed). The overall 

coefficient for game items was -0.092, for practice items 0.021 , for immediately after 

game items -0.31 8, and for al1 items -0.151. Practice item 7 (staying positive when 

you're having a bad practice) was significantly negatively correlateâ at the .O5 level, 

whereas practice item 2 (keeping a written record of progress in meeting your goals) 

was significantly positively correlated at the .O1 level. No other items were significantly 

correlated. 
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Runnincr Coaches 

Test-retest reliabilitv. In order to evaluate whether running coaches 

remembered how they responded, they were asked two questions on the retest 

general questionnaire (see Appendices J and K): (a) "did you remember how you 

responded last tirne", and (b) "did how you responded last time influence how you 

responded this tirne". All questions were answered on a 9-point, Likert-type scale 

where 1 = "no, not at all", 5 = "somewhat?, and 9 = "definitely yes, a lot". The mean 

response to the first question was 2.0 (sd = 1.05), and the mean response to the 

second question was 2.0 (sd = 1 .OS). 

The overall correlation coefficient for game items was 0.453, for practice items 

0.51 4, for immediately after game items 0.107, and for al1 items 0.41 1. With respect to 

individual items, the correlation coefficients ranged from -0.357 to 0.908 (1 -tailed, see 

Appendix O). Seven game items (i.e., number 18, 16, 14, 12. 7, 5. and 1 ) and 1 

practice item (i.e., number 12) were significant at the $05 level, while two game items 

(i.e., number 17, 15) and four practice items (i.e., number 3, 4, 5, and 6) were 

significant at the .O1 level. No other items were significantly correlated. Notably, the 

test-retest reliability for running coaches was lower than the test-retest reliability for 

volleyôall coaches. 

Face validity. The face validity of the sport specific questionnaire for running 

coaches was evaluated by examining the coach responses to three questions. First, 

whether or not coaches fait each of the items were important for runners in general 

was assessed by calculating the mean and standard deviation for each item in the 

column "is this item important for runners". f he mean for each item on the coach 

questionnaire ranged from 5.33 to 8.67, with al1 items having a mean response greater 

than 6 (see Appendix A). Therefore, on average, coaches felt that al1 items on this 
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questionnaire were somewhat or definitely important for the athletes in their sport. 

Second, whether or not each item was identified as needing irnprovement by at 

least some wnning coaches was examined by looking at the range of responses to the 

column "is this something that this athlete needs to improve on" on the running coach 

questionnaire. Only fifteen of the forty-two items on this questionnaire had rnean 

responses greater than 4 indicating that, on average. running coaches felt that runners 

needed at least some help for few items (see Table 4). In contrast, the maximum 

response for each item on the coach questionnaire ranged from 5 to 8, indicating that 

running coaches felt that at least one athlete needed some help with each item on the 

sport specific questionnaire. 

Third, the rnean and standard deviation of the items from the column "is this 

something that most runners need to improve on" was examined to identify whether or 

not running coaches felt this was an area in which most athletes in their sport needeâ 

to improve. The mean for each item on the running coach questionnaire ranged from 

3.33 to 8.33, with al1 but one item having a mean greater than 4. Therefore, on 

average, running coaches felt that most athletes need to improve "to some extent" on 

each item. 

Do running coaches feel their athletes would benefit from workin 

psvcholoaist? The mean and standard deviation of the items from the column "do you 

think this athlete would benefit from working with a sport psychologist in this area" on 

the coach questionnaire was examined to identify whether or not running coaches felt 

that runner's could benefit from working with a sport psychology consultant. The mean 

for each item on the coach questionnaire ranged from 2.25 to 4.80 (see Appendix C). 

The mean rating for al1 game items was 3.47, for al1 practice items 4.03, for all 

irnmediately after game items 3.19, and for al1 items on the sport specific questionnaire 
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3.56. Only 17 of the 42 items on the running coach questionnaire had mean ratings 

greater than 4. Interestingly. this is far fewer items than that of the runners (41 of 42 

items with mean ratings greater than 4) or the volleyball coaches (36 of 42 items with 

mean ratings greater than 4). Thirty of the 42 items had maximum scores of 7 or 

higher, indicating that running coaches felt that at least one athlete could definitely 

benefit from working with a sport psychologist on only 30 of the 42 items on the sport 

specif ic questionnaire. 

Are runnina coaches confident in their abilitv to evaluate runners mental skill 

strenaths and weaknesses? The running coaches mean responses from the column 

"are you confident in your ability to answer this question" were examina to determine 

whether or not running coaches were confident in their ability to evaluate a runner's 

mental skill strengths and weaknesses. 

The mean for each item on the coach questionnaire ranged from 5.95 to 7.20 

(see Appendix C), with al1 but one response having a mean greater than 6. Therefore, 

on average, running coaches were very fairly confident in their ability to evaluate the 

mental skill strengths and weaknesses of the runner's whom they coached. 

Interestingly, although the running coaches were fairly confident, the volleyball 

coaches were somewhat more confident in their ability ta evaluate mental skill 

strengths and weaknesses of the athlete's whom they coach (i .e., mean scores 

ranging from 6.72 to 9.0). 

Ooen-ended Comments for the Vollevball and Runnina Smrt Soecif ic Questionnaires 

An open ended question was included after each section (Le.. garnelrace, 

immediately after gamelrace, and practice) of the sport specific questionnaire. This 

question asked athletes and coaches to indicate any additional concerns that they had 

which were not addressed on the questionnaire. Most of the comments were 
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additional examples which could be added to existing questions. A few comments. 

however, suggest the need to modify existing questions or to add new items. 

With respect ta races, two items were recommended for the running 

questionnaire. The first was an item on race tactics. Some open ended comments 

concerning this item were "that I won? keep my Pace and will fall behind 1 Wm into the 

race", and "1 have to be careful to stay behind in the beginning so I can use my 

strength, the kick at the end". This item could ôe incorporated into the precompetition 

item of the questionnaire (i.e., game number 18), but perhaps examples need to be 

added to help clarify the question. The second recommended item involved focusing 

on yourself, and not comparing yourself to others. Some comments concerning this 

item were "thinking about just me, how I'm going to feel, how I'm going to run, not can I 

beat hef', and "1 often compare myself to others". Once again. this item could be 

incorporated into an existing item (i.e., game number 2 or 6), but the examples may 

need to be modified to reflect this sport specific concem. 

With respect to games, some volleyball players suggested the need to include 

specific examples. One player imlicated the importance of "mental and physical 

readiness when being subbed in and out of matches", whereas another stated that 

"the faster you pick up on a hitter's tendencies, the more efficient you will be during the 

game". In addition, one athlete suggested changing an existing example. According 

to the athlete. "seying 'l'm going to kiil this one' isn't the best philosophy''. 

With respect to practices, one runner emphasized the importance of time 

management, especially with respect to "balancing school and training". As well, one 

runner emphasized the need for balance in training "accepting that you get peaks and 

vaiieys in performances and you can't train at a high intensity year round. Rest is rest". 

Last, a swim coach hinted at Me importance of managing troublesome emotions at 
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practices with their comment "this swimmer is sometimes moody and that impacts 

pract ice" . 

Discussion 

Face Validity 

All measures suggest that the sport specific questionnaires for runners and 

volleyball players are face valid. All of the items were rated as important by both 

coaches and athletes. Each item was identified as needing improvement by at least 

some runners and volleyball players, and athletes and coaches felt that most athletes 

needed to improve "to some extent" on each item. In addition, the standard deviation 

was small when the athletes were asked to evaluate how important each item was for 

their sport. The results suggest that most athletes rated each item as important. In 

contrast. the standard deviation was larger when the athletes were asked to evaluate 

whether they needed to improve in specific areas of mental preparation. The resuîts 

suggest that the sport specific questionniares would have a good chance of 

discriminating between those athletes who did and did not want help in specific areas. 

Notably, the athletes ratings for each of the columns were higher than the 

coaches ratings. This could have important implications for a service provider. That is, 

the coaches may underestimate the amount of help with mental preparation that an 

athlete desires, as well as the importance of mental skill training for their sport. As the 

success of a mental skills training program frequently depends on the cooperation d 

coaches, this finding highlights the need to discuss aie benefits of a sport psychdogy 

program with the coach prior to program implementation. 

Converaent Validitv 

There was little agreement between athletes and coaches on the areas of 

mental preparation in which an athlete needed help. Only one item was significantly 
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positively correlated for eitlier the volleyball or running questionnaire. Furthermore, 

there were some items which were significantly negatively correlated for each of these 

sports. Interestingly, the coaches were very confident in their ability to rate the 

athlete's mental skill strengths and weaknesses (as measured by their answers to the 

"confidence" colurnn of the sport specific questionnaire). Furthermore, there was no 

difference in the coaches confidence level for interna1 or external behaviors. 

The lack of agreement between coach and athlete emphasizes the need to 

obtain multiple ratings of mental skill strengths and weaknesses when developing a 

mental skills training program. It also suggests the need to operationalize the 

constructs so that both coach and athlete are rating the same behaviors. 

Test-Retest Reliability 

In general, test-retest reliability ratings of 0.65 are considered low, 0.75 are 

considered moderate, and anything above 0.90 is considered high (Murphy 8 

Davidshofer , 1 998). In addition, rating scales and preliminary screening instruments 

should have test-retest reliability ratings of at teast 0.70 (Murphy & Davidshofer, 1998). 

Using this criterion, the test-retest reliability in this study ranged from low to moderate 

for most items. The test-retest reliability was higher for university than high school 

athletes, and for volleyball (players and coaches) than running (players and coaches). 

With respect to the former, university athletes may be more familiar with the concepts 

or with their own behavior. 

There are several possible reasons for lower than expected reliability. First. the 

athlete's behavior rnay have changed as a result of self-monitoring. Second, the 

athlete's may have become more self-aware as a result of the initial questionnaire 

completion. Third, the readability of the questionnaire, especially for younger 

participants, rnay have been low. Fourth, the athletes' rnay not have been familiar with 
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the constructs. Fifth, the athletes' responses may have been influenced by a recent 

practice or cornpetition. That is, if they had a poor practice, they rnay have responded 

more negatively to the items. 

In order to help improve the reliability of these questionnaires the following 

steps could be taken. First, the athletes' could be asked to monitor their behavior for 

several games/practices prtor to initial questionnaire completion. Second, the 

readability of each questionnaire could be assessed and modified so that it is 

readable for al1 participants. Third, the athletes' could be provided with operational 

definitions of the various constructs and their resultant familiarity with the constructs 

could be examined. Fourth, each item could indude a prompt to ask the athlete to 

reflect upon past practices/competitions rather than just the previous one. Finally, the 

low reliability which was found for sorne items emphasizes the importance of using 

multiple measures of behavior (Le., an interview in addition to a questionnaire) on 

several separate occasions (Le., after various gamesipractices). 

Do Athletes and Coaches Feel Athletes Would Benefit from Workina With a Sport 

Psvcholoaist 

Only eight items on the volleyball player questionnaire had mean ratings 

greater than four for the column "if you need to irnprove and if a sport psychologist 

were available, would you like some help". In contrast, volleyball players rated al1 

items greater than four when asked "is this something you need to improve on". 

Tiierefore, the volleyball players' average ratings for the "sport psychologistn column to 

the sport specific questionnaire were much lower than their "improvement" ratings. 

These results suggest that, although volleyball players want to improve in certain 

areas, they are reluctant to ask a sport psychologist for help. There are several 

possible explanations for this finding. The volleyball players rnay be unfamiliar with 
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mental skills training. They rnay feel that a psychologist only works with athletes who 

are performing poorly. The volleyball players rnay be unaware of the need to practice 

mental skills regularly and that these are abilities which can be developed. This 

finding points out the imponance of educating some athletes on the role of mental 

skills training in their overall development as an athlete. 

Although there was discrepancy between volleyball players' responses to the 

colurnns "improve" and "sport psychologist", there was no discrepancy for runners. On 

the runner questionnaire, 41 of the 42 items had mean ratings greater than four for 

both the "improve" and "sport psychologist" columns. These results suggest that the 

runners were more open to receiving help frorn a sport psychology consultant. 

Although some differences were found between sports in responses to this column, 

more research is necessary to determine if this is a sport-related phenornena, or if it 

was just a function of the specific athletes who participated in this study. 

Thirty-six of the 42 items on the volleyball coach questionnaire had mean 

ratings greater than 4 for the colurnn "if this athlete needs to improve, and if a sport 

psychologist were available do you think this athlete would benefit from working with a 

sport psychologist". Only seventeen of the 42 items had mean ratings greater than 4 

on the running coach questionnaire. Interestingly, these findings are the opposite of 

the athlete ratings (in which runners were much more open to working with a sport 

psychology consultant than were the volleyball players). These discrepant f indings 

suggest that both questions (Le., "improve" and "sport psychologist") should be asked 

when evaluating the mental skill strengths and weaknesses of athletes. It should not 

be assumed that just because an athlete (or coach) feels they need to improve in an 

area, that they desire help from a sport psychologist. Furtherrnore, if there is a 

discrepancy between these two columns (Le., "improve" and "sport psychologist"), the 
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reasons for it should be explored with the coach or athlete prior to service provision. 

Are Coaches Confident in Their Abilitv to Evaluate the Mental Skill Strenaths and 

Weaknesses of the Athletes Whorn Thev Coach 

Both volleyball and running coaches were confident in their ability to evaluate 

the mental skill strengths and weaknesses of the athletes whom they coached. 

Notably, the volleyball coaches were somewhat more confident in their ability than 

were the running coaches. Once again, this may not be relateâ to these specific 

sports, but rather the coaches who were participants in this research. More research is 

necessary to determine if this is a sport-related phenornena. Interestingly. although 

the volleyball coaches were more confident in their ability to evaluate the mental skill 

strengths and weaknesses of the athletes whom they coached, there was no more 

agreement between coach and athlete ratings on the sport specific questionnaire for 

volleyball than there was for running. 

Study Two 

The second study included a more detailed analysis of the predictive validity of 

the sport specific questionnaires with a small number of athletes and coaches. The 

participants were bas ketball players and swimmers that had bwn shown previously to 

have high test-retest reliability and high face validity (Lines et al., in press). In order to 

evaluate predictive validity, athletes from each of basketball and swimming first 

completed the sport specif ic questionnaire for their respective sport. Then, to 

determine if those assessments predicted their mental skill strengths or deficits at 

practices or competitions, they were askeâ to complete another questionnaire 

imrnediately after three garneslraces and three practices. Their coaches were also 

asked to complete similar questionnaires on each of these occasions. 

Method 
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Participants 

The participants in this study included six (3 male and 3 female) swimmers and 

ten (3 male and 7 female) basketball players. The athletes were rnembers of a local 

university team and varied in age from 18 ta 22 years. The participants had competed 

at this level in their respective sports for a mean of 2.3 years (range from 1 to 5), and 

spent a mean of 15.9 hours per week (range from 8 to 25) in sport-related activities 

(including practice time and additional training such as weights). The basketball 

players who were selected to participate in this study received at least 15 minutes of 

playing time per game. 00th the swimmers and basketball players volunteered to 

participate. 

In addition to the athletes, their coaches were asked to participate in various 

parts of this study. One female swimming coach and three (2 male and 1 female) 

basketball coaches participated. These coaches had coached at their current level for 

a mean of 1.8 years (range from 1.5 to 2 years), and spent an average of 28.3 hours 

(range from 20 to 35 hours) per week on coach-related activities. 

Procedure 

Partici~ant Recruitment. Prior to the study, the researcher solicited participation 

by phoning the coaches and describing the purpose of the study, requirements of 

participants, and the benefits of participation. At this time, the researcher scheâuled 

an initial meeting with each of the coaches. Dumg the initial meeting, the researcher 

fumer elaborated upon the procedure. and ernphasized amas which are important to 

ensure treatrnent integrity (see Appendix G). The researcher also provided the coach 

with necessary sample questionnaires. gave the coach athlete consent forms (see 

Appendix H), and confirmed the dates during which data would be collected. The 

coach was required to administer and collect consent forms from the athletes prior to 
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the beginning of data collection. There was one consent form for participants over the 

age of 18 and one for participants under the age of 18. 

Com~letion of S~or t  S~ecific and General Questionnaires bv Athletes and 

Coaches. The athletes and their coaches first completed both a sport specific (see 

Appendices A and C) and a general (see Appendices E and F) questionnaire. The 

sport specific questionnaires in the second study (i.e., for basketball and swimming) 

asked the athlete and coach to evaluate each item on a 9-point Likert-type scale. The 

scale, "is this something you need to improve on", was used for the athlete 

questionnaires, and "is this something this athlete needs to improve on" was used for 

the coach questionnaires. In addition. the coaches were asked to indicate how 

confident they were in their responses to each item on the sport specific questionnaire 

(see Appendix C). The sport specific questionnaires in this study took each athlete 

and coach approximately 15 minutes to complete. The same general questionnaires 

were used for athletes and coaches in this study as were used in the first study. It took 

each athlete and coach approximately 10 and 5 minutes respectively to complete this 

questionnaire. The procedure from the first study was used during the completion of 

these questionnaires (see the section 'First Completion of Questionnaires by Athletes' 

in Study One). 

Descriotion of the Questionnaires Used to Evaluate Predictive Validitv for 

Practices and GameslRaces. With respect to practice behaviors, there were two 

separate questionnaires for each of basketball and swimming, one for coaches and 

one for athletes (see Appendix P). The practice questionnaires asked the coaches 

and athletes, immediately after a practice, to evaluate the mental skill strengths and 

weaknesses of the athlete during that particular practice. Specifically, it asked them to 

evaluate the athlete's use of mental skills before practice, while warming up, and 
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during the first and second halves of practice. The items on the questionnaire used to 

assess predictive validity for practice were designed to evaluate specific items on the 

sport specific questionnaire (see Table 7). For example (as outlined in Table 7), the 

question "when practicing skills you always practice, did you try to do the skills 

accurately and preciselyr was used to evaluate the predictive validity of practice item 9 

("improving your consistency and fine tuning the skills you can already perïorm. rather 

than just going through the motions") on the sport specif ic questionnaire for basketball 

players. Appendix R contains a list of the questions on these "practice" questionnaires 

that were used to evaluate the predictive validity of the items on the sport specific 

questionnaires (see Appendix R). A questionnaire used to evaluate a practice took 

each athlete and coach approximately 10 minutes to complete. 

As stated, this study also involved the completion of questionnaires to evaluate 

mental skill strengths and weaknesses imrnediately after three consecutive 

gamesîraces. There were two different game questionnaires for each of basketball 

and swimrning, one for coaches and one for athletes (see Appendix Q). lmmediately 

after games, the questionnaire for basketball coaches (see Appendix Q) asked the 

coach to evaluate the basketball player's utilization of mental skills during the last two 

hours More the game, during warmup, during the first half, during hamirne, and 

during the second half. lmrnediately after races, the questionnaire for swimrning 

coaches (see Appendix Q) asked the coach to evaluate the swimmer's utilization of 

mental skills during the last two hours before the race, during wanup, and during the 

beginning, middle and end of the race. In addition to the sections contained on the 

respective coach questionnaires, the questionnaire for basketôall players and 

swimmers (see Appendix Q) asked the athlete to evaluate their mental preparation the 

night before, and during the day of the gamelrace. The athlete questionnaire was 
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completed in approximately 20 minutes, and the questionnaire for coaches was 

cornpleted in approximately 15 minutes. The items on the gamelrace questionnaire 

were designed to evaluate the predictive validity of specific items on the sport specific 

questionnaire (see Table 7). For example (as outlined in Table 7). the question "did 

you think of what you would like to accomplish during the game ..." was used to 

evaluate the predictive validity of game item 1 6 ("setting challenging, yet attainable 

goals for each game") on the sport specific questionnaire for basketball players. 

Appendix A contains a list of the questions on the predictive validity questionnaires 

that were used to evaluate the items on the sport specific questionnaires (see 

Appendix R). 

Cornoletion of Questionnaires bv Athletes and Coaches Imrnediatel~ after 

Practices and Games/Races. After the completion of the sport specif ic questionnaires, 

both the athletes and their coaches answered a questionnaire immeâiately after three 

practices (see Appendix P) and three gameslraces (see Appendix Q) in order to obtain 

three, separate samples of behavior for both practices and competitions. The 

questionnaires were adrninistered at practices and gameshaces which occurred right 

after the practice in which the sport specific questionnaire was completed in order to 

sample instances of behavior as close as possible to the completion of the sport 

specific questionnaire. The scheduling of the cornpletion of the questionnaires is 

shown in Table 8 (se8 Table 8). With respect to race questionnaires, the swimmers 

completed one questionnaire per day during a three-day swimming meet, and they 

were asked to cornplete this questionnaire after their most important heat if they did not 

make the final, and after the final of their specialty stroke if they qualtfied. 

Prior to the completion of the first questionnaire, the researcher met with the 

participants (both athletes and coaches) to explain the importance of honest 
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Table 7 

Samole of auestions which were used to evaluate ~redictive vatiditv of the smrt 
soecific auestionnaire for basketbail   la vers 

~ s p e c i t i c  
Ouestionnaire 

13. Being assertive when the 
opporiunity presents itself (e.g., 
driving to the basket when you get a 
step on your opponent, etc.)? 

16. Setting challenging, yet attainable 
goals for each game? 

3. Remembering the good things that 
happened, and incorporating them 
into mental preparation for the next 
game (e.g., "1 biocûed out well", I saw 
Me bal1 at al1 times", etc.) 
Practice Items 

A 3. Arriving at practice totally 
committed to do vour best? 

9. Improving your consistency and 
fine tuning the skills you can already 
perform. rather than just going through 
the motions (e.g., making sure your 
cross over driùble is low and fast, 
etc.)? 

Questionr used to evaluate 
piedictlve validity 

Did you think about what people rnight 
Say if you lost? 
How do you think this affected your 
performance? 

Did you drive if your opponent was toc 
close? 
Did you shoot when you were open? 
When you had a step on your 
opponent did you take the bal1 to the 
hole? 

Did you think of things you wbuld like 
to accomplish during the game such 
as scoring a certain number of points, 
calling cutters when playing zone 
defence, etc.? 

Did you spend at least 5 minutes 
thinking about the good things that 
happened and how you could 
incorporate them into the next game? 

Did you arrive at practice focused and 
committed to doing your best? 

When practicing skills you always 
practice (e.g., bal1 handling, lay ups. 
blocking out, etc.), did you try to do the 
skills accurately and precisely (eg . , 
making sure you follow through on 
your shot)? 
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Timeline for auestionnaire com~letion in the second studv 

Bas ketball 

November 10 Predictive validity of f irst practiœ 
November 11 Predictive validity of second pracüce 
November 12 Predictive validity of third practice 1 

Swlmmlnp 
> 

Date 
L 

November 30 

November 30 
I 

Oecernber 1 
December 2 

Questlonnalre 
Sport specific questionnaire 

Predictive validity of first practice 
Predictive validity of second pracüce 

Predictive validity of third practice 
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responding, to emphasize completing each questionnaire based only on the 

performance of the gamelrace or practice immediately prior to data collection, and to 

give a detailed explanation of how to comptete the questionnaire correctly (see 

Appendix 1). The researcher discussed the first two points prior to the completion of 

each predictive validity questionnaire (see Appendix 1). 

The practtce questionnaires were completed in the bleachers for basketball 

ptayers and at the side of the pool for swimmers. The garnelrace questionnaires were 

answered in the back of the bleachers or in the locker room after a gamelrace for both 

sports. If the questionnaires were completed in the bleachers, the athletes selected a 

location in which there werenlt any spectators, coaches, or media nearby. These 

areas were selected for questionnaire completion because of their convenience for 

both the athletes and their coaches. As coaches were required to complete 

questionnaires for more than one athlete, they were asked to complete the 

questionnaires at home, and the researcher arranged to pick up the questionnaires 

the next day. 

The researcher was present during the completion of the questionnaires for 

practices in order to ensure that the athletes' responded independently and were 

attending to the task while completing the questionnaires (Le., they were focused and 

attending while cornpleting the questionnaires). 

Results 

Predictive Validiw 

The predictive validity of the sport specific questionnaires for basketball players 

and swimmers was evaluated by comparing each basketball player'slswimmer's 

responses on the sport specific questionnaires to their responses on questionnaires 

completed just after practices and gameslraces. 1 he predictive validity of the sport 
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specific questionnaires for basketball and swimrning coaches was evaluated by 

comparing each basketball and swimming coach's responses on the sport speclic 

questionnaires to their responses on a questionnaires completed just after practices 

and gameslraces. The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was used to 

evaluate predictive validity. 

In order to compute predictive validity scores, composite scores were obtained 

by combining several items on the questionnaires completed just after practice and 

gamesfraces (see Appendices R and S). There was one composite score calculated 

for each item on a sport specific questionnaire. Appendix T contains a list of the 

composite scores for volleyball players, runners, and their coaches (see Appendix T). 

The composite score was calculated by: (a) summing the items on a questionnaire 

which make up that composite score and dividing the sum by the nurnber of items in 

the composite (some of the items were reverse scored, i.e., if the value was '2'' the 

item would be scored as '1 0-2'. or '8'); and (b) obtaining the mean composite scores 

by adding up the composite scores across the three administrations of a questionnaire 

and dividing by the number of administrations. After composite scores had been 

calculated, the predictive validity of the items for an athlete or a coach sport specific 

questionnaire were calculated by correlating the appropriate composite score with the 

appropriate item on that athlete's (or coach's) sport specific questionnaire. 

The sport specific questionnaire was designed to determine areas in which the 

athlete wants help and the predictive validity questionnaire was designed to determine 

mental skill areas which the athlete utilized during specific practices and cornpetitions. 

As such, these two questionnaires are worded differently and a negative correlation is 

expected between the sport specific questionnaire and the questionnaires completed 

after practices and gameslraces. In other words, if an athlete indicated that they 
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needed to think more positively at practices (a high rating on the sport specific 

questionnaire), we would expect them to Say that they had few positive thoughts at any 

one practice (a low rating on the predictive validity questionnaire completed just after 

practice). 

The predictive validity of the sport specific questionnaire for athletes was low 

(see Appendix U). The correlation coefficient for each of the items ranged from -0.646 

to 0.459. There was only one item, game response number 20 ("staying supportive of 

and praising teammates' performance"), which had a correlation coefficient significant 

at the 0.01 level. No items were significantly correlated at the .O5 level. The overall 

correlation coefficient for game items was -0.075, for practice items -0.162, for 

imrnediately after game items 0.091. and for all items 0.044. The predictive validity for 

various constructs was also low (see Appendix U), as the correlation coefficients 

ranged from -0.471 to 0.31 2 and there were no significant correlations. 

The predictive validity of the sport specific questionnaire for coaches was tow 

(see Appendix V). The correlation coefficient for each of the items ranged from -0.81 1 

to 0.461. There was only one item, game response number 15 ("giving 100°/o effort 

when there are excuses not to"), which had a correlation coefficient significant at the 

0.01 level. In addition, practice item number 5 ("maintaining your effort and focus, 

especially when you are tired or don't feel like being there") had a correlation 

coefficient significant at the 0.05 level. 

Converaent Validity 

Although the main purpose of the second study was to evaluate the predictive 

validity of the sport specific questionnaires for basketball players and swimmers, it also 

provided another opportunity to examine the rate of agreement between athletes and 

coaches. As such, the Pearson Produc? Moment CorreWon was used to calculate the 
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convergent validity of the questionnaire completed just after practices and 

gam esfraces. 

The convergent validity of the questionnaires completed just after games and 

practices for basketball players and swimmers (see Appendix W) was somewhat 

higher than the convergent validity of the sport specific questionnaire for volleyball 

players and runners assessed in the first study (see Appendix L). The correlation 

coefficient for each of the items ranged from -0.695 to 0.729. There were two items, 

game item number 12 ("identifying and reacting to your opponents' weaknesses and 

making adjustments as the game progresses" and "making adjustments as the race 

progresses") and immediately after game item number 4 ("communicating with your 

coach"), which had a correlation coefficient significant at the 0.01 level. In addition. 

game items 3 ("staying relaxedlloose and not getting too nervous"), 10 ("staying 

energized in difficult situations"), 13 ("being assertive when the opportunity presents 

itself" and staying positive throughout a race"), 14 ("managing troublexime emotions"), 

and 1 8 ("preparing and following a detailed com petition and precompetition plan"), as 

well as irnrnediately after game item nurnber 1 ("evaluating your mental preparation 

and playing performance for that game/meett') were al1 significant at the 0.05 level. In 

com parison, there was 1 item which was significantly positively correlatecl on the sport 

specific questionnaire for each of volleyball and running in study one. 

Discussion 

Predictive Validitv 

The predictive validity of the sport specific questionnaire was low. The reasons 

for this wuld include those presented when discussing the finâings for test-retest 

reliability in Study One, such as the impact of self-monitoring, increased seif- 

awareness, and a lack of familiarity with the constructs. In addition to those reasons 
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already identified, a longer period of data collection might be desirable in order to 

adequately identify trends. As well, a larger sample size might be benefictal in order to 

access a larger range of behaviors. Finally, a detailed analysis of a smaller range of 

behaviors rnight be more beneficial. That is, a study could investigate the predictive 

validity of one or two constructs such as self-talk or goal-setting rather than al1 items on 

the sport specific questionnaire. 

Conver~ent Valid ity 

As indicated, the convergent validity of the questionnaires completed just after 

practices and gameshaces for basketball players and swimmers was higher than the 

convergent validity of the sport specific questionnaires for volleyball players and 

runners in the first study. The questionnaires completed just after practices and 

gameslraces in the second study asked the coach or athlete to evaluate specific 

behaviors at a specific time. As the agreement was higher for these questionnaires, it 

suggests the need for more operational definitions of some of the items on the sport 

specific questionnaires that were assessed in the first study, as well as a clarification of 

the time period of evaluation. With respect to the latter, it might be helpful to ask a 

coach andlor athlete to visualize a specific practice andior cornpetition prior to 

questionnaire corn pletion. 

Data Analyrls Using Data trom 60th Studle8 

lnferential statistics 

The data acrosç al1 4 sports was used to calculate some inferential statistics. 

The responses from the column 'is this something you need to improve on' on the 

athlete sport specific questionnaires, and 'is this something that this athlete needs to 

improve on' on the coach questionnaires from al1 four sports were used to assess the 

dependent variable. This dependent variable was called 'area', and consisted of three 
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levels, com~etition, practice, and both. 'Cornpetition' was calculated by adding each 

of the responses from the competition section of the sport specific questionnaires and 

dividing by the number of items which were answered. 'Practice' was calculated by 

adding each of the responses frorn the practice section of the sport speclic 

questionnaires and dividing by the number of items which were answered. 'Both' was 

calculated by adding 'practice', 'competition', and the items to the 'immediately after 

competition' section of the questionnaire. 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to calculate whether type of sport 

(i.e., team or individual) or gender had an impact on the level of response given to the 

sport specific questionnaire. The Independent variables (IV's), type and gender, each 

had two levels. The levels for type were team and individual, and the levels for gender 

were male and female. As indicated, the dependent variable (DV) was area, and it 

wnsisted of three levels, competition, practice, and both. Bonferroni procedures were 

used to keep an overall alpha level of . O 5  Table 9 contains a summary of the findings 

from this ANOVA (see Table 9). There were no significant main or interaction effects 

for any level of the DV. That is, there was no difference in the level of response given 

by males or fernales, or by team or individual athletes, for practice, competition, or al1 

items. 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also useâ to assess whether gender, 

sport, level or some combination of these variables had an impact on the level of 

response given to the sport speclic questionnaires. The IV gender had two levels, 

male and female. The IV sport had four levels, running, volleyball, basketball, and 

swimming. The IV level had three levels, high school, university, and other. As 

indicated, the dependent variable was area, and it consisted of three levels, 

competition, practice, and both. Bonferroni procedures were used to maintain an 
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Univariate Analvsis of Variance 

IV = Type of sport in which S participates [i.e., team or individual] 
Gender of S 1i.e.. male or fernale] 

DV = Average of game answers for 'improvement' column 

DV = Average of practice answers for 'improvement' column 

L 

DV = Average of al1 [i.e., game, practice, and immediately after] answers for 
'improvernent' column 

1 

Twe 
F 

,981 

- - 
Signif icance Level 

.325 
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overall alpha level of .O5 Table 10 contains a summary of this ANOVA (se8 Table 10). 

Once again, no signifiant main or interaction effects were found. That is, the sex of 

the participant, the level at which they participated, and the sport in which they played 

had no significant impact on their responses to the sport specific questionnaire. 

F amiliari- with Sport Psvchol 

A total of 38.7% of the athletes in this study indicated that they had worked with 

a sport psychologist. They indicated that they had a mean of 3.47 (sd = 4.16) 

individual sessions, and 4.92 group sessions (sd = 3.40). In addition, on a scale of 1 

to IO, where 1 was most helpful, they indicated that the sport psychologist with whom 

they had worked was helpful at a mean level of 6.43 (sd=2.05). With respect to 

coaches, 50°h of the coaches in this study had askeâ a sport psychologist to work with 

an athlete whom they had coached. The coaches indicated that the sport psychologist 

was helpful at a mean rating of 5.8 (sd = 3.1 1 ). 

Use of Mental Skills 

All of the following items were rated on a 10-point LikeR-type scale, where 1 = 

"never or not at all", 5 = "somewhat or some of the time", and 10 = "a lot or al1 the time". 

Athlete. With respect to imagery, the athletes indicated that they used imagery 

some of the time (m = 6.22), that they watched themset as if on a camcorder 48.3% of 

the time, and that they felt as if they were actually performing 64.9% of the time. They 

said that they sometimes used imagery to prepare themself for training (m = 5 4 ,  to 

perfect skills (m = 5.51 ), and to make technical corrections (m = 5.58). T h8y said they 

more frequently used imagery to see themself achieve their ultimate goal (m = 7.64) 

and to see themself being successful (m = 8.36). 

With respect to self-talk, the athletes indicated that they sometimes experienced 

negative self-talk during practices (rn = 4.82) and cornpetitions (m = 4.13). but more 
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Table 10 

Univariate Analvsis of Variance 

Gender of S [i.e., male or fernale] 
Sport in which S pafticipates [Le.. running. volleyball. basketball, 

swimming] 
Level of sport at which S participates [Le.. high school, university, other] 

Average of game answers for 'improvernent' column 

DV = Average of practice answers for 'improvement' column 

DV = Average of al1 answers for 'lmprovement' column 
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frequently experienced positive self-talk (m = 6.75 and 7.10 respectively). 

In terms of goals, the athletes indicated that they set daily goals (m = 5.35), 

goals for several years frorn now (m = 6.41), and ultimate dream goals (m = 6.82) 

sorne of the time. Whereas. they set goals for each competition (m = 7.71 ) and 

seasonal goals (m = 8.58) more often. With respect to anxiety, they reported being 

able to manage their anxiety at cornpetitions fairly well (m = 7.75), being both 

physically (rn = 7.25) and mentally (m = 7.29) relax&. In terrns of focus, the athletes 

indicated that they felt fairly connected to what they were doing at competition (m = 

7.87), and they had some plans on how to tune-out distracters (m = 6.70) and how to 

cope with the pressures at cornpetition (m = 6.54). With respect to a precornpetition 

plan (PCP), the athletes had a time frame for when to complete a PCP some of the 

time (m = 5.48), and this PCP sometimes included imagery (m = 6.02), a reminder to 

focus on what has previously worked (rn = 6.91), and a refocustng plan (m = 6.81). 

Their PCP more frequently included a game pian (m = 7.33), individual goals (m = 

7.50), positive self-talk (m = 7.93), and a physical warmup (m = 8.75). 

Coach. With respect to imagery, coaches indicated that they were very familiar 

with imagery (m = 8.5), but less able to tell when the athletes whom they coached were 

using it (m = 5.78). Similarly, they indicated that they were very familiar with seCtalk 

(rn = 8.6), but less able to recognize if an athlete was using it (rn = 6.56). In terms of 

goal-setting, coaches were both very familiar (m = 9.6) with and able to recognize (m = 

9.0) it. Coaches indicated that they were quite familiar with relaxation, focusing, and 

precompetition planning (m = 8.3, 8.7, and 8.4 respectively), and somewhat able to 

recognize when an athlete was using each of these (m = 6.67, 6.78, and 7.61 

respective1 y). 
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Summary and Future Research 

The sport specific questionnaires for volleyball players and runners appear to 

be face valid and user friendly. The test-retest reliability of items ranged from low to 

moderate. and was most acceptable for university-level volleyball players. The 

convergent validity of the sport specific questionnaires for volleyball and running was 

low, as there was little agreement between athletes and coaches in terms of areas of 

mental preparation in which an athlete needs help. Runners and volleyball coaches 

felt that athletes would benefit from working with a sport psychologist in several areas 

of mental preparation, whereas volleyball players and running coaches felt that there 

were only a few areas of mental preparation in which an athlete would benefit from 

working with a sport psychologist. Volleyball and running coaches were both 

confident in their ability to evaluate the mental skill strengths and weaknesses of the 

athletes whom they coached, although volleyball coaches were somewhat more 

confident than running coaches. 

With respect to the second study, the predictive validity of the basketball and 

swirnming questionnaires was low. That is, there was little agreement between the 

sport specific questionnaire and a questionnaire which was completed after three 

practices and three gameslraces. 

Finally, using data from both studies, no differences were found between 

gender (Le., male or fernale), level (i.e., high school or university), and type of sport 

(Le., team or individual) for how much athletes needed to improve in areas of mental 

preparation. 

Interestingly, when coaches were asked to evaluate their ability to recognize 

whether athlete's (in general) were using certain mental skills such as self-talk and 

visualization on the general questionnaire, they rated themselves at a moderate level 
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(i.e.. 5 or 6 on a IO-point scale). But, when they were asked how confident they were 

evaluating a specific athlete whom they coached on the sport specific questionnaire, 

their confidence in their ratings was higher (Le., 7 or 8 on a 9-point scale). This 

suggests that, although coaches recognize their diff iculty in evaluating private 

behaviors at a general level, they override this lack of certainty when evaluating 

individual athletes. When evaluating an individual athlete's behavior with whom they 

are familiar, they feel much more confident in their ability to assess both overt and 

covert behavior. Yet, their evaluation of this behavior is inconsistent with the athlete's 

self-evaluation. Perhaps prompting coaches to explain the specific behaviors they are 

using to evaluate various items would require them to be more thoughtful of their 

ratings. 

Future research in the areas examined in these studies might proceed in 

several directions. First, more athletes in various sports should be sampled in order to 

determine if these findings are sport specific or simply a function of the athletes who 

panicipated in these studies. Second, in order to further evaluate the face validity of 

the items on the sport specif ic questionnaires, retired athletes could be sampled to 

evaluate their view of the importance of Me current items. Third, considering that 

coaches were very confident in their ability to evaluate the mental skill strengths and 

weaknesses of the athletes whom they coached, it would be informative to assess how 

coaches would operationalize the presence or absence of certain behaviors for 

athletes that the coaches are asked to evaluate. For example, coaches wuld be 

asked to describe how they evaluate whether an athlete needs to improve in "thinking 

positively". FourHi, as the test-retest reliability of the sport specific questionnaires was 

low for some items, it rnight be beneficial to provide each athlete with a detailed 

description (including sport specific examples) of each mental skiH area. and ask them 
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to self-monitor their own behavior over a few practices and gamestraces prior to initial 

questionnaire cornpletion. As well, the athletes should be encouraged to think of (and 

reflect upon) several specific practices and games for several minutes prior to 

cornpleting the questionnaire. Fifth, in order to better evaluate the predictive validity of 

the sport specific questionnaire, more athletes should be obsewed over a longer 

period of time. As well, fewer behaviors might be evaluated in more detail through 

several methodologies (e.g., self report questionnaire, self-ttalk diary. direct 

observation, etc.). 
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Appendix A 

Mean (and standard deviation) of the sport specific questionnaires for vol teyball 

players, runners, swimrners, and basketball players 

The sport specific questionnaires contain the means (and standard deviations), across 

al1 athletes in that sport, for each column. The standard deviation is the number which 

is in 'parentheses'. 



Name: Date: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
cornpetitions in which players need to improve. and for which they might need help from a spon psychologist to 
achieve that improvement. Please answer each question honestly. All information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the nurnber chat best expresses your reaction in ternis of the following xale: 

Definitely Sometimes or 
Not to Sorne Extent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Definitely 
Y es 

9 

MATCHES 

Would you say that, just before or during a 
match, you need to improve at: 

1 .  Thinking positive ihoughts? (e.g., "1 'ln 
going to kif1 this one", "This rake is going righr 
IO rhe setterH, etc.) 

1s this item 
impomni for 
playen? 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "I 
hope they don't serve to men, etc.) 

k 

3. Staying relaxed and not getting too 
nervous: 
a) just before the game? 
b) in pressure siiuations'! 

6. Blocking out distractors over which you 
have no control? (e.g., who you are playing 
againsr, who is hirring the ball when you are 
blocking or in the buck roiv, the size of flic 
opponenis, the height of the roof, noisy fans, 
etc. ) 

8.36 (1.2) 
- - 

8.67 (0.63) 

7.88 (1 3) 

4. Maintainingltegaining your confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., when you shank a 
ball out of bounds, yoir get sruffed. you aren't 
getting any sers, yorc curry a bal!, etc.) 

r 

5 .  Maintaining your concentration on the task 
at hand? (e.g., seeing the ball Ieave your a m  
rvlien you receive the serve, etc.) 

7. Blocking out what other people might sûy il 
you lose or don? perforrn well? (e.g., 
cornmen ts from parent (s), coach, teammates, 
friendr, ofher players. spectafors} 
Other ? 

8. Blocking out distractors that don't involve 
volleybai l? fe. g., fan~il~, school, refariomhip 
problems) 
Orlier? 

1s lhis somettiing 
char mosr players 
nred ro improvr 
on? 

8.58 (0.91) 

8.22 (1 -4) 

If you nrtd IO 

irnpmvc, and if a 
spon psychologist 
was available, would 
you likc sornc help? 

1s rhis somcthing 
you nced to 
improve on? 

6.5 (1.9) 5.44 (2.4) 



Definitely 
Not 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitel y 
Y es 

MATCHES (cont 'd) 

1 

9. Refocusing afcer you get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., if the referee blows a call, you 
hir rhe first few balls out of bounds, players are 
rrash talking, etc.) 

1s this item 
important for 
play ers? 

8.5 (0.94) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? 
(e.g., when you feel tired or sore, you have a 
bad wannup, nothing else is going right, etc.) 

11. Communicating tactictilly with teammates? 
(e.g., "Two hitters in the bock roivu, "You rake 
long ", "I 've got ir ", etc.) 

12. ldentifying and reacting to your 
opponents ' weaknesses , and making 
adjustments as the game progresses? (e.g., rip 
if the middle is open, hir otf'around rhe block if 
there are hvo blockers, etc.) 

8.33 ( 1.07) 

8.69 (0.75) 

8.56 (0.81) 

13. k i n g  asscnivc when the opportunity 
presents itself? (e.g., you kill the bal1 ifrhere 
is one blocker, etc.) 

14. Managing troublesome emotions? (e.g . , 
twiirement, anger, disappoinrrnenr, etc.) 

8.17 (1.42) 

8.33 (1  .û4) 

15. Giving 100% cffon when there are 
excuses nDt to? (e.g., you are playing a team 
you have p layed ofien, )-'QU are losing by a 
large rnargin, etc.) 

16. Settinp chdlenging yei attainable goals for 
each match? 

8.67 (0.63) 

7.94 (1.G) 
- -  

17. Having a better health management plan 
before and during each match/toumarnent? 
(4.8.. getting enough sleep, drinking enough 
warer, eating properly, etc. ) 

- -- 

8.42 (0.77) - 

18. Preparing and following a detriiled 
precompetition and cornpetition plan? 

19. Communicating your precompetition needs 
to others? (e. g . , parent (s) , coach, teammures, 
friends. erc.) 

20. Staying supponive of and praising 
teammates' performance? (e.g., "Good ser ", 
"Great hi! ", "Go& take ", etc.) 

1s this somcthing 
that most playen 
need to impmvr 
on? 

7.94 (1.49) 

7.11 (1.94) 

8.58 (0.77) 

- 

1s ihis somcthing 
you necd to 
impmvc on? 

If you nerd to 
improve. and if a 
spon psychologisi 
was availablc. would 
you like some hclp? 



Definitely 
Not 

1 2 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 7 8 

Definitely 
Y es 

9 

- - -- 

IMMEDIA'i'ELY AFI'ER A MATCH 

Would you ssy that you nced to irnpmve at: 

If yuu need to 

improve. and if a 
spon psychologist 
was available. would 
you likc some help? 

1s this sorncrhing 
ha[ most playtn 
nccd to impmvc 
on? 

1s this someihing 
you necd to 
impmvc on? 

Is this item 
important for 
play en? 

1. Evaluating your mental preparation and 
playing performance for that match? 

2. Putting aside a poor performance and 
focusing on the next match? 

3. Remembcring the good things that 
happened, so that you can incorporate them 
into mentd preparation for the next match? 

4. Communicating with your coach? (e.g., 
"Whar can I improve upon?", "Whot did I do 
right or wrong 2"' etc.) 

5. Learning from your rnistakes so that you 
can improve? (e.g., "I will absorb the bal1 
more on serve receprion", "I will USE more 
backsets ", etc.) 

Additional Concems about Games or Maiches 

- - - -  

I f  you need [O 

impmvc, and i f  a 
spon psychologist 
was availablc, would 
you likc somc hclp? 

PRACTICES 
1s this someihing 
hut  most playcn 
nccd ro improve 
on? 

Is ihis sornelhiiig 
you necd to 
improvc on? 

Would you say that, at proclices, you nced 
to improve al: 

I s  tfiis item 
important for 
playen? 

-- 

1 .  Setting speci fic physical, technical, tactical, 
and mental goals for every practice? 

2 ,  Keeping a written record of progress in 
meeting your goals? 

3, Arriving at each practice totally committcd 
to doing your best? 

4. Maintaining your concentration, especially 
when practice is long, repetitive, or  
uninteresting? 

5. Maintaining your effon and focus, 
especially when you're tired, or don't feel like 
being there? 



Definitel y 
Not 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Y es 

PRACTICES (cont 'd) 1s this iicm 
important for 
playcrs'? 

6. Making better use of the hl1 practice time? 
(e.g., volley against rhe wall berween drills, 
pracrice your a m  action when wairing in fine 
IO hi[, m.) 7.03 (2.16) 

I 7. Staying positive when a practice doesn't go 
well? 8.25 (1.16) 

8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
you CO stop training? 

9. Improving your consistency and fine tuning 
the skills you cm already perform rather than 
just going through the motions? (e.g., 
concentrate on your follow through wlien pi: 
are hitting ar practices, etc.) 

IO. Working more on skill deficiencies? 

1 1. Practicing mental skills, as well as 
physical skills? 

12. Not worrying about what other players are 
doing or how much playing time they are 
gett ing? (i. e., concenrrarirrg or1 whar vou have 
to do to irnprove) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to irnprove 
your skills? (e.g., "Warch the bal1 ", "Folfow- 
through", erc.) 

14. Making better use of visualizationlmental 
rehearsal to irnprovc skills? 

15. Giving 100% effon and concentration to 
the trisk at hand, in order to have quality 
practices? 

16. Doing serious game simuiations, and 
making ihem as realistic as possible? (e.g., 
diring for al1 bulkc, prerending you're going 
around a black, etc.) 

17. Using mental imagery , key words, and 
self-talk before and during game simulations? 

I Additional Concems about Practices 

1s this somcthing 
hat  ~ O S I  players 
nced io impmve 
on? 

8.17 (1.28) 

8.5 (0.81) 

8.35 (0.95) 

8.0 (1.33) 

8.28 (0.94) 

7.42 (1.75) 

7.72 (1.28) 

8.69 (0.62) 

8.53 (0.91) 

7.69 (1.37) 

1s his romrthing 
you nced to 
improvc on? 

If you nccd CO 

improve- and if a 
sport psychologist 
WPS available, would 
you likc somc hclp? 



Name: Date: Race: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RUNNERS 
(Middle Distance and Distance) 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
competitions in which runners need to improve. and for which they might need help from a sport psychologist to 
achieve chat improvement. Piease answer each question honestly. All information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number chat best expresses your reaction in terms of the following scale: 

Definitely 
Not 

1 2 3 4 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Yes 

9 

COMPETITION If you nced to 
impmve, and if a 
spon psychologist 
was rvailabfr. would 
you likc sorne help? 

1s diis somehing 
ha1 masr runntn 
nccd to irnprovc 
on? 

1s lhis iicm 
important for 
tunncrs? 

1s ihis somclhing 
you need io 
impmvc on? 

Would you say that, just before or during a 
meet, you ne4 to improve at: 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g., "1 horv 
1 can hir the splifs l'ni going forw, "I'm going 
for a personal besr ", erc.1 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "1 
hope 1 don? corne in last", "These mnners are 
really fast", erc.) 

3. Staying relaxed and not getting too nen1ous: 
a) just before a race? 
b) in pressure situaiions? 
- - - - 

4. Maintaining/regaining your confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., you have a bad 
srortlspfit, yu 're behind, you feel really 
nenlous, efc. ) 

5.  Mainraining your concentration during a 
race? (e. g . , focusing on fom/technique, 
concentraring on race sfrategy. etc.) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which you 
have no control? (e.g., the rime of day of your 
race, who you 'rc compefing againsr, etc.) 

7. Blocking out what people might say if you 
don't perfotm well? (e.g.. comments /rom 
p u r  parents, coach, fn'ends, or spectarors) 
Orher ? 

8. Blocking out distractors ihat don7 involve 
running? fe.g.. school, Iamily, o r  relationship 
problems) 
Other ? 

9. Ret'ocusing after you get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., rvhile waiting during the heat 
before yorirs, a competitor invades your space, 
etc.) 



Definitel y 
Not 

1 2 3 4 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Yes 

9 

If you nced ia 
impmvc. and if a 
spon psychologisi 
was availablc, would 
you likt soms help? 

~ COMPETITION (cont'd) Is this item 
important for 
nimcrs? 

10. Staying energized and mentally ready in 
difficult situations? (e.g., when you feel 
farigued or ill, your opponenrs have ntuch 
/mer  qualifiing rimes, erc.) 

1 1. Comunicating wiih your coach before 
the race? (e.g., specijic fhings on rvhich you 
need ro focus during rhe race, erc.) 

12. Making adjustments as the race 
progresses? (e.g., dealing wirh an opponenr Os 
racrics, etc. ) 

13. Managing troublesome emotions? (e.g., 
ercirement, anger, disappoinrment, etc.) 

14. Being assenive and inserting some Pace 
when the opponunity presents itself? (e.g.. a 
rired opponenr, nmr the end of n race, a 
prederermined kick poinr, erc.) 

15. Giving 100 % cffon when there arc 
excuses nor to? te&, you are running againsr 
people you have run againsr severaf rimes, you 
are pfocing poo- in a race, you begin ro feel 
farigued, erc. ) 

I 16. Setting challenging yet attainable goals for 
each race? 

17. Having a beticr heafth management plan 
before and during a meet? (e.g., gerring 
erlorrgh sleep, drinking enough warer, earing 
properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
precompetition and competition plan? 

I 

, 19. Communicat ing your precornpetition needs 
to others? (e.g., parenr (s), coach, seammaies, 
and fnends, etc.) 

20. Staying supponive of and praising 
teammates' performance? 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER A MEET If you nccd to 
improve, and if a 
spon psychologist 
was availablc, would 
you likt somc hclp? 

1s this somcrhing 
hot  most runnm 
nccd to impmvc 
on'! 

Is rhis item 
important for 
ninnen? 

1s this somcrhing 
you nccd io 
impmvc on? 1 Would you Say that you need to improve nt: 

I 1. Evaluating your mental preparation and 
ruming performance for that meet? 



Definitely 
Not 

I 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitel y 
Y es 

9 

2. Putting aide a poor performance and 
focusing on the next cornpetition/race? 

3. Remembering the good things thai 
happened, and incorporating them into mental 
preparation for the next cornpet itionlrace? 

4. Communicating with your coach? (e.g., 
"How \vas niy fornt ? ", "My sfrategy ? ", etc.) 

S. Learning from your mistakes so that you 
can improve? (e.g., "Stay in good position o f  
fhe turn ", efc.) 

Additional Concerns about Races 

If you nccd ia 
irnpmvt. anâ if a 
spon psycbologisr 
was avrilablc. would 
you likc some hclp? 

Is &is item 
important for 
runnc rs? 

1s lhis somcihing 
you need io 
improve on? 

1s this somcthing 
diai mosi ninncn 
need to improve 
on? 

Would you say that, during training, you 
need to improvc at: 
- - - - - - - - - 

1. Setting specific physicd, technicai, tactical, 
and mental goals for every practice? 

2. Keeping a written record of progress in 
meeting your goals? 

3. Arriving at practice physicûlly and mentally 
commiiied to doing your best? 

3. Mainiaining your concentration, especial Iy 
when practice gets long, repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

5. Maintaining your effort and intensity, 
especially when you are tired or don't feel like 
k i n g  there? 

6. Making better use of full pracfice time? 
(e.g., run al1 intervals ut the set rime, mentally 
rehearse benveen intervals, etc.) 



Definitely 
Not 

1 2 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

C L 

Definitely 
Y es 

9 

If you nccd to 
improve. and if a 
sport psychologist 
was available. would 
you like somc hclp? 

1s this iirm 
impomnt for 
runncn? 

1s rhis somcthing 
you need to 
improve on? 

1s this something 
that most tunncn 
necd CO irnprovc 
on? 

TRAINING (cont 'd) 

7. Siaying positive when you're having a bad 
pract ice'! 

8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
you to stop training? 

9. Constantly working on improving your 
technique, strength, or speed? (i.e., nor jusr 
going through rhe moriotas) 

IO. Ttying new and chailenging skills? (e.g., 

11. Practicing menial skills, as wcll as 
physical skills? 

12. Nol worrying about whar othcr runners 
are doing? (i. e. , concenrruring an ivhar you 
have 10 do ro inrprove) 

13. Using key words and self-taik to improve 
your mnning? (e.g., "Sray loose ", "Drive my 

14. Making better use of visualization/mental 
rehearsal before practices to improvc your 
skills? 

15. Giving 100% concentration to the task at 
hand, in order to have quality praciices? 

16. Doing serious race simulations dunng 
some practices? (e.g., use a srarr gun, finie 

17. Using self-talk, key words, and imagery 



Name: Stroke: Date: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SWIMMERS 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
coinpetitions in which players need to improve. and for which they might need help from a spon psychologist to 
achieve rhat improvement. Please answer each question honestly. All information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number that best expresses your reaction in ternis of the following scale: 

Definitely 
Not 

Would you Say that, just before or during a 
meet, you need to irnprove at: 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g., "I know 
I con hit the splirs I'rn going for". T m  going 
for a best rime", etc.) 

4. Maintaininglregaining your confidence in 
diificult situations? (e.g., you have a bad 
starr/split, you 're behirid, you feel really 
nervous. etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "I 
hope I dori'r conte irt lasr", "These swirrrmers 
are really f u r  ", etc.) 

3. Staying loose and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before a race? 
b) in pressure situations? 

5. Maintaining your concentration during a 
race? (e. g . , focusing on technique, 
corrcentraring on turns, etc.) 

7.0 (1.67) 

5.75 (1.97) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which you 
have no control? (e.g., rhe tirne of day of your 
race, who you 're compefing against, etc.) 

7. Blocking out what people might Say if you 
don? perform well? (e.g., coniments fmm 
your parents, coach, fien&, or specwrs)  
Other ? 

8. Blocking out distractors chat don't involve 
swimming? (e.g . , school. family, or 
relationship problems) 
Other ? 



Definitely 
Not 

1 2 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

4 5 6 7 8 

Definitel y 
Y es 

9 

9. Refocusing after you get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., while waiting behind the blocks 
during the heat before yours, a cornpetitor 
invades your space, etc.) 

10. Staying energized in difficul t situations? 
(e.g., when you feel fatigued or ill, your 
opponelts have ntuch faster entry rimes, etc.) 

! 1 .  Cornmunicriring with your coach? (e.g.. 
specific things on which yoic need to focus 
during the race, etc.) 

12. Making adjustments as the race 
progresses? (e. g . , to deal with an opponeni's 
tactics, etc.) 

13. Staying positive throughout a race? (e.g., 
you 're feeling pain. you 're falling behind, etc.) 

14. Managing troublesome emotions? (e.g., 
excitement , ang er, disappointmen?, etc.) 

17. Having a beticr health management plan 
before and during a meet? (e.g., getting 
enorrgh sleep, drinking enough water, euting 
properlv, etc.) 

6.5 (2.07) 

7.33 (2.16) 

15. Giving 100% effort when there are 
excuses not ro? (e. g., you are swirnrning 
against people you have swum against several 
rinies, you are placing poorly in a race, you 
begin tu feel fa figued, etc.) 

16. Seiting challenging yet attainable goals for 
each meet? 

4.67 (2.73) 

5.67 (1.75) 

20. Staying supportive of and praising 
t eammates ' performance? 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
precomperition and cornpetit ion plan? 

r 

19. Comunicating your precompetition needs 
10 others? (e. g . , parent (s), coach, teammates, 
and fie&, etc.) 

6.17 (0.98) 

5.5 (1.38) 



Defini tely 
Not 

1 2 

Sometimes or 
CO Some Extent 

3 4 5 6 

Definitel y 
Yes 

9 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER A MEET 

Would you say that you need to improve at: 

1. Evaluating your mental preparation and 
swimming performance for chat meet? 

2. Putting aside a poor performance and 
focusing on the next racelmeet? 

3. Rernembering the good things chat 
happened. and incorporating them into mental 
preparation for the next racelmeet? 

5. Learning from your mistakes so chat you 
can improve? (e. g., "Explode more 08 the 
rurn ", etc.) 

6.5 (1.52) 

7.83 (1.17) 

6.83 (1.94) 

4. Communicating with your coach? (e.g., 
"How was niy technique?", "My rurns?", etc.) 

Addit ional Concerns about Cornpetit ions 

4.83 (2.48) 

TRAINING 

t w 

Would you Say that, at practices, you n d  
to improve at: 

1 . Setting specific physical . iechnical, tactical. 
and mental goals for every practice? 

2. Keeping a written record of progress in 
meeting your goals? 

5.08 (2.01) 

5.5 (2.88) 

3. Arriving at practice totally cornmitted to do 
your best? (e.g., consistently be stretched 
before the pracrice is scheduled to start, etc.) 

4. Maintaining your concentration, especiall y 
when practice gets long. repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

4.83 (1.94) 

6.92 (1.20) 

r 

5. Maintaining your effort and focus, 
especially when you are tired or don't feel like 
being there? 6.08 (1.80) 



Definitely 
Nor 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Y es 

9 

6. Making better use of full practice time? 
(e.g.. swimming al1 sets under rhe set fime, 
pracficing g w d  turns ut borh ends, etc.) 

7. Staying positive when you're having a bad 
pract ice? 

5.5 (1  .OS) 

7.75 (1.08) 

8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
you to stop training? 

9. Constantly working on improving your 
technique? (Le., doil 'r just go fhrough the 
morioris) 

5.67 (1.97) 

5.17 (2.04) 

10. Trying new and challenging skills? (e.g.. 
trying ro perfecr u new srroke or turn, etc.) 

I I .  Practicing mental skills. as well as 
physical skills? 

12. Not worrying about what other swimmers 
are doing? (Le., concentrating on whar vou 
have io do to improve) 

(1 15. Focusing on having quality practices? 1 5.33 (1 6 3 )  

4.0 (1.4 1) 

5.0 (1.79) 

6.33 (1.97) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve 
your skills? (e.g., on backsrroke: "Head 
sri11 ", "Hips high ", etc.) 

14. Making better use of visualization/mentat 
reheanal before practices to improve your 
skills? 

3.33 (1.75) 

5.08 (1.56) 

16. Doing serious race simulations during 
some practices? (e.g., rcsirig a starf gitn, 
timing your splirs, swimming against other club 
members, wearing cornpetitive sr<its, etc.) 

v 
4.5 (1.87) 

17. Using self-talk. key words. and imagery 
before and during race simulations? 4.25 (1.41) 

1 

Additional Concerns ahout Practices 



Name: Date: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BASKETBALL PLAYERS 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
cornpetitions in which players need to improve. and for which they might need help frorn a spon psychologist to 
achieve that irnprovement. Please answer each question honestly. Al1 information wili be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number that best expresses your reaction in t e m  of the following scale: 

Definitely 
Not 

Sometimes or  
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Yes 

CAMES 

Would you say ttiat, just before or during a 
game, you need to improve at: 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g.. "An 
easy 2 points ", 'Tm going ro can rhis one", 
etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g.. 
rhinking, just before a game-iying free fhrow, 
"1 ilope 1 don 't blow this one!", etc.) 

3. Staying relaxed and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before the game? 
b) in pressure situations? 

4. Maintaininglregaining your confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., you have a &ad 
iiormup, you make a mistake, your coach subs 
you o f ,  your shot gets blocked, the bal1 gets 
stoleri from yoii, yout check beats you, etc.) 

5. Maintaining your concentration on the task 
at hand? (e.g., focusing on the fronr rim 
before each shor. raking ir one play ar a rime, 
etc.) 

6.7 (0.95) 

5.6 (1.65) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which you 
have no control? (e.g., who you are pluying 
agairrsr, who you are checking, the gym where 
you are playiag, the fans. etc.) 4.5 (2.51) 

7. Blocking out what people might Say if you 
lose or don't perfonn well? (e.g., commenfs 
front parents, coach, friends, or spectators) 
Other ? 3.8 (1.32) 
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8. Blocking out distractors that don? involve 
baskeiball? (e. g . , school, family, or 
relationship problems) 
Other ? 4.3 (2.58) 



Definitely 
Not 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Y es 

9. Refocusing after you get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., on opponent tries tu put you off 
your game, you have a badfirst ha8 the 
referee d e s  a bad coll, etc.) 

12. Identify ing and reacring to your 
opponents' weaknesses and making adjustments 
as the game progresses? (e.g., your shot is not 
going in, your opponent is taking away the 
right-hand drive, etc.) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? 
(e.g., when you feel fatigued or il!, you have a 
bad warmup, nothing else is going right, etc.) 

1 1. Communicating iactically wiih teammates? 
(e.g., " You 've ggot helpside ", "Take away the 
baseline", "Take the ball", etc.) 

13. Being assertive when the opponuniry 
presents itsel f? (e. g . . driving for the basket 
ivhen you ger a step on yuur apponent, etc.) 

14. Managing troublesome emoiions? (e.8.. 
excitement, anger, disappointment, etc.) 

15. Giving lm% effort when there are ' excuses not to? te. g . , you ore playing o teorn 
you play ofierr, you are losing &y a large 

' margiri, etc.) 

5.8 (1.4) 

4.0 (2.36) 

II 16. Setting challenging yet artainable goals for 
each game? 

I 20. Siaying supportive of and praising 
teammates' performance? (e.g., "Good job ", 
"Nice shot", etc.) 

17. Having a better health management plan 
before games? (e.g., getting enough sleep, 
drinking enoicgh water, euting properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
precompetition and compet it ion plan? 

19. Communicating your precompeiition needs 
to others? (e.g., parent(s), coach, teammates. 
and fnends, etc.) 

4.6 (2.5) 

4.6 (2.17) 

4.4 (1.96) 



Definitely 
Not 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitel y 
Y es 
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IMMEDIATELY AFTER A GAME 

Would you Say that you need to improve at: I 
I .  Evaluating your mental preparation and 
playing performance for that game? 

2. Putt ing aside a poor performance and 
focusing on the next game? 

3. Remembering the g o d  things that 
happened, and incorporating them into mental 
preparation for the next game? (e.g.. "I 
blocked out well", "I sarv the bal1 at al1 
rimes ", etc. ) 

Additional Concerns about Games 

4.2 (2.39) 

4.9 (2.47) 

5.5  (2.46) 

4. Communicating with your coach? (e.g., 
" What con 1 improve upon ? " "Mar did 1 do 
ri@ or wrong ? ", etc.) 

5. Learning from your mistakes in order to 
improve? (e.g., "I will fil1 the lane harder ne.v 
rime". "I  will follow rhrough oit my shot 
more", etc.) 

PRACTICES 

6.3 (1.7) 

5.9 (1.2) 

Would you say that, at practices, you neai 
to improve at: 

1. Setting specific physical, technical. tactical, 
and mental goals for every practice? 

2. Keeping a written record of progress in 
meeting your goals? 

3. Arriving at praciice tocally comrnitted to do 
your bat? 

5.6 (2.27) 

4.7 (2.54) 

5.3 (2.16) 

4. Maintaining your concentration, especially 
when practice gets long, repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

5. Maintaining your effort and focus. 
especially when you are tired or don't feel like 
being there? 

7.2 (1.23) 

6.1 (2.64) 



Definitely Sometirnes or 
Not to Some Extent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Definitel y 
Y es 
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6. Making better use of full practice tirne? 
(e.g., shooting benveen drills, ball handling if 
you 're subbed o n  etc.) 

II 7. Staying positive when you're having a bad 
practice? 

II 8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
you to stop training? 

9. Improving your consistency and fine tuning 
the skills you can already perform, rather than 
jus1 going through the motions? (e.g., making 
sure your crossover dribble is low & fast, efc.) 

11 10. Working more on ski11 deficiencies? 1 6.0 (2.11) 

Il 1 1 .  Pracricing mental skills, as well as 
physical skills? 

12. Forgetting about what other players are 
doing, or iiow much playing time they are 
getting? (i. e., concenrraring on rvhar y o ~  have 
to do to inrprove) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve 
your skills? (e.g., "See rhp ball ", "Follow 
through ", etc.) 

II 14. Making better use of visualization/mental 
rehearsal to improve skills? 

15. Giving 10% effort and concentration to 
the task at han& in order to have quality 
practices? (e.g., i f  ball handling, do it 
accrrrately and precisely, etc.) 

16. Doing serious game simulations, and 
making thetn as realistic as possible? (e.g., 
visuali~ing what the dejènce does when you 
headfake and adjirsting your move accordingly, 
etc.) 

Additional Concerns about Practices 

L 

17. Using mental imagery , self-talk, and key 
words before and during game simulations? 5.4 (1 3) 

1 
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Appendix B 

Means (and standard devtations) of the retest sport specific questionnaires for 

volleyball and running 

The retest sport specific questionnaires for athletes contain the means (and standard 

deviations), across al1 athletes in that sport, for each column. The standard deviation 

is the number which is in 'parentheses'. 



Date: 

SPORT PSYCHQLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
cornpetitions in which players need to improve, and for which they might need help from a spon psychologist 
to achieve that improvement. Please answer each question honestly. Al1 information wil! be kept 
confident ial . 

For each question. write in the number chat best expresses your reaction in ternis of the following scale: 

De finit el y Sornerimes or Definitel y 
Not to Some Extent Yes 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 2. Tuning out negative ihaughts? (e.g., " I  hop they don *r serve to me". m.) ( 4.83 (2.48) 

MATCHES 

Would you say that, just bcfore or during a match, you need to improve at: 

1 .  Thinking positive rhoughts? (e.g., "I'm going to kif1 rhis one", "This rake is going right ro 
the setter", etc.) 

3 .  Staying relaxed and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before the game? 
b) in pressure situations? 

îs QU wimcihiq 
p u d @  
lmprove on? 

5.23 (2.46) 

4. Maintaining/regaining your confidence in difficult situations? (e.g., when you shank a ball 
ouf of bounds, you get stuffed, you aren't gening any sets, you curry a ball, etc.) 

5 .  Maintaining your concentration on the task at hand? fe.g., seeing the bail feave your a m  
when you receive the serve, etc.) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which you have no control? (e.g., ivho you are pluying 
againsr, who is hitring the ball when you are blocking or in the back rorv, the size of the 
opponents, the heighr of the rooJ noisy fans, etc.) 

7. Blocking out whrit other people might say if you lose or don7 perform well? (e.g., comments 
/rom parenr(s), coach, teanimates, friends, other players, spectators) 
Other ? 

8. Blocking out disiraetors thai don'; involve volleyball? (e.g., family, schuol, relarionshr'p 
problems) 
Ofher ? 

9. Refocusing after you get distracted for any reason? (e.g., if rhe referee blows a c d ,  you hi1 
the first few balls ouf of bounds, players are trash ralking, erc.) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? (e.g., when you feel tired or sore, you have a &ad 
rvarmup, norhing else is going righf, etc.) 

1 1. Communicating tacticdly with teammates? (e.g., " nvo  hitters in the back row ", "You take 
long", "l've gor if", etc.) 

5.23 (2.26) 

4.63 (2.47) 



Definitely 
Not 

I 2 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Y es 
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12. Identifying and reacting to your opponents' weaknesses, and making adjustments as the 
game progresses? (e.g., tip if [lie middle is open, hir o#/around the block if there are rwo 
blockers, etc.) 

I 13. Being assertive when the opportunity presents itself? (e.g., p u  kill rhe bail iffhere is one 
blocker, erc. ) 

1 14. Managing troublesome ernotions? (e.g.. acircmcnr. anger. disoppoinrment, etc.) 1 
15. Giving 100% effort when there are excuses not to? (e.g., you are playing a ream you have 
played ofren, you are Iosing by a large margin, erc.) 

16. Setting challenging yet attainable goals for each match? 

17. Having better health management plan before and during each match/tournament? (e.g., 
gerring enough sleep, drinking enough wlarer, eating properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed precompetition and cornpetition plan? 

19. Communicating your precompetit ion needs to others? (e. g., parenr (s), coach, rearnmates, 
friends, erc.) 

I 20. Staying supportive of and praising teammates' performance? (e.g., "Good s n  ", "Great 
hi/", "Good rake", etc.) 

IMMEDIATELY AFI'ER A hiATCH 

Would you say thsit you need to iniprove at: 

1 1. Evaluating your mental preparation and playing performance for that match? 1 
2. Putting aside a poor performance and focusing on the next match? 

3. Remembering the good things that happened, so that you can incorporate them into mental 
preparation for the next match? 

4. Cornmunicating with your coach? (e.g., "Whar can I improve upon? ", "Whar did 1 do righr 
or tvrong ?", eu.)  

5. Leaming from your mistakes so that you can improve? (e.g,, "I will absorb rhe bal1 more on 
serve receprion ", "1 will use more bachets ", etc.) 

Additional Concerns about Games or Matches 



Definitely 
Nor 

1 2 

Sometimes or De fini tely 
to Some Extenc Yes 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

PRACTICES 

1 Would you say that, at practica, you need to improve at: 

1. Setting specific physical, technical, tactical, and mental goals for every practice? 1 5.31 (1.71) 

1 2. Keeping a wriiten record of progress in meeting your goals? 1 5.97 (2.87) 

1 3. Arriving at each practice rotally committed to doing your ba t ?  1 4.34 (2.17) 

4. Mainiaining your concentration, especially when pracrice is long, repetit ive, or uninteresting? 

5. Mainiaining your effon and focus, especially when you're tired, or don't feel like being 
ihere? 

6. Making better use of the full practice tirne? (e.g., volley againsr the wuil berween drills, 
pracrice your ami action when wairing in fine IO hir, efc.) 

1 7. Staying positive when a ptaciice doesn't go well? 1 5.40 (1.93) 

8. Remaining positive when rui injury forces you to stop training? 

9. Improving your consistcncy and fine tuning the skills you cm already perform rather than 
just going through the motions? (e.g., concentral4 on your follow rhrough when you are hirring 
ar practices, etc.) 

1 10. Working more on ski11 deficiencies? 1 4.93 (2.20) 

1 1. Practicing mental skills, as well as physical skills'? 

12. Not worrying about what other players are doing or how much playing tirne they are 
getting? (i. e., concentratiirg on what you have to do 10 irriprove) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve your skills? (e.g., " Warch the bail", "Follow- 
throunh", etc.) 

14. Making betier use of visualization/mental tehearsal to improve skills? 

15. Giving 100% effort and concentration to the task at hand, in order to have quality practices? 

16. Doing serious game simulations, and making them as redistic as possible? (e.g., diving for 
d l  bulls, pretending pu're going around a block, etc.) 

17. Using mental imagery, key words, and self-taik before and during game simulations? 

1 Addit ional Concems about Practices 



Name: Date: Race: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RUNNERS 
(Middle Distance and Distance) 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identiw areas for mental skills training at practices and 
cornpetitions in which runners need to improve, and for which they might need help from a sport psychologist to 
achieve that improvement. PIease answer each question honestly. Al1 information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the nurnber that best expresses your reaction in t ems  of the following scale: 

Definitely Somehes or Definitei y 
Not to Some Extenr Yes 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

COMPETITION 

Would you say that, just before or during a meet, you need to improve at: 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g.. "1 know 1 can hir the splits I'm going for", "I 'm goingpr 
a personal besr", etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.8.. "1 hope I don 't corne in fast ", "These runners are really 
fasr ", etc.) 

3. Staying relaxed and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before a race? 
b) in messure situations? 

4. Maintainingkegaining your confidence in difficult situations? (e.g., you have a bad 
stan/split, you're behind, yuu feel really nervous, etc.) 

5 .  Mainraining your concentration during a race'? (e.g., focusing on form/technique. 
concenrraring on race srraregy, etc.) 

6 .  Blocking out distractors over which you have no control? (e.g., the tirne of d q  of p u r  race. 
who you 're cornpering againsr, etc,) 

1 7. Blocking out whai people rnight say if you don7 perfonn well? (c.g., com,nentr from your 
parents, coach, friends, or spectarors) 
Orher ? 

1 8. Blocking out distractors that don7 involve n i ~ i n g ?  (e.g., school, fumily, or relationship 

1 9. Refocusing alter you get distractcd for any reason? k g . ,  while waifing dunng the heat 
bt$ore yours, a conpetifor invades your space, etc.) 

1 10. Siaying energized and mentally ready in difficuli situations? (cg., when you fetd faiigued or 
1 ill. your opponents have much f e r  qualifying rimes, etc.) 

1 1 . Comxnunicating with your coach before the race? (e. g., specific things on ivhich you need 
to focus during the race, etc.) 



Definitely Sometirnes or Definitely 
Not to Some Extent Y es 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

I 12. Making adjustments as the race progresses? (e.g., dealing with an opponenr's tactics, etc.) 

-- - .- - - - 

1 3. Managing iroublesorne emot ions? (e. g . , exciremenr , anger, disappoinrmenf, etc.) 

14. Being assertive and insening some pace when the opponunity presents itselt? (e.g., a tired 
opponent, near the end of a race, a prederermined kick point, etc.) 

15. Giving 100% effort when there are excuses not IO? (e.g., y011 are running againsr people 
p u  have run against several rimes, you are placing poorly in a race, you begin to feel farigued, 
etc. ) 

1 16. Ltting challenging yrt attainable goals for each race? 

17. Having a better health management plan before and during a mcet? (e.g., getting enough 
sleep, drinking enough warer, eating properly, etc.) 

I 18. Preparing and foliowing a detailed precornpetition and cornpetition plan? 

19. Communicaiing your precompetition needs ro others? (e.g., parent(s), coach, reammates. 
and fn'ends, etc.) I - 
20. Staying supportive of and praising teammates' performance? 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER A MEET 
Would you say (hat you need to irnprove al: 

1. Evaluating your mental preparation and running performance for that meet? 

2. Putting aside a poor performance and focusing on the next competitionlrace? 

3. Remembering the good things that happened, and incorporating them into mental preparation 
for the next competition/race? 

I 4. Communicating with your coach? (e.g., "How rvas my form?", "My straregy ? ", etc.) 

5. Leming from your mistakes so that you can improve? (e.g., "Stuy in good position off the 
tum ", erc. ) 



De finit el y 
Not 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Y es 
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2. Keeping a written record of progress in meeting your goals? 

Would you Say that, during training, you need to improve al: 

1. Setting spccific physical. technical, tacticai. and mental goals for every practice? 

3. Arriving at practice physically and mentally committed to doing your best? 

5.33 
(2 .O9) 

6 .  Making better use of full practice tirnc? (e.g., run a11 inrervals ar rhe ser rime, menrally 
rehearse betrveen inrewals, etc.) 

4. Maintaining your concentration, especially when practice gets long, repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

5. Maintaining your effort and intensity, especially when you are tired or don't feel like being 
there? 

1 7. Staying positive when you're having a bad practice? 1 5.83 (1.9) 

5.14 
(2.18) 

5.76 
(2.18) 

I 8. Remaining positive when an injury forces you to stop training? 

9. Constantly working on improving your technique, strength, or speed? (Le., not just going 5.62 
rhrough rhe morioru) 

I 12. Not worrying about what other ninners are doing? (i .e. ,  concentrating on rvhaf you have to 
do to ittiprove) 

IO. Trying new and challenging skills? (e.g., rrying to pevecr a new racing nrategy, erc.) 

11. Practicing mental skills, as well as physical skills? 

I 13. Using key words and self-talk to improve your running? (e.g., "Sfay loose", "Drive my 
a m  ", "Relu arrd run fasrer ", etc.) 1 (1 -82) 

5.23 (2.0) 

5.43 
(2 .Os) 

l 14. Making better use of visualization/mentriI rehearsai bbefore practices to improve your skills? 5.17 

15. Giving 100% concentration to the task at hand, in order ta have quality practices? 

I 16. Doing serious race simulations during some practices? (e.g., use a stan gun, rime your 
splits, mn agaim other club rnetnbers, rvear cornpetitive suifs, etc.) 



Definitely 
Not 

1 2 3 

Somerimes or 
CO Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Y es 
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17. Using self-talk, key words, and imagery before and during race simulations? 

Additional Concerns about Training 
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Appendlx C 

Mean (and standard deviation) of the sport specific questionnaires for volleyball, 

running, swimrners, and basketball coaches 

The sport specific questionnaires contain the mean (and standard deviation), across 

all coaches in that sport, for each column. The standard deviation is the number which 

is in 'parent heses'. 



Name of Athleîe: Date: Name of Coach: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VOLLEYBALL COACHES 

This questionnaire was designed to help identib areas for mental skills training at practices and cornpetitions in 
which players need to improvr, and for which they might need help from a sport psychologist to achieve chat 
improvement. PIease answer each question as best as you are able. Al1 information w il1 be kept confidential. 

in t e m  of the following scale: For each question. write in the number chat best expresses your reaction 

Definitely Sometimes or 
Not to Some Extent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Definitel y 
Yes 
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MATCHES 
Ir thu iwn I b pu hinL l u  

athleic d d  
bcneiit from 
wœking wil a 
tpoit Pwholqui 
in ihu ua? 

-- - -  

Am pu 
confdcm in 
pu ibitiiy to 
MW Jiu 
quntm? 

Would you say that, just before or during a 
match, this playcr nceds to improve rit: 

Ir thir somcthtng 
:kt mi pliyrn 
nccd IO improvr on? 

b ihu romih iq  hi 

thrr ahlete mlr io 
imprwc on? 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g., "1 'm 
going fo kill this one", "This rake is going righr 
fo  the serrer ", etc.) 

- - -  -- 

2. Tuning out negiitive thoughts? (e.g., "1 
hope rhey don 'r serve ro me ", m.) 

3.  Staying relaxed and not getting toa 
nervous: 
a) just before the game? 
b) in pressure situations? 

4. Maintaininglregaining their confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., rvhen they shank a 
bal1 ouf of bounds, they ger stuflctd, rhey aren'r 
gerting 4ny sers, they curry a ball, etc.) 

8 .S 
(O, 79) 

5. Maintaining their concentration on the task 
at hand? te. g., secing the ball leave their a m  
rtbhen rhey receive the sente, etc.) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which they 
have no control? (e. g., who rhey are playing 
againsr, who is hirririg the bol1 when f h q  are 
blocking or in the back row, the size of rhe 
opponenrs, the heighr of the roof, noisy fans, 
etc*) 

7. Blocking out what other people might say if 
they lose or don? perform weil? (e-g., 
comments /rom parent (s), coach, reammares, 
fric&, orher players, spectators) 
Ofher ? 

8. Blocking out distractors ihat don7 involve 
volleybali? (e.g., janiily, school, relarionship 
problem) 
Ofher? 



Definitel y 
Not 

1 2 3 4 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Defini tel y 
Yes 

7 8 9 

Ir ihu item 

1mpaW 
tœ ~ l l i y b . l l  
P~.Y-7 

7.5 
(2.38) 

Ir thu sonrihtng t h t  
-Id 

Arc yau 
u - b_cnih a WT*I ,. 
improw on? 

in hu M? 
qusiton? 

MATCHES ( c m  'd) Ir ihn swihiw 
h l  mWl ? h ~ i i  
mci to improw on:' 

9. Refocusing after they get distracted for any 
reason? (e. g , , if the referee 610 ws o call, they 
hit the first few balls out of bounds, players are 
[rash talking, etc.) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? 
(e.g., when they feel rired or sore, rhey have a 
bad warmup, nothing else is going righr, etc.) 

1 1 . Communicating tact ically w ith teammates? 
(e.g., "nvo hirters in the back row", "You take 
long ", "1 've got if ", etc. ) 

12. IdentiQing and reacting to their 
opponents' weaknesses, and making 
adjustments as the game progresses? (e.g., tip 
if the middle is open, hit ofl/aroirnd the block if 
there are nvo blockers, etc.) 

- -  - 

13. Being assenive when the opponunity 
presents itselî? (e.g., they kill the bal1 ifthere 
is one blocker, etc.) 

14. Managing troublesome emorions? (e.g., 
, excitement, anger, disappointment, etc.) 

1 15. Giving 100% effort when there are 
excuses not ta? (e.g., th- are pfaying a team 
they have pluved of'ten, they are losing by a 
large margin, etc.) 

16. Sett ing challenging yet attainable goals for 
each match? 

17. Having a better health management plan 
before and during each match/toumament? 
(e.g., getting enough sleep, drinking enough 
water, eating properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
precompetition and cornpetit ion plan? 

19. Cornrnunicaiing their prccompet ition needs 
to others? (e.g., parent (s), coach, teammates, 
frieM'S, etc.) 

20. Staying supportive of and praising 
teammates' performance? (e-g., "Good set ", 



Definitely 
Not 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

IMMEDIATELY AITER A MATCH 

I Would you Say that this player needs to 
improve at: 

I 1. Evaluating their mental preparation and 
piaying performance for thar match? 

2. Putting aside a poor performance and 
focusing on the next match? 

8.39 
(O. 92) 

3. Remembering the good things tliat 
happened, so that they can incorporate them 
into mental preparation for the next match? 

4. Communicating with p u ,  their coach? 
, (e.g., "Whar con I improve upon?", "Whar did 
I 1 do right or wrong?", etc.) 
l 

5. Leaming from their mistakes so that they 
can improve? (e.g., "1 will obsorb ihe bal1 
more on serve receprion", "1 will use more 
backseis", etc.) 

1 Additional Concerns about Games or Matches 

1 PRACTICES 

Would you Say that, at practices, this athletc 
necds to improve at: 

1 . Setting speci fic physicd, technical, tact ical, 
and mental goals for every practicc? 

2. Kecping a written record of progress in 
meeting their goais? 

3. Arriving at each practice torally committed 
to doing their best? 

4. Maintaining their concentration, especially 
when practice is long, repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

5 ,  Maintaining their effort and focus, 
cspecially when they're tired, or don't feel like 
being there? 



Defi~tel y 
Not 

1 2 3 4 

Sometimes or Defini tely 
to Some Extent 

PRACTICES (cont 'd) 

6. Making better use of the full practice time? 
le. g., volley againsr the wall benveen dri Ils, 
pracrice arm action when waiting in fine ro hir, 
etc. ) 

I 7. Staying positive when a pracricc doesn't go 
well? 

I 8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
them to stop training? 

9. lmproving their consistency and fine tuning 
the skills they cm already perform rather than 
just going through the motions? (e.g., 
concenrrare on their follow rhrough when they 
ure hitring af praciices, etc.) 

10. Working more on skill deficiencies? 

1 1. Practicing mental skills, as well as 
physical skills? 

12. Not worrying about whar other players are 
doing or how much play ing time they are 
getting? (i.e., concenrrating on whar @ have 
to do ro improve) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve 
their skills? (e.g., "Watclt the bal1 ", "Follow- 

14. Making better use of visualization/mental 
rehearsal to improve skills? 

15. Giving 100% effort and concentration to 
the task at hand, in order to have quality 
practices? 

8.75 
(O. 50) 

8.94 
(O. 24) 

16. Doing serious gamc simulations, and 
making them as realistic as possible? (cg., 
diving for al1 balls, prerending they 're goirig 
around a block, etc.) 

8.25 
(O. 96) 

- --- - 

17. Using mental imagery, key words, and 
self- ta1 k before and during game simulations? 



Athlete: Race: Date: Coach: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QüESTIONNAIRE FOR RUNNING COACHES 
(Middle Distance and Distance) 

This questionnaire was designed to help identify areas for mental skills training at practices and cornpetitions in 
which runners need to improve. and for which they rnight need help from a sport psychologist to achieve that 
improvement. Please answer each question as best as you are able. Al1 information will be kept confidential. 

For each question, write in the number that best expresses your reaction in t e m  of the following scale: 

Definitel y 
Not 

1 2 3 4 

Sometirnes or  
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Yes 

COMPETITION Do )ul lhirk ihu 
iihlcic m a i l &  h r r f i i  
f r m  w o r k i ~  wtih a 
rpai  pychdqiit in 
ihu u t i ?  

Ait yui 
ccufvkni  in pu 
rbiliiy to rmwcr 
hir queriion? 

Ir ihu item 
imporuni 
for runncri7 

Ir ihu r a n c i h q  
ih.: mast runnrn 
rrrd Io imprm on? l Would you say that, just before or during a 

meet, this runncr needs to improve at: 

1 .  Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g., "1 h o w  
I c m  hit the splits l'rn going for", "I 'm going 
for a persona1 best", etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "1 
hope I don? corne in fast", "ïhese ninners are 
really f a t " ,  etc.) 

3.  Staying relaxed and not getting too nervous: 
a) jus[ before a race? 
b) in pressure situations? 

4. Mainiaininglregaining their confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., they have a buù 
starrlsplir, rhey 're behind, rhey feef really 
nervous, ef C. ) 

5.  Mriintaining their concentrat ion during a 
race? (e.g., focusing on fom/rechnique, 
concentraring on race strate#, etc.) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which they 
have no control? (e.g., the tirne of day of rheir 
race, who rhq 'n conzpeting againsr, etc.) 

7. Blocking out what people might Say if they 
don'! perform well? fe.g., comments from 
parent (s), coach, friends, or spectators) 
Ofher ? 

8. Blocking out distractors that don't involve 
runn ing? (e. g., school, family, or relationship 
problemr) 
Other ? 

9. Refocusing after they get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., wvhile rvai~ing d u h g  the heat 

1 before theirs, a comperitor invdes their space, 
etc.) 



Definitely 
Not 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

De fini tel y 
Y es 

9 

COMPETITION (cont 'd) 

10. Staying energized and mentally ready in 
difficult situations? (e.g., when they feel 
farigued or i l l ,  your opponenrs have much 
fasrer quulifiing rimes, etc.) 

- -- - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - 

I I .  Communicating with you. their coach, 
before the racc? (e.g., specific rhings on 
ivhich rhey need tu focus during the race, etc.) 

12. Making adjustments as the race 
progresses? (e.g., dealing with an opponenr 's 
factics, etc.) 

- -  -- 

13. Managing troublesome ~motions? (e.g., 
ercitemenr, anger, disappoinrmenr, m.) 

14. Being assertive and inserting sorne pace 
when the opponunity presents itself? (e.g., a 
rired opponenr, neur rhe end of a race, a 
prederermined kick point, etc.) 

15. Giving 100% effort when there are 
excuses not to? (e.g., rhey are running against 
people they have rrtn against several rimes, 
rhey are placing poo- in  a race, rhey begin ro 
feel farigued, etc.) 

16. Serting challenging yet attainable goals for 
each race? 5.0 (O) 3.3 (1.38) 3.4 (1.57) 

5.67 (3.21) 3.35 (2.03) 3.2 (1.61) 

17. Having a better health management plan 
before and during a meet? (e.g., gerting 
enough sleep, dnnkr ng enough water, earing 
properly, erc. ) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
prccompetition and cornpetition plan? 

19. Communicating their precompetition necds 
to others? (e. g . , parent (s), coach, teammates, 
and friends, etc.) 

20. Staying supportive of and praising 
teammates' performance? 



Definitely 
Not 

1 

Sometirnes or 
to Some Exrent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Y es 

9 

ithlctc w l d  bcirfii Ir lbu w m e l ~ n l  th 
bom umklg vl,,, , Ar= YOU 

ihu arhlclr irc6 IO 
i#ychdqiri in o~nlidcni in pw 

impove on? lbu ara? 
rblhty ra mw1 

ihu qruiian? 
Would you say thnt this runner needs to 
improve at: 

Ir hic swthing 
ihri m i t  w m n  
m d  IO imprwe ai? 

1. Evaluating their mental preparation and 
running performance for ihat meet? 

2. Putt ing aside a poor performance and 
focusing on ihe nexi compet itionlrace? 

3. Remembering the good things that 
happened, and incorporating them into mental 
preparation for the next competit ionlrace? 

4. Communicating with you, their coach? 
(e. g., "How \vas my form ? ", "My strategy ? ") 

5. tearning frorn their mistakes so that they 
crin improve? fe. g. ,  "Szay in goai position off 
the turnn, erc.) 

Additional Concerns about Races 

Would you say that, during training, this 
runner needs to improve al: 

1. Setting specific physical, technical, tactical, 
and mental goals for every practice? 

2. Keeping a written record of progress in 
meeting thei r goals? 

3. Arriving at practice physically and mcntally 7.67 
comrnitted to doing their best? 1 (1.53) 

4. Maintaining their concentration, especidly 
when practice gets long, repetitive, or 
uninteresting? (1.73j 

5. Maintaining their effort and intensity, 
especidly when they are tired o r  don't feel Iike 
king there? 

6. Making better use of full practice time? 
(e.g., run ail intervals ut the set time, menially 
rehearse between intervals, etc.) 



Definitel y 
Nor 

1 

Somerimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

De finitely 
Y es 

9 

TRAINING (cont'd) II ihis i o m t t h i ~  hi 
ihu ithlcic mdi IO 

imm on? 

I 7. Staying positive when they're having a bad 
practice? 

I 8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
them to stop training? 

9. Constantly working on improving their 
technique, srrength, or speed? ( i .  e., not just 
going rhrough rhe morians) 

11. Practicing mental skills, as well as 
physical skills? 

- -- ~~~~~ 

12. Not worrying about what other runners 
are doing? (i.e., concentraring on whar & 
have ro do ro iniprove) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve 
their mnning? (e,g,, "Sray loose", "Drive my 
a m " ,  "Refax and run faster", erc.) 

14, Making better use of visualization/mental 
rehearsal before practices to improve their 
skills? 

- - 

15. Giving 100% concentration to the task at 
hmd, in order to have quality practices? 

16. Doing serious race simulations during 
some practices'? (e.g., use Q sran gun, rime 
their splirs, run againsr orher club members, 
Wear competir ive mirs, etc.) 

I 17. Using self-talk, key words, and imagery 
before and during race simulations? 

Additional Concems about Training 



Date: Coach: S wimrner : Stroke: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SWIMMING COACHES 

This questionnaire was designed CO help you CO identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
cornpetitions in which swimmers need to improve. and for which they might need hclp from a sport psychologist 
to achieve that improvement. Please answer each question honestly . Al1 information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number that best expresses your reaction in terms of the following scale: 

Definitely 
Not 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

COMPETITION 

Would you Say that, just before or during a 
meet, this swinuner needs to improve at: 

1 . Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g.. "1 know 
I cari hir the splirs I'm goirig for", "I'm going 
for a best rime", etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "1 
hope / don't corne in last", "These swimmers 
are really fast", etc.) 

3. Staying loose and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before a race? 
b) in pressure situations? 

4. Maint3ininglregaining their confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., fhey have a bad 
startlsplit, they 're behind, they feel really 
nervous, etc.) 

5 .  Maintaining their concentration during a 
race? (e.g., focuSing on technique, 
comentraring on turns, etc.) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which they 
have no control? (e.g., the rime ofday of their 
race, who they 're cornpeting againsr, etc.) 

7. Blocking out what people might Say if they 
don't perform well? (e.g.. comments from 
parent (s) , coach. friends, or spectators) 
Other ? 

8. Blocking out distractors that don't involve 
swirnrning? (e.g., school, family, or 
relationship problems) 
Ofher ? 

Definitel y 
Y 2s 

- - - - - -- - - - - 

1s this something this 
athlete needs to 
improve on? 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 



Definitely Sometimes or De finit el y 
Not to Some Extent Y es 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

9. Refocusing after they get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., while wairing behind rhe blocks 
during the heur before rheirs, a compeiitor 
irr vades rheir space, etc.) 

1s this something ihis 
athlete needs to 
irnprove on? 

3.5 (1.38) 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

7.17 (0.75) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? 
(e. g., when the- feel farigued or ill, their 
opponenfs Irave much fmrer enrry rimes, etc.) 

.- . - -  

12. Making adjustments as the race 
progresses? (e. g . , to deal with an opponenr 's 
facfics, etc.) 

' 1 1. Communicating with you, their coach? 
(e. g . , specific things on which you need to 

focus during rhe race, etc.) 

Il 14. Managing troublesome emotions? (e.g., 
excirement, anger, disappointment, etc.) 

13. Staying positive throughout a race? (e.g., 
rhey Ire feeling pain, falling behind, etc.) 

15. Giving 100% effort when there are 
excuses not tol (e.g., rhey are sivimming 
againsr people rhey have swuni againsr several 
rimes, rhey are placing poorly in a race, rhey 
begin to feel farigued, etc.) 

16. Setting challenging yet attainable goals for 
each meet? 

17. Having a better health management plan 
before and during a nieet? (e.g., gerririg 
enough sleep, drinking enough warer, earing 
properly, etc.) 

5.0 (1.67) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
precompetition and cornpetition plan? 

19. Communicating their precompetition needs 
to others? (e.g., parent (s), coach, rearnmates, 
and friends, etc.) 

6.0 (1.26) 

n 20. Staying supponive of and praising 
teammates ' performance? 



Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitel y 
Yes 

Definitel y 
Nor 

1 

11 IMMEDIATELY AFTER A MEET 

Would you say that this swirnmer needs to 
improve at: 

1. Evaluating their mental preparation and 
swimming performance for that meet? 

2. Putt ing aside a poor performance and 
focusing on the next raceheet? 

3. Remembering the good things that 
happened. and incorporating them into mental 
preparat ion for the next racelmeet? 

1s this something this 
athlete needs to 
improve on? 

4. Comrnunicating with you, their coach? 
(e.g., "How utus my technique? ", "My turns? ". 
erc. 

- --- - - - - - - 

5. Learning from their mistakes so chat they 
can irnprove? (e. g., "Erplode more of the 
titrn" etc.) r 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

Addit ional Concerns about Com~etitions 

Would you Say that, at practices, this 
swimmer needs to irnprove at: 

1 . Setting specific physical. technical. tact ical, 
and mental goals for every practice? 

meeting their goals? 

3. Arriving at practice totally comrnitted to do 
their best? (e.g . . consisrenrly being stretched 
before the practice is scheduled to stort, etc.) 

4. Maintaining their concentration. especiall y 
when practice gets long, repetitive. or 
uninteresting? 

5 .  Maintaining their effort and focus, 
especially when they're tired or don? feel like 
being there? 

4.0 (2.9) 

3.17 (1.60) 

4.5 (2.17) 



Definitely 
Not 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Y es 

1s this something this 
athlete needs to 
improve on? 

3.0 (1 .55) 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

7.67 (0.82) 

6. Making better use of full practice time? 
(e-g., sivimming al1 sets under rhe set time, 
practicing good rurns ut both ends, etc.) 

7. Staying positive when they're having a bad 
practice? 

- 

8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
[hem to stop training? 3.0 (O) 

9. Constantly working on improving their 
technique? (i. e., don 'r jirsr go rhrough the 
motions) 

-- 

11 10. Trying new and challenging skills? (e.g., 

1 1. Practicing mental skills, as well as 

12. Not worrying about what other swimmers 
are doing? (i. e., concenirafing on rvhar t h q  
have ro do ro improve) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve 
their skills? (e.g., on backstroke: "Head 
still", "Hips high ", etc.) 

14. Making better use of visualization/rnental 
rehearsal before practices to improve their 
skills? 
-- -- -- - - 

15. Focusing on having quality practices? 

16. Doing serious race simulations during 
some practices? (e.g., using a sran gun, 
timing their splits, swimming againsr orher club 
nienibers, ivearing cornpetitive suifs, etc.) 

17. Using self-talk. key words. and imagery 
before and during race simulations? 

II Additional Concerns about Practices 



Date: Name of Athlete: Coach: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BASKETBALL COACHES 

This questionnaire was designed to help you to identify areas for mental skills training at practices and 
cornpetitions in which players need to improve. and for which they might need help from a sport psychologist to 
achieve that improvement. Please answer each question honestly . Al1 infom~ation will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number that best expresses your reaction in terms of the following scale: 

Definitely 
Not 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., 
thinking, jiist before a garne-tying free throw, 
"i hope / don? blow rhis one!", etc.) 

CAMES 

Would you Say that, just before or during a 
game, this athlete needs to improve at: 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (p.g., "An 
easy 2 points", T m  going to c m  this one ", 
etc.) 

3. Staying relaxed and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before ihe game? 
b) in pressure situations? 

1s this something this 
athlete needs to 
improve on'? 

5.33 (3.14) 

5. Maintaining iheir concentration on the task 
at hand? (e.g., focusing on the frorrr rim 

4. Maintaininglregaining their confidence in 
difficult situations? (e.g., they have a bud 
warmup, rhey make a mistake, their ger subbed 
of, their shot gets blocked, the bal1 gets stolen 
from thern, their check beats them, etc.) 

before each shot, taking it olze play ar a rime, 
etc.) 1 4.67 (2.58) 

4.33 (3.20) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which they 
have no control? (e. g., who rhey are playing 
against, ivho rhey are checking, the gym where 
they are playirrg , the fans, etc. ) 1 5.83 (2.48) 

8. Blocking out distractors that don? involve 
basketball? (e.g . , school, fatriily, or 1 

7. Blocking out what people might say if they 
lose or don? perform well? (e-g., comments 
jhom parents, coach, jhiends, or spectators) 
OIher ? 5.83 (2.04) 

Definitel y 
Y es 

8 9 

relatioiiship problerns) 
Olher ? 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

4.50 (3.15) 



De finitel y 
Not 

Sornetimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitely 
Yes 

9. Refocusing after they get distracted for any 
reason? (e.g., an opponenr tries to put them 
of  their game, fhey have a bad Jirsr ha& the 
referee mkes a bad cali, etc.) 

1s this something this 
athlete needs to 
improve on? 

5.33 (3.01) 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

8.17 (1.6) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? 
(e.g., when zhey feel fatigued or ill, have a bad 
warniup, nothing else is going right, erc.) 

1 1. Communicating tacticallp with t e m a i e s ?  
(e.g., "You 've got helpside", "Take away the 
baseline ", "Take the bal1 ", etc.) 

-- - 

12. Identifjing and reacting to their 
opponents' weaknesses and making adjustments 
as the garne progresses? (e.g., their shot is not 
going in, rheir opponenr is faking awuy the 
right-hand drive, etc.) 

13. Being assertive when the opportunity 
presents itself? (e.g., driving for rhe basket 
when lhqv get a step on fl~eir upponen f ,  etc.) 

14. Managing troublesome emotions'? (e.g.. 
excitement, unger, disuppoirtiment, etc.) 

15. Giving 100% effort when there are 
excuses not to? (e.g . , they are playhg a team 
ihey play ofren. they are losing by a large 
murgin, e f c. ) 

16. Setting challenging yet attainable goals for 
each game? 

17. Having a better health management plan 
before games? (e.g . , gefting enough sleep, 
dririkilig errotigli water, eating properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed 
precompetition and cornpetition plan? 

19. Communicating their precompetition needs 
to others? (e, g., parenr(s), coach, teammates, 
and friends, etc.) 

20. Staying supportive of and praising 
teammates' performance? (e.g., "Goud job ", 
"Nice shor ", erc. ) 



Definitely 
Not 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

Definitel y 
Y es 

-- -- 

1s this something this 
athlete needs co 
improve on? 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER A GGME 

Would you say that this athlete ne& to 
improve at: 

1 .  Evaluating their mental preparation and 
playing performance for that game? 

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

2. Putting aside a poor performance and 
focusing on the next game? 

3. Remembering the good things that 
happened, and incorporating them into mental 
preparation for the next game? (e.g., "1 
blocked out ivell", "1 sarv the bal1 at al1 
rimes ", etc. ) 

4. Cornmunicating with you, theirr coach? 
(e.g., " What can / irnprove upon ? " " What did I 
do right or ~ttrol~g? " ,  etc.) 

5. Learning from their mistakes in order to 
improve? (e. g.. "I ivill fill the lune harder nerr 
tirne", "1 will jbllow rhrough on my shor 
more", etc.) 

II Additional Concerns about Games 

PRACTICES 1 1 
Would you say that, at practices, this athlete 
needs to improve at: 

l 
1 . Setting specific physical . technical, tactical, 

, and mental goals for every practice? 

Il 2. Keeping a written record of progress in 
meeting their goals? 

4. Maintaining their concentration, especiall y 
when praciice gels long. repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

3. Arriving at practice totally cornmitted to do 
their best? 

5. Maintaining their effort and focus, 
especially when ihey are tired or donPt feel like 
being there? 

5.17 (2.86) 8.0 (1.67) 



De finit el y 
Not 

1 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Yes 

9 

6. Making better use of full practice time? 
(e. g . , shooting benveen drills, bal! haridling if 
they 're subbed off, etc.) 

1s tliis something this 
athlete needs to 
improve on? 

5.0 (1.1)  

Are you confident in 
your ability to 
answer this question? 

8.33 (0.82) 

7. Staying positive when they 're having a bad 
pract ice? 

Il 8. Remaining positive when an injury forces 
thcm to srop training? 

9. Improving their consistency and fine tuning 
the skills they can already perform, rather than 
just going through the motions? (e.g., making 
sure their crossover dribble is low & fast, etc.) 

11 10. Working more on skill deficiencies? 

Il 1 1. Practicing mental skills, as well as 
physical skills? 

12. Forgetting about what other players are 
doing. or how much playing time they are 
getting? (Le., concentraring ori whar have 
to do fo improve) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve 
their skills? (e.g., "See the ball ", "Follow 
through", etc.) 

II 14. Making better use of visualization/mentaI 
rehearsal to improve skills? 

15. Giving 100% effort and concentration to 
the task at hand. in order to have quality 
practices? (e.g., if ball handling, do it 

16. Doing serious game simulations, and 
making them as realistic as possible? (e.g., 
visrralizing ivhar the defence does when they 
headfake and adjiîsfing their move accordingly, 
etc.) 

II 17. Using mental imagery, seif-talk, and key 
words before and during game simulations? 

Additional Concerns about Practices 
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Appendix D 

Mean (anâ standard deviation) of the re-test sport specific questionnaires for 

volleyball and running coaches 

The retest sport specific questionnaires contain the means (and standard deviations), 

across al1 coaches in that sport, for each column. The standard deviation is the 

number which is in 'parentheses'. 



Name of Athlete: Date: Name of Coach: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR VOLLEYBALL COACHES 

This quesi io~aire was designed to help identify areas for mental skills training at practices and cornpetitions in 
which players need to improve, and for which they might need help from a sport psychologist to achieve that 
improvemeni. Please answer each question as besi as you are able. Al1 information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number that best expresses your reaction in t e m  of the following scale: 

Definitel y Sometimes or 
Not to Some Extent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Definite! y 
Y es 

8 9 

MATCHES 

Would you say that, just beforc or during ii match, this player needs to improve at: 

1 .  Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g., "I'm going ro kili this one ", "This take is going 
n'ghr to rhe serrer", etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "1 hope they don 't sewe to me ", etc.) 

3. Staying relaxed and noi getting too nervous: 
a) just before the game? 
b) in pressure situations? 

4. Maintaininglregaining their confidence in difficult situations? (e.g., when they shank 
a bail oitr of bounds, they ger srufled, they aren'r getring any sets, fhey carry a bail, 
erc. ) 

I 5 .  Maintaining their concentration on the iask at hand? (e.g., seeing the ball leave their 
a m  wheri t h e  receive the serve, e1c.j 

6. Blocking out distractors over which they have no conrrol? (e.g., who rhey are 
ploying against, rvho is hitting the ball when they are blocking or in the back row, the 
size of the opponents, the height of the roof, noisy fans, etc.) 

1 

7.  Blocking out what other people might say if they lose or don't perform well? (e.g., 
comrnenrs /tom parent (s), coach. teammates, friends, other players, specfators) 
Other ? 

8. Blocking out distractors that don't involve volleyball? (e.g., fan~ily, school, 
reiationship problems) 
Orher ? 

9. Refocusing after they get distracred for any reason? (e.g., ifthe referee blows a 
call, they hi! the Jlrst few balls out of bounds, players are rrarh talking, etc.) 

10. Staying energized in difficult situations? (e.g., when they feel tired or sore, they 
have a bad warmup, nothing else is going righr, etc.) 

I t 1. Communicating cactically with teammates? (e.g., " n o  izitters in the buck row ", 
"YOM take long ", "1 've got if ", etc.) 

II Itiu ianrihing Arc you confini in 
th& uhlcu mds m pur abiltty io imwci 
imprm on? ihu queatm? 

4.67 (1.94) 1 9.0 (O) 

4.56 (1.82) 1 9.0 (O) 

4.50 (2.20) 1 9.0 (O) 



Definitely Sometimes or 
Nor to Some Extent 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Definitely 
Yes 

8 9 

12. Identifying and reacting to their opponents' weaknesses, and making adjustments as 
the game progresses? (e.g., rip if the niiddle is open, hir o./around the block if there 
are nvo blockers, etc.) 

13. Being assenive when the opponunity presents itselt'? (e.g., ~ h e y  kili the bail if 
there i~ one blocker, etc.) 

14. Managing troublcsorne emotions? (e. g., ercirement, anger, disappointmenr, etc.) 

15. Giving 100% effort when there are excuses not to? (e.g., they are playing a ream 
zhey have played open, rhey are losing by a large nrargin, etc.) 

16. Setting challenging yet aitainable goals for each match? 

17. Having a better health managemeni plan before and during each matchltournament? 
(e.g., getring enough sleep, drinking enough water, eating properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a detailed precompetition and competit ion plan? 

t 9. Communicat iiig their precompetition needs to others? (e.g ., parent(s), coach, 
teanrmafr, friends, etc. ) 

4.61 (1.79) 9.0 (0) 

I 20. Staying supponive of and praising teammaies' performance? (e.g., "Good set ", 
"Great hir ", "Good take ". etc.) 

[MMEDIATELY AFi'ER A MATCH 

Would you say that this player nceds to improve at: 

1 . Evaluating their mental preparation and playing performance for that match? 

2. Putiing aside a poor performance and t'ocusing on the next match? 
k 

3. Remembering the good things that happened, so that they can incorporate them into 
mcntal preparation for the next match? 

4. Communicating with you, their coach? (e.g., "Whar can 1 improve upon ? ", " Whar 
did 1 do righr or wrong ? ", etc.) 

5 .  Leaming from their mistakes so that they can improve? (cg., "1 will absorb the 
bal1 more on serve reception ", "1 r d 1  use more backsets ", etc.) 

1 Additional Conccms about Games or Matches 



Definitely Sometimes or Definitely 
Not to  Some Extent Y es 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

I PRACTICES 

Would you say that, at  prcrctices, this athtete needs to improve at: 

1 . Setting specific physical, technical, tactical. and mental goals for every practice? 

2. Keeping a written record of progress in meeting their goals? 

3. Arriving at each practice totally committed to doing their bcst? 

4. Maintaining their concentration, especially when practice is long, repetitive, or 
uninteresting? 

5. Maintaining their effort and focus, especially when they're tired, or don? frel like 
being there? 

6. Mriking better use of the full practice tirne? (e.g., volley against the wall between 
drills, pracrice arm action when wairing in line to hit, etc.) 

II Ihii santhim I AR y011 conMrm in 

II uhkk meth to y w  abitity to imwct 
imprwc ai? ihu quutiail 

4.39 (2.06) 1 9.0 (O) 

7. Staying positive when a practice doesn't go well? 

8. Remaining positive when an injury forces them to stop training? 

9. lmproving their consistency and fine tuning the skilis they can aiready perform 
rather than jus[ going through the motions? (e.8.. concenirare on rheir foltow rhrougii 
rvhen ihey are hitting ar pracrices, etc.) 

1 14. Making beiter use of visualiutionlmental reheanal to improve skills? 1 4.1 1 ( I  .18) 1 8.22 (1 .û6) 

10. Working more on skill deficiencies? 

I l ,  Practicing mental skills, ris well as physical skills? 

12. Not worrying about what other players are doing or how much playing time they 
are getting? (i. e., caricentraring on wliat &J have ru do ro improve) 

13. Using key words and self-tdk to improvc their skills? (e.g., "Warch rhe ball", 
"Follow-through ", etc.) 

I 15. Giving 100% effort and concentration to the task at hand, in order to have quality 
pract iccs? 1 3.61 (1.94) 1 8.94 (0.21) 

4.22 (1.70) 

3.5 (1.89) 

4.44 (2.09) 

16, Doing serious game simulations, and making [hem as redistic as possible? (e.g., 
diving for al1 balls, preiending rhey 're going around Q block, etc.) 

17. Using mental imagery, key words, and self-talk before and during game 
simulations? 

9.0 (O) 

8.78 (0.43) 

9.0 (O) 

4.67 (2.17) 

4.44 (1.62) 

3.67 (1.85) 

3.61 (1.29) 

1 Additional Conccrns about Praciices 

9.0 (0) 

8.39 (0.92) 

9.0 (O) 

8.44 (0.92) 



Athlete: Race: Date: Coacb: 

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR RUNNING COACHES 
(Middle Distance and Distance) 

This questionnaire was designed to help identify areas for mental skills training at practices and cornpetitions in 
which runners need to improve, and for which they might need help from a sport psychologist to achieve that 
improvement. Please answer each question as best as you are able. All information will be kept confidential. 

For each question. write in the number thar best expresses your reaction in t e m  of the following scale: 

Dcfini tely 
Not 

1 2 

Sometimes or Definitely 
to Some Extent Y es 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

.- -- 

3. Staying relaxed and not getting too nervous: 
a) just before a race? 
b) in uressurc situations? r 

Would you say that, just before or during a meet, this runner needs to improve at: 

1. Thinking positive thoughts? (e.g,, "1 know I can hir the splirs I'm goingfor", T m  
going for u persona1 best ", etc.) 

2. Tuning out negative thoughts? (e.g., "f hope 1 don? corne in lasr", "These runners 
are reallv f a ~ t  ", PIC.) 

3.95(1.36) 

4.15(1.69) 

4. Maintainingtregaining their confidence in difficult siruations? (e.g,, lhey have a bad 
starrhplir, they 're behind, they feel really nemous, etc.) 

: 

6.95(1.99) 

7.1(1.94) 

5. Mainiaining their concentration during a race? (e.g . , focusing on form/rechnique, 
concentraring on race srroregy, etc.) 

1 7. Blocking out what people might say if they don't perform well? (e.g., cumments ( 1 

4.15 (1.84) 

6. Blocking out distractors over which they have no control? (e.g., the rime o f d g  of 
their race, who they 're competing against, etc.) 

1 

7.1 (1.94) 

3.90 .86)  

1 8. Blocking out distracton that don? involve running? (q., schml. fm, or 1 1 

7.05(1.93) 

3.15(1.27) 

froni parent (s), coach, friends, or specrarors) 
Other ? 

7.05(1.93) 

3.55 (1.50) 

relatiortship problerns) 
Other ? 

I 10. Siaying energized and mentally ready ici difficult situations? (e.g., when they feel 
farigued or ill, your opponenrs have much faster qualifiing rimes, etc.) 

7.1 (1.94) 

9. Refocusing after they ger distracted for any reason? @.g., while waiting during the 
heur before theirs, a comperiior invades their space, etc.) 

2.8 (1.2) 6.95 (1.99) 

3.05 (1.23) 7.03 (1.93) 



Definitely Sometimes or 
Not to Some Extent 

1 rn 3 3 4 5 6 

Definitel y 
Y es 

9 

impron on? 

_f 1 1 1. Communicating with you, their coach. before the race? (e.g., specflc rhings on 
1 ivhich rhey need ro focus dunng the race, etc.) 1 2.7 (0.57) 1 

I 12. Making adjustrnents as the race progresses? (e.g., dealing wirh an opponent 's 
tactics, etc.) 

1 13. Managing troublesome ernotions? (c.g.+ ercirenent, anger, disoppoitmenr, etc.} 1 3.25 (1.16) 1 
14. Being assenive and insening some pace when the opportunity presents itself? (e.g., 
a rired opponenr, near rhe end of a race, a predetermined kick point. efc.) 

15. Giving 1 OO % effort when there are excuses not to? (4.g.. they are mnning againsr 
people t h q  have run againsr several rimes, they are placing poorly in a race, rhey begin 
IO feel farigued, etc.) 

16. Setting challenging yet attainable goals for each race? 

17. Having a better hedth management plan before and during a meet? (e-g., getring 
enough sleep, drinking enough warer, earing properly, etc.) 

18. Preparing and following a dctailed precompetit ion and compct ition plan? 

19. Communicating their precompetition needs to others? (e.g., parenr(s), coach, 
reammuta, and friends, etc.) 

20. Staying supportive of and praising teammates' performance? 

IMMEDIATELY AFI'ER A MEET 

Would you say that this runner needs to improve at: 1 1 
1 1. Evaluaring thcir rnenial preparation and running performance for that rneet? 1 3.45 (1.19) 1 
1 2. Ritting aside a poor perfomancc and focusing on Ihe nent competiiionlrace? 1 4.35 (1.35) 1 

3, Remernbering the gwd chings that happened, and incorporating them into mental 
preparar ion for the next competition/racc? . 
4, Comrnunicating wiih you, thcir coach? (e.g., "How war my form?", %fy 
sr raregy ? ") 

5. Leaming from their mistakes so that they can improve? (e.g., " S l q  in good 
position off the rurn", etc.) 

1 Additional Concems aboui R r a  



Definitel y 
Not 

1 2 3 

Sometimes or 
to Some Extent 

5 6 

Definitely 
Y es 

9 

TRAINING 

Would you my thrit, during training, this runner needs to improve at: 

1 . Setting specific physical, technical, tactical, and mental goals for every practice? 3.75 (1.21) 

3. Keeping a written record of progress in meeting their goals'? 4.45 ( 1.43) 

3. Arriving at prrictice physically and mentally committed io doing their best? 3.9 (1.74) 

4. Maintaining their concentration, cspecially when practice gels long, repetitive, or 
unintcresting? 1 4.35 (1 98) 

I 5 .  Maintaining their effort and intensity, especially when they are tired or don't feel 
l i  ke k ing  there? 1 4.35 (2.16) 

I 
- - -- -- - 

6 .  Making better use of full praciice time? (e.g., run al1 iniewals a i  rhe set rime, 
rnenrally rehearse berween inrervals, efc.) 

1 7. Staying positive when they're having a bad practice? 1 4.4 (1.6) 1 6.9 (2.02) 

1 8. Remainina positive when an injury forces thrm to stop training? 1 4.4 (1.14) 1 6.95 (1.99) 

1 1 1 .  Practicing mental skills, as well as physical skills? 1 4.3 (1.78) 1 7.1 (1.94) 

9. Constantly working on improving their technique, strength, or speed? (Le., nor jusr 
going fhroirgh the motions) 

1 

10. Trying new and challenging skills? (e.g,. rrying to pevecr a new racing srrafegy. 
etc.) 

3.85 (1.31) 

3.5 (1.19) 

12. Not worrying aboüt what other runners are doing? (i.e,, concenrrating on whaf 
have do to irnprove) 

13. Using key words and self-talk to improve their mnning? (e.g., "Stay loose", 
"Drive my arms", "Relar and runfarrer", etc.) . 
14. Making better use of visualizationlmental rehearsal before pract ices to improve 
their skills? 

1 Additional Concems about Training 

4 .O ( 1.45) 

4.0 (1.38) 

4 .O (1 5 2 )  

15. Giving iOO% concentration to the task at hand, in order to have quality practices? 

16. Doing serious race simulations during some practices? (e,g., use a stan gun, rime 
fheir splifs, run against ofher club metnbers, Wear cornpetifive suifs, etc.) 

17. Using self-talk, key words, and imagery before and during race simulations? - 

3.55 (1.64) 

3.5(1.43) 

3.8 (1.54) 

7.1 (1.94) 

7.1(1.94) 

7.1 (1.94) 
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Appendix E 

General questionnaire for athletes 



Please answer this questionnaire without discussing it with anyone else. Your 
answers will be completely confidential and will not affect your position on the team or 
with the club in ANY way. 

if a question does not apply to your sport, leave it blank. 

Name: Age: Sex: 

S~ort  Information 

Sport: Position: 

Level of sport (i.e., high school, university, etc.): 

# of years at this level: 

Date of last competition: 

Number of years involved with this sport: 

Durina the on-season 

# of practicesl week: Total practice tirneheek (in hours) : 

Amt. of training time hveek in addition to practice: 

What does additional training include (i.e., weights. running, etc.) 

Have you missed any practices (this season) because of injury? 

If yes, how many? 

Have you missed any games or cornpetitions because of injury? 

If yes, how many? 

How long werehave you been injured? 

# of competitionsl rnonth: Total competition timelmonth (in hours): 



Team s~orts onlv: 

(For the team that you were with last year) 

# of wins /asf season: losses? 

Best placing last season: (a) bague (b) tournament 

Average amt. of playing time per game: 

Individual sports onlv: 

Best finish last season? 

AH sports 

On a sale of 1 to 10 where: 

No Somewhat Yes 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Were you happy with your performance last season? 

Are you happy with your performance so far this season? 

If you play a team sport, are you happy with the arnount of playing tirne you are 

receiving this season? 

Familiaritv with swrt osvcholoav cunsulting 

Have you ever worked with a sport psychologist? yes no 

îf no, what do you think a sport psychologist does when they work with an athlete? 

- - - -- - -- -- - - -- - 

If y-, for how long? 

# of individual sessions: # of group sessions: 

What information was discussed when you worked with a sport psychologist? 



On a scale of 1 to 10 where: 

~ o t  at al1 Somewhat VerY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

How helpful was working with a sport psychologist? 

Mental Preparation 

Please answer each of the questions in this section bas& upon an average week. 

Not at al1 Sornewhat A lot 
Never Some of the time All the Time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Do you use imagery? 

If no, go on to the self talk mctlon. 

If yes, how often do you use imagery? 

When you use imagery what % of the time do you do each of the following: 

(a) watch yourself perforrn as if watching yourself on a camcorder? 

(b) feel as if you are actually performing the activity? 

Do you use imagery to: 

(a) prepare yourself for training? 

(b) perfect skills within the training sessions? 

(c) make technical corrections? 

(d) imagine younelf being successtul in cornpetition? 

(e) to see yourseif achieve your ultirnate goal? 

SELF TALK 

Do you: 

(a) experience negative selftalk during practice? 

(b) use positive selftalk during practice? 



(c) experience negative selftalk during competition? 

(d) use positive selftalk during competition? 

GOALStrlNG 

Do you set: 

(a) daily practice goals? 

(b) goals for each competition or tournament? 

(c) seasonal goals? 

(d) goals for several years frorn now? 

(e) ultimate dream goals? 

REiAXAT ION 

Do you fwl able to control or manage your anxiety before a competition? 

Prior to a competition. do you feel mentally relaxed? 

Prior to a competition, do you feel physically relaxed? 

FOCUS 

During cornpetition do you feel connected to what you are doing? 

Do you have strategies to deal with or tune out most typical distracters? 

Do you have a plan to recognize and cope with pressures, especially when the 

competition is close or on the line? 

PRECOMPETITION PLAN 

Do you plan a time frame for when to complete specific parts of your precompetition 

routine? 

Does your precompetition plan include: 

(a) use of mental imagery? 

(b) warming up well physically? 

(c) positive thoughts? 

(d) a reminder to foais on what had previously worked? 

(e) refocusing strategies? 



(f) a gamel cornpetition plan? 

(g) individuai goals? 

Not at al1 Somewhat A lot 
Never Some of the time All the Time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Do you feel that you perform up to your potential at practices? 

Do you feel that you give 1Wh effort at practices? 

Do you think that you perform up to your potential at competitions? 

Do you feel that you give 100% Mort at competitions? 

Other areas of Life 

Does negative thinking, excessive nervousness, or lack of goals interfere with or 

negatively effect the following areas of your life? Please rate on each of the two scales 

below : 

INTERFERE WITH 

Nol at ail 
1 2 3 4 
HOW MUCH 

Ph of 
the time 
1 2 3 4 

Sleep 
Health 
Eating 
Quality of üfe 
Sport Performance 

Somewhat 
5 6 7 

50%d 
the time 

5 6 7 

lnterfere with 

100% of 
the time 

8 9 10 

How much 

Reaching potential 
Emotional well being 
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Appendlx F 

General questionnaire for coaches 



General auetlonnalre to be comeleteâ bv coache~ 
Please answer this questionnaire without discussing it with anyone else, induding the 
player whom you are evalwting. Your answers will be cornpletely confidential. 
If a question does not apply to the sport in which you coach, please bave it blank. 

Name: Sex: 

S~ort Information 

Sport you are coaching: 

Level of sport (Le., high school, university, etc.): 

# of years coaching at this level: 

Number of years coaching this sport at any level: 

Durina - the on-season 

# of practicesl week: Total practice tirneEweek (in hours): . 

Total amt. of time (in hours) devoted to coaching per week: 

On a sale of 1 to 1 0 wh8re: 

No Sornewhat Yes 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Were you happy with the performance of your teamlathletes in which you coached last 

season? 

Familiaritv with sriort ~svcholoav consultinq 

Have you ever asked a sport psychologist to work with athletes whom you coached? 

YeS no 

If yes, for how long? 

# of individual sessions: # of group sessions: 



On a sale of 1 to 10 where: 

 NO^ at ail Somewhat V W  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

How helpful did you feel the sport psychologist was? 

Mental Preparation 

Not at al1 Sornewhat A lot 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Please rate the following mental skills on these two dimensions: 

Farnitiaritv 
(Do you know what 
the skill is) 

Recoanizabilitv 
(Do you feei you would be able ta tell 
when the athletes whom you coach 
are using this mental skill) 

lmagery 

Selftalk 

Goalsetting 

Relaxation 

Focusing 

Precom petit ion plans 



Other areas of Life 

Does negative thinking, excessive nervousness, or lack of goals interfere with or 

negatively affect the following areas of your athlete's lives? Please rate on each of the 

two scales below: 

INTERFERE WlTH 

~ o t  at a11 Somewhat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

HOW MUCH 

OO!  of 50% ûf 
the time the time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

lnterfere with 
this athlete's: 

Sleep 

Health - 
Eating 

Quality of Life - 
Sport Performance 

Reaching potential - 
Emotional well being 

100% of 
the time 

7 8 9 10 

How much 
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Appendix G 

Information to cover during initial meeting with coaches 



Studv X I  

Date: 
Sport: -- A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Name: ---- Phone number: 
Number of athletes who may participate: Male: Female: -. 
A. Explanation of rationale of the study 

--- Face validity 
Test relest reliability 
Convergent validity (cornparison to coach responses) 

B. Logistics 

--A - Completion of general and initial questionnaires (25 mins. before praclice) 
- -. --  - Completion of modified general and initial questionnaires 2 weeks later 

(1 0 mins, before practice) 
Coaches rnay complele the questionnaires at home and return to researcher - 

next day 

- Coaches need to collect ALL consent forms prior to athlete participation 
I will cal1 to confirm ri' of participants a few days before data collection 

-- -- I will cal1 to remind you about data collection on other occasions 

C .  Any foreseen problems? 

D . Treatment integrity issues 
-- - Importance of honest responding 

Importance of responding independe nlly 
Anonymily 

F. If interested in participating 

--- Determine when and where to drop off consent forms 
--- 1 si completion date (day : t ime: place : 1 
- Retest completion date (day: time: place: -- 1 



Studv #2 

Date: - - -  -- - 

Sport: ---- - 

Name: -------- A--- Phone nurnber: 
Nurnber of athletes who may participate: Male: Female: - 

Explanation of rationale of the study 
Face validity and test retest reliability high (discuss results) 

Need more information (multiple sarnples ol behavior; predictive validity) 

Logistics 
Completion of general and initial questionnaire (20 rnins. before practice) 
Cornpletion of predictive at practices after three separate practices 
Completion of predictive at race/game after three separate games 
Coaches may complete the queslionnaires at home and return to researcher 
next day 

Coaches need to collect ALL consent forms prior to athlete pariicipaîion 
l will cal1 to confirm # of participants a few days before data collection 

I w il1 cal1 to remind you about data collection on olher occasions 

Any foreseen problems? 

Treatment integrity issues 
Importance of honest responding 
Importance of responding independently 
Anonymity 

If interested in participating 
Potential athletes (names. 15 minutes playing time if bball)? 
Delermine when and where to drop off consent forms 
Set date for sporî specific questionnaire 

WY: -- tirne: - place: - 1 
Practice dates? 
Cornpetitive dates? 
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Appendix H 
Consent forms 



Consent Form for First Study (for those athletes unâer 18) 

I am a Doctoral student at the University of Manitoba, currently conducting a research 
project with my advisor (Dr. Gariy Martin) on sport psychology. We hope that you (with 
your parent/guardianls approval) will agree to participate by cornpleting two sport 
psychology questionnaires on two separate occasions. The questionnaires, which will 
be answered just before two practices, will require approximately 30 minutes to 
complete. We have discussed this study with your coach and they have given it their 
approval. 

We believe that each participant will gain valuable information about mental skill 
strengths and weaknesses. All information in the questionnaire will be kept strictly 
conf idential, and only group f indings will be discussed. 

Following the completion of the study, you will receive a report indicating your mental 
skill strengths and weaknesses. In addition, with your approval (and the approval of 
your parentlguardian), a copy of your results will be made available to your coach. 

If you would like to participate in this study, we request that you (and your 
parentlguardian) complete the information below, and return it to your coach at the 
next practice. 

Thank you very much for your support. Yours in Sport, 

- - - - - -- -- - - -- - - 

Gariy L Martin, Ph.D, c.psych 
474-8509 

I agree to participate in this study by cornpleting two Sport Psychology Questionnaires 

on two separate occasions. My parenülegal guardian and I agree/dlragree (circle 

your choice) that the results can be made available to my coach. My parentAegal 

guardian and I voluntarily signed this consent f o n  on this day of 

, 1998. 

Parenthgal G uardian 



Consent Form for First Study (for those athletes over 18) 

I am a Doctoral student at the University of Manitoba, currently conducting a research 
project with rny advisur (Dr. Garry Martin) on sport psychology. We hope that you will 
agree to participate by completing two sport psychology questionnaires on two 
separate occasions. The questionnaires. which will be answered just before two 
practices, will require approximately 30 minutes to comptete. We have discussed this 
study with your coach and they have given it their approval. 

We believe that each participant will gain valuable information about mental skill 
strengths and weaknesses. All information in the questionnaire will be kept strictiy 
confidential, and only group findings will be discussed. 

Following the completion of the study, you will receive a report indicating your mental 
skill strengths and weaknesses. In addition, with your approval, a copy of your results 
will be made available to your coach. 

If you would like to participate in this study, we request that you complete the 
information below, and return it to your coach at the next practice. 

Thank you very much for your support. Yours in Sport, 

---- - - 

~drienne Leslie-Toogood, M. A. 
477-5972 

Garry L. Martin, Ph. D, C. Psych 
474-8589 

I agree to participate in this study by completing two Sport Psychology Questionnaires 

on two separate occasions. I agreddlsagree (circle your choice) that the results can 

be made available to my coach. I voluntarily signed this consent form on this 

day of , 1998. 

Ptease sign here 



Consent Form for Second Study (for those athletes under 18) 

I am a Doctoral student at the University of Manitoba, currently conducting a research 
project with my advisor (Dr. Garry Martin) on sport psychology. We hope that you (with 
your parentlguardian's approval) will agree to participate by completing two initial 
questionnaires at the beginning of one practice, in addition to a different sport 
psychology questionnaire after three separate practices and garneshaces. The 
questionnaires, which will be answered just after practices and games/races, will 
require approxirnately 30 minutes to complete. We have discussed this study with 
your coach and they have given it their approval. 

We believe that each participant will gain valuable information about mental skill 
strengths and weaknesses. All information in the questionnaire will be kept strictly 
conf idential, and on1 y group findings will be discussed. 

Following the cornpletion of the study, you will receive a report indicating your mental 
skill strengths and weaknesses. In addition, with your approval (and the approval of 
your parentlguardian) , a copy of your results will be made available to your coach. 

If you would like to participate in this study, we request that you (and your 
parenüguardian) complete the information below, and return it to your coach at the 
next practice. 

Thank you very much for your support. Yours in Sport, 

Adrienne Leslie-Toogood, M. A. 
477-5972 

Garry L. Martin, Ph.D, C.Psych 
474-8589 

I agree to participate in this study by completing an initial set of questionnaires in 
addition to sport psychology questionnaires after three practices and three 
gameslraces. My parenülegal guardian and I agreWdlsagree (circle your choice) 
that the results can be made availaMe to my coach. My parentllegal guardian and I 
voluntarily signed this consent form on this day of 

, 1998. 

- -- 

Athlete Parentllegal Guardian 



Consent Fortn for Second Study (for aiose athletes over 18) 

1 am a Doctoral student at the University of Manitoba, currently conducting a research 
project with my advisor (Dr. Garry Martin) on sport psychobgy. We hope that you will 
agree to participate by completing an initial set of questionnaires prior to one practice, 
and a different spott psychology questionnaire aiter three separate practices and 
games/races. The questionnaires, which will be answered just after practices and 
gameshaœs, will require approxirnately 30 minutes to complete. We have discussed 
this study with your coach and aiey have given it tbir approval. 

We believe that each participant will gain valuable information about mental ski!! 
strengths and weaknesses. All information in the questionnaire will be kept strictly 
confidentiat, and only group findings will be discussed. 

Following the completion of the study, you will receive a report tndicating your mental 
skilt strengths and weaknesses. In addition, with your approval, a copy of your results 
will be made available to your coach. 

If you would like to participate in this study, we request that you complete the 
information below, and retum it to your coach at the next practice. 

Thank you very much for your support. Yours in Sport, 

Adrienne Leslie-Toogood, M. A. 
477-5972 

Garty L. Martin, Ph.0, C.Psych 
474-8589 

I agree to participate in this study by completing an initial set of questionnaires in 

addition to a sport psychology questionnaire aftw aire6 practices and three 

games/races. i agreddlragree (cirde your choice) that the results a n  be made 

available to my coach. I vduntarily signed Mis consent form on this 

day of , 1998. 

Please sign hem 
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Appendix I 

Researcher scripts 



Researcher script for athletes in first study 

Thank athle tes for participating 

Overview of study if first time 
Importance of honest responding 
Answer independently 
Confidentiality (group data, not individual) 
Read through instructions on each questionnaire 
If runners, answer based on strongest race (same one as iast time if 2nd administration) 

Discuss and explain rating scales 
Ask il there are any questions 
Tell them to put up hand if any questions 

Confirm next time with coach and remind athletes of next session 
Thank them for participating again 
Arrange for coaches to corn plete questionnaires. 
Arrange for pickup of questionnaires. 
List of strongest races for runners and enter onto 2nd sport specific 
Names of coaches and which athlete's thev answered on 2nd SD.SD. 



Researcher scri~t for athtetes in second studv 

A .  Administration of sport specific questionnaire 

--- Thank athletes lor participating 
-a- Overview of study 
--- lrnporlance of honest responding 
-- .- Answer independently 
--- Confidenliality (group data. not individual) 
--- Read through inslnictions on each queslionnaire 
--- If swimming, answer based on strongest stroke/race (same race we w i l  be doing concurrent on) 

- A Discuss and explain rating scale 
Ask if there are any questions 

. - - . . . - Tell them to put up hand il any questions 

-- -- Contirm tlme with cor th  and remind athtotms ot noxt seadon (may bo lndlvidual for 

- - Thank them foi  paiticipating again 
- - . Arrange tor coaches to corn plete questionnaires. 

- -- - -. Arrange for pickup of questionnaires. 
A --- List of strongest races for swimmers & enter on all 3 concurrent val. 
. - -  - -  Names of coaches and which athkta'm they anrwerad and onter on dl 3 concurront 

valldlt y.  



Researcher script for athletes in second studv 

Questionnaires for measuring predictive validity 

Thank athletes for participating 
lmporlance of honest responding 
Answer independently 
Confidentiality (group data, not individual) 
Read through instructions on each questionnaire 
Emphasize to answer questions based ONLY on t his pract icelcompetition 
Discuss and explain raling scales 
Ask if there are any questions 
Tell them to put up hand if any questions 
Confirm timo with coach and romlnd athlatoa of next aosdon (may bm individuai tor 

swimmsre) 

Thank them tor participating again 
Arrange for coaches to complete questionnaires. 

-- - -- - Arrange for pickup of questionnaires. 
-. . Make sur* correct coach cornplatm P.V. quartionnmlre 

.- .. - Make sure P.V. questionnairoo ara complotad on correct race tor swimmarr 
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Appendix J 

Modified general questionnaire for athletes 



etest aenetal auertionnrire to k com~leted bv athlety 
Please answer this questionnaire without discussing it with anyone else. Your 
answers will be completely confidential and will not affect your position on the team or 
with the club in ANY way. For the italicized and un&r/ined ouestions (i.e., questions 
2 and 4) please answer using the foltowina 1Gooint sale:  
Below Average Average Above Average 

Name: Age: Sex: 
Sport: 
1. How many cornpetitions have you had since you cornpleted a similar 

questionnaire two weeks ago? 

2. How did mu mdorrn at thisRhese wmmtition(s~? (use scale) - 
3. How many practices have you had since you completed a similar questionnaire 

two weeks ago? 

4. How well did vou mrform at these mactices? (use scale) - 
5. Have you been injured since the completion of a similar questionnaire two 

weeks ago? 

If yes, please give a brief description of the injury including the severw and how many 

practices and/or cornpetitions you missed. 

- 

6. Have you experienced anything troublesrne over the fast few weeks which has 

made it difficult to concentrate on your spoit (e.g., a fight with a signlicant other, 

financial strain, death of a loved one, a poor grade on a paper, etc.)? 

Please give a brief description of the proMematic event(s) 
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Appendlx K 

Modified general questionnaire for coaches 



Please answer this questionnaire without discussing it with anyone else, including the 
athlete whom you are evalwting. Your answers will be completely confidential. For 
the italicized and undedined auestions (i.e., questions 2 and 4), please answer using 
the followina 10-mint scale: 
Below Average Average Above Average 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Name: Age: Sex: 
Sport: 
1. How many competitions has this athlete had since you completed a similar 

questionnaire two weeks ago? 

2 How did this athlete perlorm at thisdhese corn-mtitionfs)? (use scale) 

3. How many practices has this athlete had since you completed a similar 

questionnaire two weeks ago? 

4. How well did this athlete ~erform at these ~ractices? (use scale) - 
5. Has this athlete been injured since the completion of a similar questionnaire 

two weeks ago? 

If yes, please give a brief description of the injury including the severity and how many 

practices andlor competitions this athlete has missed. 

6. To your knowledge, has this athlete experienced anything troublesome over the 

last few weeks which may have made it difficult to concentrate on hisher sport (e.g., a 

fight with a significant other, financial strain, death of a loved one, a poor grade on a 

paper, etc.)? Please give a brief description of the problematic event. 
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Appendix 1 

Convergent vailidity of the volleyball and running sport specif ic questionnaire 



Convergent Validitv of the Soort S~ecific Questionnaire for 
Vollevbatl 

AI1 items = 0.231 

* = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1 -tailed) 
" = is significant at the 0.01 level (1 4ailed) 



Converaent Validitv of the S~or t  S~ecific Questionnaire for 
Runnlng 

' = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1 -tailed) 
" = is significant at the 0.01 level (1 -tailed) 
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Appendix M 

Items which were rated highly (i.e., '7'' '8'' or '9') on the first and second administration 

of the sport specif ic questionnaires for volleyball players and runners 



Items which were rated hkihlv Ii.e.. '7'. '8'. or '9') to the auestion "is this somethinp 
you need to improve onw on the first and second administration of the s ~ o r t  specitic 

auestionnaires toi voilevball   la vers 

s x V  First Admhisttatlon 0 pecond Admin- 
L I 

48 1-7,9, 11, 12-20 (garne); 1-5 (immediatdy after); 1 1 -20 (game); 1-5 (immediatd y after); 

1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 14, 17, 18 (garne); 1, 2, IO, 12,17, 18 (garne); 3 (imrnediately after); I 



Items which were rated hiahlv (Le.. '7'. '8'. or '9') to the auestion "is this something 
you need to improve onw on the tIrst and second administration ot the swrt specific 

auestionnaires for vollevbalf   la vers 

3. 5 (irnmediatel y after): 3-9. 1 1 . 12. 15. 16 (practice) 1 
10, 11, 15, 18 (game); 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 16 (practice) 10, 11, 15 (garne); 4, 5 (practice) 

1-5. 7. 10.12. 131  8 (grne): 1-5 (irnmediately after); 1 1-4. 9. 10. 11. 15 (game); 2. 3. 5 ((immediately a f W ;  



Items which were rated hiahlv (Le.. '7'. '8'. or '9') to the auestion "is thls somethin 
you need to im~rove onw on the first and second administration of the omit soecitlf 

auestionnaires for runners 

1. 33-73, 12, 13. 15, 16(practice) 1, 3-7. 9, 12, 16 (practice) 
11 3,4,  5 (immediately after) 2, 1 1 (race); 1, 2. 9, 13 (practice) 
1 3 L 2-5, 10-1 3, 15, 19 (race); 1 -3, 5 (immediately after); ( 3-5, 14, 17-19 (race); 2, 7 , 8  (practice) 

4, s,3 O. i 1. i 4. t 5 (praciice) 1- 
l 

7, 9, 10, 13, 17 (race); 1-5 (irnrnediatdy afler); II 1 7 (race); 2, 3, 5-7, 12 (practice) 
II I 

ediately after); 1 7-1 0, t 5 (race); 2, 5 (immediatel y after); 

- - 

22 l' None II Nane 
24 1 1, 2, 4-1 5, 17. 18 (race); 4 (rmmediatel y atter): 1 1, 2, 4,  7, 10, 13-16, 18 (race); 1-1 7 @ractice) 



Items which were rated hiahlv (Le.. '7'. '8'. or '9') to the auestion "is this somethinp 
vou need to im~rove onw on the tiist and second administration of the s ~ o i t  s~ecific 

questionnaires for runners 

- __ 1 -9. 12,l-3. 1 6 (praciice) - . 2. 3 (immediatdy after): 2-8 (practice) 
C -- 1 * -  - .  - 
, 27 , 2, 10-1 5, 18 (race); 1, 4 (irnmdiately atter); _-15, 18, 19 (race); 1, 3, 4 (irnmediately alter); 

I t' 1-7, 9-1 2, 14-1 7 (practice) 
28 . 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 1 5 (race); 2 (irnmediatel y after); l. 8 (practice) 

2.8, i 1 ~practice 
10-12. ?+le, 18, 19 (race); 1, 4 (rkdial8ly aftir); 

Y 

4-6, 10-1 2, 14, 15, 18, 19 (race); - 1-6, 8-1, 14--17 (practlce) - . 

T i -  4, 6-8, 1 0. 12-1 4 (race); 2 (immediatdy after); 

1 7. 2.6. 10-17 @raclicej after); 1, 3, 6, 7,840. 13-1 5, 17 @ractice) 
32 f 1 ,2, 3, 10 (race); 8, 9, Il (practice) 1 9, 1012, 13, 18 (race); 2 (immediately after); 

I 1. 8.9. 11. i2. 14, 16. 17 [practice) 
L 

34 11 2-7, 1 1, 12, 14, 16 (race); 2-5 (immediately after); 1, 2, 4, 11, 12, 16 (race); 3-5 (imrnediately after); 

6-8, 13 (race); 2, 3, 5,9, 12, 16 Qractice) 

i ~ r n m a i i a t e l y  aiter); 1.8.9. 11-1 7 (practice) 1 1. 3, 5, 7-9, 12. 14, 16, 17 (practice) 
2, 10, 14-1 7 (race); 1, 2 (Immediately atter); 1 4, 10, 14, 15 (race); 

Y 
- - -  

. 9. 10, Il, 12. 15-17 (practice) 2 (prachice) 
None I None 
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Appendix N 

Test-retest reliability of the sport specific questionnaire for 

volleyball players and runners 



Test-Retest Reliabilitv for Vollevball Plavers 

lmmedietely Atter - Practice 
I 

1 0.678** 0.305* 0.551 "" 

* = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1 -tailed) 
*' = correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 



Test-Retest Reliabilitv for Universitv Vollevball Plavers 

* = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed) 
" = correlation is signilicant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 

1 tem Comr>etjtion 
m 

1 .8 1 1 ** 
lrnmediatelv Alter 1 Practke  

.304 1 - ,532"" 



Test-Retest Reliabilitv for Hiahschool Vollevball Plavers 

= correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed) 
" = correlation is signif icant at the 0.01 level (1 -taifed) 



Test-Retest Reliabilitv for Runners 

' = correlation is significant al the 0 .O5 level (1 4ailed) 
"' = correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1 4ailed) 



Test-Retest Reliabilitv toi Universitv Runners 

" = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed) 
** = correlation is significant at Ihe 0.01 level (1-tailed) 

1 tem 
1 

' 
I 

,521 ** 
C o m ~ e f  if ion 

w- 
.477* 

- 

lmmediatelv After 

,502" 



Test-Retest Reliabilitv for Hiahschool Runners 

' = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1 4ailed) 
" = correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 
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Appendlx O 

Test-retest reliability of the sport specif ic questionnaire for 

volleyball and running coaches 



Test-retest Reliabilitv of the Sport S~ecific Questionnaire for 
Vollevball Coaches 

1 All items = 0.882" 1 1 1 I 
* = correlation is signiiicanl at the 0.05 level (1 -tailed) 
'* = is significant at the 0.01 level (1 4ailed) 



Test-retest Reliabilitv of the Soort S~ecitic Questionnaire for 
Runnina Coaches 

* = correlation is significant al the 0.05 level (1-lailed) 
" = is significant al the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 
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Appendix P 

Questionnaires to measure predictive validity for basketball 

and swimming at practices 



definitely not to m e  extent -Y= 
not at all, no a bit, somewhal aUY= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

ort lorm to ba comlatuî bv b r w a l l  nlwmm Imrmdlm a t tu  ri orrctlcq 
Pîease answer this questionnaire imrnediately after your practice without discussing it with anyone dse. 
Your answers will be completdy confidentid and will not affect your position on the team in ANY way. 
If a question says 'do not use the scale', then that question requires you to use a written response (i.e., do 
not use a scaie, write out your answer). All other questions should be answered using the rating scale 
which is at the top of each page. 
Answer the questions based on the practice you JUST finished. If a question does not apply to this 
practice leave it out. 

1. Did yau think about what you would like to accornplish at this practice (eg., keep your head up 
while dtibbling. cut off the lane, etc.)? 
2. Did you write these things down? 
3. If you did think of things you wanted to accomplish during practice, what were they? 
Do not usa the acrlm. 

4. Did you arrive with enough time to stretch and shoot atound prior to the beginning of practice? 
---- 
5. Oid you arrive at practice focused and cornmitteci to doing your best? 
6 .  Were you aMe to let go of things which were on your mind, such as an upcorning test, and totally 
focus on the practice? 

Whllo wirmlna UD for ~ra- 
1. While warming up, did you find that yout mirid wandered to thhgs which don1 involve basketbal1 
such as school or relationship problems? 
2. Did you locus on the actual sûill you were doing rather than thinking ahead to other parts ot the 
practice? 

purinu the Ilrat hrlf ot nrictlce 
1. M e n  you had the opportunity, dM you work on skills which you need to improve (e.g., leit 
handed lay ups, Mocking out, etc.)? 
2. Wbn practice began to drag (Le., you were doing a bocing drill), did you maintain your 
concentration on the task at hand? 
3. When you did a skill conectly (e.g., made a three pointer) did you take a few seconds to remembef 
what it felt like to 'do it nght'? 
4. Were you able to let it go after making a mistake and refocus on the next drill/play? (P15) 

5. Did you use key words when doing specific skills such as 'follow through" when shooting, 'see 
the balln when guarding the post, etc.? 

What are some of the key words you used during the first haif of practice? 
Do not u80 th. urta. 

-- 
6. Did ~ o u  focus on each drill you as ywu were doing it rather than thinking about other drills or other 



definitely not to meeKtmt delSnle)y)cies 
not at dl, no a bit, somenrhaS a w Y= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

parts of the practice (e.g., when worlrtng on a Mock out drill, did you f m s  on finding your check, making 
contact, and finding the ball)? 
7. Did you compare yoursd to other players and how they were perloming at pfactice? 

If vou didn't feel like bina there (if you felt like being there the whole practice, do ont0 the nex! section) 
8. Did you give 1 WO/i effort? 
9. Did your mind wander to things you would rather be doing (eg., sleeping, going on a date, 
watching a movie. doing homework. etc.)? 

D act i '  cm sk il1 s wu alwavs wactice k a . .  bal1 handlina. lu uos. bîockina out) W h n r  e 
10. Oid you try to do the skills precisely and aurately (e.g., making sure you folkw through on your 
shot )? 
1 1 . Did you imagine yourself pdorming the skills against defence or in an actual game in order to help 
you perfect the sici113 

When scrirnma&g (If you did not scrimmage during this practice, go ont0 the next section) 
12. DM you try to make the stuation as realistic as possible (eg., irnaglning that you were checking 
the player you are going to check in the next game)? 
13. Did you use mental imagery, self talk, or keywords belore and during the scrimmage to try and 
make it as much like a r d  game as possiôie? 

14. Did you work on skiHs which you need to improve such as dnbbîing with p u r  lett hand, dribble 
jumpers, etc.? 
15. Did you visualire skills which are more ditficult to master? 

16. Did you try to locus on the smal things that WERE going well? 

If mu were iniured and could not ~ractice. answer the next lhree gyestion~ 
17. Oid you try to focus on what you would do when you retumed to practice and where you would be 
in the oflensive and detensive plays? 
18. Did you feel things such as hopelessness, angm, or frustration about your injury? 
19. Did you try 10 think about the benefits about Ming out of practice such as returning to practice 
more restai, having aôditional time to really l e m  the otfence, stc.3 

purlqg th@ ucond hilt ot a t i c t k  
1 . M e n  you had the opportunity, d i  you work on skills which you need to irnprove (e.g., feft 
handeâ lay ups, blocking out, etc.)? 
2. When practice begm to drag (Le., you were doing a boring drill), diâ you maintain p u r  
concentration on the ta& at hand? 
3. When you did a skill conectly (e.g., made a thtw pointer) did you take a few seconds to remember 
what it fslt like to 'do it right'? 
4.  Were you abîe to leî it go alter making a mistake and refocus on the next drilllplay? 
5. oid you use key words when doing s~ecific skills such as 'follow through" when shooting, 'se8 
the balln when guarding the post, etc.? 
What are sorne of the key words you used during the second hall of practice? 
Do not u8a the urk. 



definitely not to meextmt delMalyyeS 
not at ail, no a bit, mewhat mm 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

6. Did you focus on each drill you as p u  were doing it rather than thinking about other drills or otha 
parts of the practice (e-g., when working on a Mock out drill, did you focus on finding your check, making 
contact, and finding the bal!)? 
7. Did you compare yourself to other players and how they wwe pdorming at practice? 

11 vou didn't feel like beinq there 
(If you felt like Ming there throughout the second haIf of practice, go onto the next section) 
8. Did you give 1 W0/0 ettort? 
9. Did your mind wanâer to things you would rather be doing (0-g., sleeping, going on a date, 
watching a rnovie, doing homeworic, etc.)? 

When ~racticirm skills vou alwavs uactice@.a.. bail handlinu. lav UDS. M o c k i n w  
10. Did you try to do the skills precisely and accurately (e.g., making sure you folbw through on your 
shot) ? 
1 1 . Did you imagine yourself perfoming the skills against detence or in an actual game in order to help 
you perfect the slrill? 

When scrimrnaaing (if you did not Jcrimmage during the second haH ot practice, go onto the next section) 
12. Did you try to make the situation as realistic as possible (e.g., imagining that you were checking 
the player you are going to check in the next game)? 
1 3. Did you use merital imagery, self talk, or keywords before and during the scrimmage to try and 
make it as much like a real game as possible? 

Durina downtime 
14. DM you work on skills whictt you need to improve such as dribMing with your lefi hand, dribble 
jumpers, etc.? 
15. Did you visualire skills which are more difficult to rnaster? 

16. Did you try to focus on the mail things that WERE going well? 

If vou were iniured and could mt practm answer the neKt three wstions 
17. Did you tty ta locus on what you wouM do when you returned to practice and where you would be 
in the oftmsive and defensive plays? 
18. Did you feel things such as hopelessness, anger, or frustration about your injury? 
19. Did you try to think about the bendits about sittiw out of pr&e such as ratuning to pracîice 
more rested, having additional time to reaily l e m  the offence, etc.? 

Near the end of ~ractice 
20. Were you able to concentrate on and give 1W! effort to the practice when it was almost OVW? 

How would you rata your puîormrnco durlng th18 prictlco? 
Awîul, one of my Average Amazing, one of 
worst piactices my best pcactices 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



definitely not to m e  extent 
not at dl, no a brt, somewhat a H, Y= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

SaIf rwQd tatm to be comlmtad bv b8-l coichas imnndlrtalv rftat a ~ t i c t l g  
Please answer this questionnaire irnrnediately after practice without discussing it with anyone else, 
including the athlete which you are evaluating. 
Your answers will be completely confiential. 
Please answer each of the remaining quesiions using the rating sale which is at the top of each page. 
Some of the questions will be diîficutî to answer as it may be hard to determine if an athlete was using 
mental imagery, etc. Therefore, if you do not know the answer to a question. simply write 'DK" (don1 
know) in the space proviâed or leave it Mank. 
Answer the questions based on the practice yau JUST coached. If a question does not apply to this 
practice leave it out. 

MQluwma 
1. Do you feel this athlete anived at practice with enough tirne to stretch and shoot around prior to 
the beginning of practice? 
2. Do you think this athlete arrived at practice focused and committed to doing their best? 
3. In your opinion, was this athlete abie to let go of things which were on their mind such as an 
upcaming test and totally focus on the practice? 

Whlle wirmina un tor ~ractlcs 
1 .  Do you feel this athlete focused on the actual skill they were doing rather than thinking ahead to 
other parts of the practice? 

purtnri the t l ta hdt of D- 
l. Do you think this athlete worked on skills in which they needed to improve (0-g., lett handed lay 
ups, Mocking out, etc.) when they had the opportunity? 
2. When practice began to drag (Le., they were doing a boring drill), do you feel this athlete 
maintained their concentration on the task at hand? 
3. Da you bdieve this athlete was able to "let it go" after making a mistake in the first half of practice 
and refocus on the next drilli'play? 
4. During the first haIf of practice, do you fw l  this athlete tocused on each drill as they were doing it 
rather aian thinking about other drills or other parts of the practice (e.g., when working on a Mock out drill 
did they focus on finding their check, making contact, and finding the ball)? 
5 Do you think this athlete gave 100% effort throughout the entire 1 si half of practice? 

When oracticina skills thev alwavs wactice (69.. bal1 handlina. lau ws. Mockina o u  
6. ln your opinion, did this athlete try to do the skills pr&ioe(y and accurataly (e.9.. making sure they 
foHowed through on their shot)? 

When scrirnrnaa& (if theie was no scrimmage during the first haJf of practice, go onto the next section) 
7. Do you feel this athîete tried to make the situabon as realistic as possiMe (e.g., piay as narcl asthsy 
would in an actual gamet)? 

8. Do buki this athlde worked on skills which t b y  neeideâ to improve such as driWling with thdt 
lett hand, getting dribble jurnpeis off quickly, etc.? 



definitely not to m e  exterit -Y= 
not at dl, no a bit, mewtiat a@Y= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

purina tha w o n d  hilt of nrrctiw 
1. Do you think this athlete worked on skills in which they needed to improve (e.g., latt handed lay 
ups, Macking out, etc.) when they had the opportunity? 
2. Wheri practice began to drag (i.e., they were doing a boring drill), do you feel this athlete 
maintained their concentration on the task at hand? 
3. Da you believe this athlete was able to 'let it go' after making a misîeke in the second hait of 
practice and refocus on the next drilllplay? 
4. During the second haH of practice, do p u  feel this athlete focused on each drill as they were 
doing it rather than thinking about other drills or other parts of the practice (e.g., when working on a b l d  
out drill did they focus on finding their check, making contact, and tinding the bail)? 
5. Do you think this athlete gave 1 OOOh etfort throughout the entire 2nd hall of practtce? 

When ~racticina skills thev alwavs ~ractice k a . .  bal1 handlino. lav UDS. Mockinu out) 
6 .  In your opinion, did this athlete try to do the skills precisely and accurately (e.g., making sure they 
followed through on their shot)? 

When scrimmaq& (if there was no xrimmage duRng the 2nd haif of pracüce, go ont0 the next section) 
7. Do you feel this athlete tried to make the situation as realistic as possible (e.g., play as hard as they 
wouM in an actual game)? 

Durina downtime 
8. DQ-YOU feei this athlete worked on skills whkh they needed to improve such as dribMing with their 
lett hand, getting dribble jumpers off quickly, etc.? 

Near the end of ~racticg 
9. Do you feel this athlete was able to concentrate on and give 100% etfort to the practice when 
practice was almost over? 

How would yoo rate thla ithldo'r parformance during thla practlce? 
Awful, one of their Average Amazing, one of 
worst practices their best pcactices 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



definitely not to m e  exterit denntelyye~ 
m t  at dl, no am, mewhat a bt yes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 

îf rMort t o m  to ôa c o m h t d  bu rwlmnwr Im-taîv iftu ~rrct tcq 
Please answer this questionnaire immediately after your practiœ without discussing it with anyone dse. 
Your answers will be completeiy confidentiel and will not affect your position on the team in ANY way. 
If a question says 'do not use the scale', thm that question requires you to use a written response (i.e., do 
not use a scaie, write out your answer). All other questions should be answered using the rating sale 
which is at the top of each page. 
Answer the questions based on the practice you JUST finished. If a question does not apply ta this 
practice leave it out. 

MQIumah 
1. Did yau think about what you wouM like to accornplish at this praetice (e.g., swimming dl sets 
under a certain time, etc.)? 
2. Did you write these things down? 
3. If you did think of things you wanted to accomplish during practice, what were they? 
Do not u u  th@ rcrla. 

4. Did you arrive with enough time to stretch and loosen up prior to the beginning of praclice? 
5. Did you arrive at practice focused and committeâ to doing your best? 
6. Were you able to let go of things which wem on your mind, such as an upcoming test, and totally 
focus on the practice? 

c 
1. Mi le  wanning up, did yau find that your mind wanderd to things which don1 involve swimming 
such as school or relationstiip problems? 
2. Did you f m s  on the actual skiIl you were doing rather than thinking ahead to other parts of the 
practice? 

c 
1. When you had the opportunity, diâ you work on skills which you need to improve (e.g., sîroke 
technique, kkk, turns, etc.)? 
2. When practice began to drag, did you maintain your ancecitration on the ta& at hand? 

3. When you diâ something reaîly well, did you take a few seconds to remember what it fel like to 'do 
il right '? 
4. Were p u  able to let it go after making a rnislake and retocus on the next part of pracfice? 

5. Did you use key words during practice such as 'accelerate*, 'kick', 'catch the water", etc.? 

Mihat are =me of the key words you used during the tir& half af prdœ? 
Do not u80 th0 u a l a  

6. Did you focus on each sel as you were doing it, rather than thinking about other sets or other parts 
of the practice? 



definitely not to m e  extent 
not at dl, no a bit, somewhat aqY= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

7. Did you compare yourself to other swimmers and how they were perforrning at practice? 

If vou didnY feel like bina thece 
(if you felt like king there the whole first hall of practice, go ont0 the next section) 

8. Did you give 100% etfort? 
9. DW F u r  mind wander to things you would rather be &ing (e.g., sleeping, going on a date, 
watching a movie, doing hamework, etc.)? 

When ~cacticina thinas mu alwavs uacticg 

10. Did you try to ch the stmkesiturns preciçely and accurately (e.g., practicing good tums at both 
ends)? 
1 1. DM you imagine yoursell swimrning in an actual race in order to hdp you perlect the strdce? 

When doina race simulations 
(iî you did 6ot do a race simulation durlng the tirsthl of Mis practice, go onto the next section) 

12. Did you try to make the situation as realistic as possible (0-g., imagining that you were racing 
against someone you will compete against at the next meet)? 
13. Did you use mental imagery, sa talk, or keywords before and during the race ta try and make it as 
much like a real game as possible? 

14. Did you work on strokeMurns which you need to irnprove? 
15. Diû you visualize strokeshums which are more d i t t i l t  to master? 

16. Did you try to focus on the small things that WERE going well? 

purina th* ucond halt of m r m  
1 . When you had the opportunity, did you work on skills which you need to improve (e.g., stroke 
technique, kick, turns, etc.)? 
2. When practice m a n  to drag, did you maintain your concentration on the ta& at hand? 
3. When you did mrnething reaîly well, did you take a tew seconds ta remember what it felt like to 'do 
it right'? 

4. Were you able to kt it go a W  making a mistalie and refocus on the next pal of practice? 
5. Did you use key words duriw practice such as 'accderate", 'kick", 'catch the watsr", etc.? 

What are some of the key words you used during the second ha# of practice? 
Do not u n  th. $cd@. 

6. Did p u  focus on each set as you were doing it, rather than thinking about othr  sets or othr parts 
of the practice? 
7. Di4 you compare yairself to other swirnrncics and how they wwe peilonning at pracüce? 



definitely not to m e  extent m y e s  
not at dl, no a bit, somwhat a&Y= 
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If vou didn't feel like bina ther~ 
(if you felt lik8 being there the whole second halt of practice, go Ont0 the next Section) 
8. Did you give 100% etfort? 
9. Did your mind wander to things you woukl rather be doing (e.g., sleeping, going on a date, 
watching a movie, doing homework, etc.)? 

When ~raçtiçina thinas wu alwavs wactb 
IO. DM you try to do the stmke~urns preclsely and accurately (e.g.. pactlcing good tums at both 
ends)? 
11. Did you imagine yoursen swimming in an actual raee in order to help you perfect the stroke? 

When doina race sirnulation~ 
(If you did not do a raee simulation during the second half of this practice, go ont0 the next section) 
12. Did you try to make the situation as realistic as possible (e.g., imagining that you were racing 
against sameone you will cornpete against at the next meet)? 
13. Did you use mental imagery, seIf talk, or keywords More and during the race to try and make it as 
much like a real game as possible? 

14. Did you work on strokeaturns which you need to improve? 
15. Did you visualite strokedtums which are more diificult to master? 

16. Did you try to focus on the small things that WERE going well? 

not ~actice. anwer the next thrw auestio~ If wu were iniured a could 
17. Did you try to focus on what you woulâ do when you returned to p~actice? 
18. Did you teel things such as hopelesmess, anger, or ftustration about your injury? 
t 9. Did you try to think about the bendits of sitting out of practice such as returnirig to practice rnwe 
rested, having additional time to really leam a new stroke, etc.? 

Near the end of ~ractice 
20. Were you able to conceritrate on arid give lW! effort to the practice when it was almost over? 

-- pp --- - - 

How would you rate your plr(ornunca durln0 th18 prr~tica?~- 
- 

Awful, one of my Average Arnazing, m of 
worst practices my best praetices 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 



detinitely not to m e  extent -W 
not at ail, no a bit, scunew+wt au)rgg 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

mit t o m  to b. cornMd bv mlnwnlna coachr -@IV .Ru r i>r- 
Please answer this questionnaire immediatdy after practice wiihout discussing it with anyone else, 
including the athlete which you are evaluating. 
Your answers will be completely contidential. 
Please answer each of the remaining questions using the rating scale which is at the top of each page. 
Some of the quedions will be difficul to answer as it may be hard to determine if an athlete was using 
mental iimagery, etc. Therefore, if you do not know the answer to a question. drnply wnte 'OK" (&nt 
know) in the Wace provided or bave it bîank. 
Answer the questions based on the practice you JUST coached. If a question does not apply to this 
practice leave it out. 

~otorm ~ r m l c a  
1. Do you fed this athlete arrived at pracke with enough time to stretch and loosen up priw to the 
beginning of practice? 
2. Do you think this athlete arrived at practice focused and cornmitteci to doing their best? 
3. In your opinion, was this athleîe able to let go of things which were on their mind such as an 
upcoming test and totally focus on the pradice? 

WhIIa waimlnn um for orrctlc( 
1 . Do you feel this athlete tocused on the actual skill they were doing rather than thinking ahead to 
other parls of the practice? 

1. Do you thlnk this athlete worked on skills in whkh they needed to irnprove (ag. .  stroke 
technique, kicks. tums, etc.) when they had the oppoftunity? 
2. When practice began to drrrg (Le., they were doing a boring drill), do you fwl Viis athlete 
maintained th& concentration on the task at hand? 
3. Do you beîieve this athlete was able ta 'let it gow afier making a misîake and refocus on the next 
part of practice? 
4. During the first haIf of p~actice, do you feel this athlete focumd on euh çet as they were doing it, 
rather than thinking about othw sets or other parts of the practice? 
5. Do you think this athlete gave 100% effort throughout the entire 1st halt of practice? 

M e n  ~racticina skifls thev alway~gractia 
6. In your opinion, did this athlete try to do the strokesilums precisely and accurately (e.g., practicing 
goad turns at bath ends)? 

When doina race simulations (if there were no race simulations during the first hdf of practice, go onto the 
next section) 
7. Do you feel this aüilete W i e d  to make the s#uaîion as rd id i c  as possible (0.g.. imaginu thst thsy 
were racing against srneone whom thdy race against ad the nent meet)? 

Purina downtimq 
8. Do you feel this athlete workeâ on skills which they needed to improve such as speclfk stroke and 
turn technique(s)? 



definitely not tos~mee>ctent delin0e)y)res 
not at dl, no a bit, somewhad abu- 
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d h.M of 
1. Do you think this athkte worked on sl<iHs in which they needed to improve (e.g., stroke 
technique, kicks, tums, etc.) when they had the opportunity? 
2. M e n  practice ôegan to drag (i.e., they were doing a ôoring drill), do you feel mis athlete 
maintained their concentration on the ta& at hand? 
3. Do you bdkve this athlete was able to 'let it go" atter making a mistake and refocus on the next 
part of practice? 
4. During the seoond haH of practice, do you feel this athlete focuseâ on eaeh set as they wwe 
doing it, rather than thinking about other sets or other parts of the practice? 
5. Do you think this athlete gave 100% effort lhroughout the entire 2nd haîf of practice? 

M e n  ~racticinu skilis thev alwavs oracti- 
6.  In your opinion, did this athlete try to do the sboke~urns precisely and accurately (0.g.. practicing 
good turns at both ends)? 

When doina race simulationg (if mere were m race simulations during the second hatf of practice, go ont0 
the next section) 
7. Do you teel this athlete tried to make the situation as realistic as posdMe (e.g., imagine that they 
were racing against someone whom they race against at the next mwt)? 

8. Do you feel this athlete workeô on skills which they needed to improve such as specitic stroke and 
tum technique@)? 

Near th8 end of ~ractice 
9. Do you twl mis athlete was able to concentrate on and give 100% Mort to the practice whm 
practice was almost over? 

How would you rata thlr rthlatm'a pufotmmca durlng thla prcictlca? 
Awful, one of their Average Amazing, one of 
worst practices their practices 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Questionnaires to measure predictive validity for basketball 

and swimming at gamesfraces 
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Date: 

If rroort forrn to b. commad bv brdc-ll ~ l w r 8  I-mtml~ iftu 
Please answer this questionnaire irnmediately after your garne without discussing it mtti anyone else. 
Your answers will ôe completdy confidenliai and will m t  attetct mur pasibn on aie team in ANY way. 
Please answer the questions using the appropriate scale. At the end of each question it will tell you which 

to use (i.e., either A or 8). If no scale is indicated, then that question requires you to use a written 
responss (i.e., do not use a scale, write out your answer). 
Answer the questions based on the game you JUST finished. If a question does not apply to this garne 
leave it out. 

Tha nlmht botoia th. ai- 
1. The night More the game, did you think of things you would like to accornplish during the game 
çuch as çcoring a certain number of points, haMing your check to a certain number of points, calling 
cutters when playing zone defence, etc.? (Scale 6) 
2. Did you write these things down? (Scaîe~ B) 
3. If you did think of things you'd like to amrnplish during this game, what were they? 

4. Approxirnately how much sleep (in hours) did p u  get the night before this game? 

5. What impact do you feel this arnount of sleep had on your game performance? 
(Scale A) 
6. What did you eat the night before this game? 

7. How do you think what you ate affected your performance during the game? 
(Scale A) 
8. How much water (in glasses) did you drink the day More the game? 
9. How do you think the arnount of water you drank the day prior to the game aftected your 
performance during the game? ( S d e  A) 
10. The night befote the game. did you follow a standard mental preparation routine which lasted at 
least 5 minutes and included things such as visualuing how to reacî to certain plays and deep breahing? 
(Scale 6) 
1 1 . If you did follow a standard mental p~qmration routine, what did it consisl of? 

12. H followed a mental preparation routine, how do you think this routine affected yow peff~rm-? 
(Scaie A) 
13. If you did foliow a routine were you able to tell other people such as parents and friemds what your 
routine was so that they gave you Wace and did not intedere? (Scaîe 8) 
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14. How nenrous or anxious did you feel the night before the game? (Scale B) 
15. tiow do you teel this level of nenrousness afteeted your performance? (Scale A) 
1 6. The night befare the game, did pu think about things that don1 invalve basketbail such as 
schoot, family or relationship problems?(Scale 8) 
1 7. How do you feel t hese non- basketbal1 concerns aff ected your performance? (Scale A) 

1. The day of the game, did you think of things you would like to accamplish during the game such 
as scoring a certain number of points, hoMing your check to a certain number of points, calling cutters 
when playing zone defence, etc.? (Scale 6) 
2. Did you write these things down? (Scale B) 
3. If you did think of things you'd like to accomplish during this garne, what were they? 

- - 

4. What diâ you eat the day of this game? 

-- 
5. How do you think what you ate affected your performance during the game? 
(Scale A) 
6. How much water (in glasses) did you drink the day of the garne? 
7. How do you think the amount of water you drank the day of the game aflected your performance 
during the game? (Scale A) 
8. The day of the game, did you tollow a standard routine which lasted at least 5 minutes and 
included things such as visualking how to react to certain plays and deep breathing? (Scale 6) 
9. If you did follow a standard routine, what did it consist of? 

10. If you did follow a mentai preparatior-routine, how do you think this routine affected yow 
performance? (Scale A) 
1 1. If you did follow a routine wem you aMe to tell 0 t h  people such as parents and frisnds what pur  
routine was so that they gave you space and did not interfera? (Scak 6) 
12. How nervous or anxious did yw teel the day of the garne? (Scale 8) 
13. How do you feel this level of nervousriess affected your performance? (Scale A) 
14. The day of the garne, diâ you think about things that don't involve ôaskabell such as school, 
family or rdationship problams? (Scaie 0) 
15. How do you t d  these non-baskstball concems affected your performance? (Scala A) 

1. How nervous or anxious did you lesl the last two hours &fore the game? (Scale B).-. 
2. How do you feel this level of nenrousness affected your performance? (Scale A) 
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purinn W a r m  
1. Did you tbink ai>ou? wha! peuple rntgh! say if you losl? (Scale 8) 
2. How do yw think thts atfected your performance? (&ale A) 
3. Did you think positive thoughts such as 'l'm going to crash the boardsn, 'FOCUS on the rimW? 
(Scaie B) 
What are some enamples of the positive self talk you used during wmup? 

4. How do you think this atlected your performance? (Scale A) 
5. Duting warmup, did you think about aiings that dont involve basketbail such as school, family, or 
relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
6. How do you think this affected your performance? (Scale A) 

if vou hmd a ûad Wamyp (if you did not have a bad warmup. go ont0 the next section) 
7. Overalî, how do you feeî it affected your performance in the game? (Scale A) 
8. Did you find it difficult to stay energized? (Scale 6) 
9. Were you able to let it go and focus on the game? (Scale B) 
10. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a basketbal1 piayer? (Sc* B) 

m u  th. la hry 
1. During the 1st half, did you give 100% effort if: 
(answer these questions only if these things haopenecl during THIS game) 
(a) You were losing by a large rnargin? (Scale 6) 
(b) You were playing against a team you play often? (Scale 8) 
2. Outing the 1 st haIf, d i  p u  focus on an ything in particular when shooting ? If so, what? 

3. How do you feei this a h t e d  pur  performance? (Scale A) 
4. Ounng the 1st haif, diâ you focus on anything in particular when making a pass? If so, what? 

5. How do you feel this atfected your perlormance? (Scale A) 
6. During the 1st half, diâ you think abcut winning the game? (Scale 6) 
7. Ouring Me first haif. did y w  think about things such as: 
(a) I played poorly against this team last lime? (Scaîe 6) 
(b) I'm feeling very somltireâ? (Scaîe 6) 
(c) I hate this gym? (Scale 8) 
(d) Theserimssuck?(ScaîeB) 
8. During the first h a ,  did you think about what people migM say if you lost? (ScPle B) 
9. During the first haIf, did you think positive thoughta such as T m  going to crash the boardsm, 
'Facus on the nm'? (Scale B) 
M a t  are some examples of the positive seif talk you used during the fiist haif? 



definitely not 
not at dl, no a bit, somewhad 

10. How do you think these positive thoughts atfected your pertormance? (Scafe A) 
11. During the 1st half, did you think about things that donnt involve basketbalt such as schml, family, 
or relationship probiems? (Scale 6) 
1 2. How do you think such thoughts affected your performance? (Scale A) 
13. During the 1 st haif, how nervous or anxious did you feel? (Scale B) 
14. How do you feel this level of nervousness affecied your pedormance? (Scale A) 
15. During the 1st half, did you drive if your opponent was too close? (Sale B) 
16. Ouring the 1st han, did you shoot when you were open? (Scale 6) 
17. When you had a step on your opponent , did you take the bal1 to the hole? (Scate B) 
18. Ouring the 1st haif. did you make adjustments sudi as moddying your shot if it wasnl going in and 
maîcing bounce passes if they took away lane, etc.? (Scale 8) 
19. When a teammate was s u W  off aflew making a mistake. did you show M m  your support? 
(Scale B) 
How did you show them your support? 

20. When a tearnmate made a good play (e.g., gels a steal, scores a bop,  etc.), did you show them 
your support? (Scale B) 
How did you show them your support? 

2 1 . During the 1 st half, did you cal1 out to your teammates when you switched offences or delences? 
(Scale 8) 
22. Did you cornmunicate to your teammates if yau fd t  you were open and m t  gettting the Ml? 
(Scale 6) 
23. Did you cal1 out to your teammates when piaying a m e  detence (e.g., mer ,  help siâe, etc.)? 
(Scate B) 

W vou r mim@lta d w  la! kJ( (e.g., you missmi a box out, foui shot. or breakaway lay 
up). If you cannot rmembsi making a mistake during the first half, go ont0 the nea section. 

24. Overall how did it aflect your petformance in the next few minutes of play? (Scaîe A) 
25. Did you feel so mad that il affected your performance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale 6) 

26. Did you find it difficult to stay eriergized for t h  next few pîays?(Scaîe 8) 
27. Were you able to let it go anâ rdocus on thr next play? (Scak 8) 
28. Did you remain confident in pur ablities as a bakeball ptayer? (Scalo B) 

1 tafam r bad duli# (If you do not remember the referee making a 
bad cal1 during the tira half, go onto the next section) 
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29. Overall how did it affect your performance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
30. Did you feel so rnad that it affected p u r  performance in the next few minute of play? 
(Scaie 6) 
31. Did you find it difficult to stay energized for the next few plays? (Scale 8) 
32. Were you able to let it go and refocus on the next play? (Scale 6) 
33. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a basketbal1 piayer? (Scale 6) 

Jt i n o t h  omor u u d  trrsh tilk d m  the tlrat (If you do not remernber using trash talk 
during the first halt, go ont0 the next section) 
34. Overall how dM it affect your perlorrnance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
35. Did you feel so mad that it affectad your performance in the next few minute of pîay? 
( m e  8) 

36. Did you find it difficult to stay energized for the next few plays? (Scale B) 
37. Were you aMe to let it go and refocus on the nexî play? ( S d e  8) 
38. Did you rernain confident in your abilities as a basketbein player? (Scde 6) 

At hrlt time 
1. Did you think about what peopte might say if you los? (Scale 6) 
2. How do you think this affected your performance? (Scale A) 
3. Did you think positive thoughts such as "I'm going to crash the boardsn, 'Focus on the rirn"? 
(Scale 6) 
What are some examples of the positive self taJk you used during half time? 

4. HOW do you think this aflected ywr performance? (Scale A) 
5. Ouring half time, did you think about things that &nt involve basketbaH such as schod, family, or 
relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
6. How do you think this atfected your performance? (Scale A) 

tî Vou b d  i 8md Flmt (If you did not have a bad lirsl haIf in this game, go ont0 the nex! section) 
7. OveCail, how much do you think this affectai your performance in the second h a ?  
(Scak A) - 
8. Did you find it diflicutl to stay energized? (Scale 6) 
9. Were you able to let it go and refoçus on the next half?(Scale B) 
10. Oid you remain confident in your abiliües as a basketbail player? (Scale 8) 
1 1 . Did you feel so angry or so disappointed that it atfeded your performance?(Scale B) - 
1. During the 2nd han, did you give 100% dor t  if: (answer these questions only if these things 
happeried during THIS game) 
(a) You were losing by a large matgin? (Scale 8) 
(b) You were playing against a team you play otten? (Scale B) 
2. During the 2nd haîf, did you focus on anything in paRicu1ar when shooting? If so, what? 
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3. How do you fed this affected your performance? (Scale A) 
4. During the 2nd haif, did you focus on anything in particular when making a pas? If su, what? 

5. How do you fwl this affected your performance? (Scale A) 
6. During the 2nd half, did you think about winning the game?) (Scale 6) 
7. During the second half, did you think about things such as: 
(a) tplayedpoorly~ainstthisteamlasttime?(ScaleB) 
(b) I'm feeling very soreltired? (Scale 8) 
(c) I hate this gym? (Scale 8) 
(d) These rims suck? (Scale 6) 
8. During the second half, did you think about what people might say il you lost? (Scale 6) 
9. During the second half, did you think positive thoughts such as "I'm going to crash the boardsn, 
"Focus on the rim*? (Scale 8) 
M a t  are some examples of the positive self talk you used during the second haIf 3 

1 O. How do you think these positive thoughts affected your performance? (Scale A) 
1 1. Ouring the 2nd half, did you think about things that donit involve basketbail such as schml, famiîy, 
or relationship problems? (Scale 8) 
12. How do you think such thoughts affected your performance? (Scale A) 
1 3. During the 2nd half, how nervous or anxious did you teel? (Scale 8) 
14. How do you feel this level of nenioumess affected your performance? (Scale A) 
1 5. During the 2nd half, did you drive if your opponent was too close? (Scale B) 
16. During the 2nd half, did you shoot when you were open? (Scale B) 
17. Whm you had a step on your opponent , did you take the bal1 ta the hole? (Scale 6) 
18. Ouring the 2nd half, dtû you make adjustments such as modifying your shol if it wasn't going in 
and making bunce passes if they took away lane, etc.? (Scale 8) 
1 9. When a teammate was subbed off atter making a mistake, did you show them your support? 
(Scale 8) 
How diâ you show them your support? 

20. When a teammate made a good play (eg., gets a steaf, scores a hoop, etc.), did you show aiem 
your support? (Scale B) 

How did you show them your support? 

2 1. During the 2nd half, did you cal1 out to your teammates when you switched offences or defences? 
(Scale 6) 
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22. Did you communicate to your teammates 1 you felt you were open and not geîting the ball? (Scale 
8) 
23. Da pu cal! out to yaur teammates when playing e zone defence (eg.. cMer. heîp side. etc.)? 
(Scale B) 

fl vou midm r mlmt8k0 duilna th. 2nd )ylf (e.g., you mi& a box out. fou1 shot. or breakaway lay 
up). If you cannot remember making a mistake during the second hall, go ont0 the next seçtbn. 

24. Overall how did it affect p u r  performance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
25. Did you feei so mad that it affected your performance in the next few minutes of M y ?  
(Scale 8) 
26. Did you find it dit( icult to stay energued for the nexl few plays? (Scak, 6) 
27. Were you able to 1 it go and refocus on the next piay? (Scale 6) 
28. Did you temain contident in your abilities as a basketill p(ayr? ( S d e  6) 

if 8 rd«œ mdo r M d  crll durlnn th. racond haif (If you do not remember the referee making 
a baâ cal1 during the second half, go ont0 the next section) 
29. Overall how did it atfect your performance in the next few minutes ot play?(Scale A) 
30. Did you feel so mad that it aftected your performance in the next few minute of play? 
(Scale B) 
31 . Did you find it diff icult to stay energized for the next tew plays? (Scale 6) 
32. Were you able to let it go and refocus on the next play? (&aie 6) 
33. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a basketbal1 piayer? (Scale 8) 

If an* *or u#d t m h  trlk S m  wcond (If you do not remernber using trash 
talk during the second haît, go ont0 the next section) 
34. Overall how did it aflect your performance in the next tew minutes of play? ( W e  A) 
35. Did you feel so rnaâ that it affected your performance in the next few minute of play? 
(Scale B) 
36. Did you find it difficult to stay emergized for the next few phys? (Scale 6) 
37. Were you able to let it go and refocus on the neKt play? (Scale B) 
38. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a basketbal1 playet? (Scale 6) 

tf thm p ~ n  waa do- th. flnrl (if this game was not close in the final minutes. go onto 
the ne~t section) 
39. Didyouminkaboutwhatpeoplemightsayifyoulost?(ScaleB) 
40. Did p u  remain corifident in your abMies as a baslcetball player? (Scaie B) 
41. kbw nervous or anxiow weie you?(Scale 8) -, 

42. How do you tssl this lsvd of m u s n e s  aflacted ywr perlormance during the last few minutes 
of the game? (Scale A) 
43. Did you hide from the bal13 (Scale B) 

1 . Apart from completing this questionnaire, did you spemd at least 5 minutes evaluating your mntal 
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preparation for this garne? (Scale B) 
2.  If you had a poor perionance, did you consciousîy let go of it so that you could focus on the next 
game? (Scale 8) 
3. Did you spend at least 5 minutes thinking about the good things that happened and how you 
could incorporate them into the next garne? (Scale 8) 
4. Did you discuss the good and bad parts of the game with your coach in order ta finâ out what to 
improve upon in the next game? (Scale B) 
5. Did you try to learn from the bad things that happened in order to improve in the next gme? 
(Scale 8) 

- - - - - - . - -  - - - - - -- - - - . . . . - -- - - - - - - 

How would you rata yoÜr porfornunca durlng thlr g i m ?  
Awiut, one of my Average Amazing, one of 
worst games mY best W e s  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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S.lt r a w t  form to ba c o m l  
Please answer this questionnaire immediately atter the game without dixussing it with anyone else, 
including the player whom you are evaluating. Your anmrers will be completely confidential. 
Please answer the questions using the appropriate SC&. At the end of each question it will tell you which 
scale to use (Le., either A or B). 
Some of the questions will be difficuk to answer as it may be hard to determine if an athlete was nervous, 
using mental irnagery, etc. Therefore. if yau do not know the answer to a question, sirnpiy write 'DK" 
(don1 know) in the Wace provided or leave it bîank. 
Answer the questions based on the game you JUST coached. If a question does not apply to this game 
leave it out. 

Lmt 2 hourm bdore the riam 
1 .  Approximately two hours More  the game, did you feel this athlete thought of things they would 
like to accompli& during the game such as scoring a certain number of points, holding their check to a 
certain number of points, calling cutters when playing zone defence, etc.? (Scale 8) 
2. Do you think they wrote these things down? (Scale 8) 
3. Approximately two hours before the game, do you think this player followed a standard routine 
which lasted at least 5 minutes and included things such as visuaîuing how to react to certain plays and 
deep breathing? (Scale 8) 
4. If they did follow a routine, how do you think this routine affected their performance? 
(Scale A) 
5. If they did follow a routine do you think they were able to tell other people such as parents and 
friends what their routine was so that others didn't interfere with this routine? (Scale 8) 

purina Warmyp 
1. How nemous or anxious do you fed this athlete was during the warmup? (Scale 6) 
2. How do you feel Mis level of nervousness aff ected their performance? (Scale A) 
3. During warmup, do you think this athlete was thinking about things that don't involve basketbal 
such as school, family, or relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
4. How do you think this atfected their performance? (Scale A) 

tf thir ithtatm hid Brd Warmyp 
(H this athlete did not have a bad warmup, go ont0 the next section) 

5. Overall. how do you feel it aflected their perfomance in the game? (Scale A) 
6. Do you think they tound it difficult to stay energized? (Scale 8) 
7 .  Do you think they were able to let it go and f m s  on the game? (Scale 8) 
8. Do you think they remaineci confident in their abilities as a basketbail pîayer? (Scale 6) 
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guiinri the 1at hiIl 
1. During the 1 st haff, did they give 100% effort if: 
(answer these questions only if these things happened during THIS game) 
(a) The tearn was losing by a large margin? (Scale 6) 
(b) The team was playing against a team they play otlen? (Scale B) 
2. During the 1 st half, do you feel this player was thinking about things that don't invalve basketball 
such as school, family, or relationship problems? (Scale B) 
3. How do you think this affected their performance? (Scale A) 
4. Ouring the 1 st half, how nemus or anxious did you feel this athlete was? (Scale 6) 
5. How do you feel this level of netvousness affected their performance? (Scale A) 
6.  Ouring the 1st half, did this player drive if their opponmt was too close? (Scale 6) 
7. Ouring the 1 st hall, did this player shoot when they were open? (Scale 8) 
8. When they had a step on their opponent , did they take the bal1 to the hole? (Scale B) 
9. During the 1st half, did this player make adjustments such as modifying their shot if it wasn't going 
in and making bounce passes if the ohnents took away lane. etc.? (Scate B) 
10. When a teammate was subbed off atter making a rnistake, dM this player show them their support? 
(Scale 6) 
1 1. When a teammate made a good play (e.g., got a steal, scoreâ a hoop, etc.), did this pîayer show 
them their support? (Scale 6) 
12. During the 1 st half, did this player call out to their teammates when the team switched offences or 
defences? (Scale B) 
13. Did this piayer cornmunicate to their teammates if they felt they were open and not getting the 
bail? (Scaie B) 
14. Did this player communicate to their teammates when playing a zone detence (e.g., cutter, hdp 
side, etc.)? (Scale 8) 

W n o  thr duili#îf (e.g.. they missed a box out. fou1 shot. or 
-way lay W. 
If you c&mt remembew this player making a rnistake during the tirsl half. go ont0 the neM section. 

15. Overall how did it affect their perlormance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
16. How maô or frustrated did this player W? (Scaie 6) 
17. How do you fed this level of motion affected their pîay in the next tew minutes of the game? 
(Scale A) 
18. Do you feel this player found it ditficulî to sîay energized? (Scale B) 
19. Do you feei this player was able to let iî go and retocus on the next play? (Scale 8) 
20. Do you feel this player remaineci confiderit in their aôilitias as a basketball player? 
(Scaie 6) 

a r o f u n  mida r cal1 durlqp th. f i n t  hrfl 
If you cannal remernber this player receiving a bad cal1 during the first han, go onto the next section. 

2 1 . Overall how did it affect their performance in the next iw minutes of play? (Scale A) 
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22. How maâ or frustrated did this pîayer look? (Scale 8) 

23. How do you feel this level of emotion alfected their play in the next few minutes of the grne' 
(Scale A) 
24. Da you feel this player found it difficult to Say energized? (Scale 8) 
25. Do you feel this piayer was able ta let it go and retocus on the next play? (Scale 6) 
26. Do you feel this player remained confident in their abilities as a basketball player? 
(Scale B) 

If anothw ~ l n v u  uwd trurh trlk durlria th. f h t  hait 
If you cannot rernember srneone trash talking to this player during the first haif, go ont0 the next section. 

27. Overail how did it affect their performance in the next few minutes of play? (CS) (Scale A) 
28. How mad or frustrated did this player bok? (Scale 8) 
29. How do you teel this level ot motion attected thelr play in the next few minutes ot Me game? 
(Scale A) 
30. Do you feel this player found il difficult to sîay energized? (Scale 8) 
3 1. Do you feel this piayer was able to let it go and refocus on the next play? (Scale 8) 

32. Do you feei this player remained confient in their abilities as a basketball player? 
(Scale 8) 

It this player did not have a bad firsl half, go onto the next section. 

1. Overai how did it aftect their performance in the next haif? (Scale A) 
2. How mad or frustratecl did this pîayer kmk? (Scale 8) 
3. How do you teel this level ot emotion atlecîed their play in the next half? (Scale A) 
4. Do you teel this player found it difficult to stay energized? (Scale B) 
5. Do you feel this piayer was able to let it go and refocus on the newt haîf? (Scale 6) 
6.  Do you fsel this player remainecl conf.int in aieir abillies as a basketbal playu? 
(Scde B) - 
1 . During the 2nd half, did they give 100% effort if: 
(answer these questions only if these things happened during THIS game) 
(a) The team was losing by a large margin? (Sc- B) 
(b) The team was playing ageins! a tearn aiey play often? (Scale 6) 
2. During the 2nd haîf, do you feei this playsr was thinking about ttiings that don't involve baakstbell 
such as school, family, or ielationship problems? (Scale 8) 
3. How do you think this affected their psfformance? (Scale A) ,- 

4. During the 2nd han, how nervous or anxbus did you feel this athlete was? (Scale 6) ~- 
5. How do you feel this levd of nervousness affected their psrformance? (Scale A) 
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6. During the 2nd half, did this player drive if their opponent was too close? (Scale 6) 
7. During the 2nd half, dtd this player shoot when they were open? (Scale 6) 
8. When they had a step on their opponent . did they take the bail to the hole?(Scale 8) 
9. Ouring the 2nd haIf, did this player make adjustrnents such as modifying their shot if it wasn't going 
in and making bounce pasçes if the opponents took away lane, etc.? (Scale 8) 
10. When a teammate was subbed off atter making a mistake, did this player show them their support? 
(Scale 8) 
1 1. M e n  a teammate made a good play (eg., got a steal, scored a hoop, etc.), did this player show 
them their support? (Scale B) 
12. During the 2nd haît, did this player cal1 out to their teammates when the team switched offences or 
defences? (Scale 6) 
13. Oid this player communicate to their teammates if they felt they were open and not getting the 
bal13 (Scaie 8) 
14. Did this player cornmunicale to their teammates when playing a zone defence (e.g., cutter, hdp 
side, etc.)? (Scate 8) 

If thia ~ l i v w  W. 8 miatike durlm the 2nd hrlf (e.g., they missed a box out, fou1 shot, or 
beakaway lay up). 
If you cannot remernber this player making a mistake during the second halt, go orito the next section. 

1 5. Overail how did it affect their performance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
16. How mad or frustrated did this player look? (Scale B) 
17. How do you feet this level of emotion atfected their play in the next tew minutes of the game? 
(Scale A) 
18. Do you feel this player found it ditficult to stay energized? (Scale B) 
19. Do you feel this player was able to let it go and refocus on the next play? (Scale 8) 

20. Do you feel this player remained confident in their abiliflies as a basketbal1 pîayer? 
(Scale 8) 

if r idwœ mdm a b u  d m  the aacond 
If you cannot remernber this piayer receiving a baâ cal1 during the second halt, go ont0 the next section. 

21. Overall how did it affect their performance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
22. How m a l  or fnistrated did mis pîayer kok? (Scale 6) 
23. How do you feel this level of motion affected their play in the next few minutes of the game? 
(Scale A) 
24. Da you fed this pîayer found it diff icult to Say energized? (Scaie B) 
25. Da you feeî this playor was aMe to 1st il go and rdocus on the nacl pley? (Scak B) 
26. Do you tee( this pîayer remained confident in their abilities as a basketbal1 player? 
(Scale B) - 

if rnothu nlrvw u u d  tirrh tilk w n a  tha ucond h i4  
If you cannot rernember someone trash taiicing to this player during the second haIf, go ont0 the next 
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section. 

27. Overail how did it affect their performance in the next few minutes of play? (Scale A) 
28. How mad or trustrated did this ptayer bok? (Sde  8) 
29. How do you teel this level of motion affected their play in the next few minutes of the garne? 
(Scale A) 
30. Do you feel this player found it difficult to stay energized? (Scale 8) 
31. Do you feei this player was able to let it go and rslocus on the next play? (Scale 8) 
32. Do you feel this player rernained amfident in their abilities as a basketball player? 
(Scale B) 

- - - - - - - 

If the garne was not close in the final minutes, do not answer this question. 

33. Do you feel this player thought about what people might say if the team bst? (Scale B) 
34. Do you feel this player remained confident in their abilities as a basketball player? 
(Scale 6) 
35. How nervous or anrgous do you feel this player was? (Scale 6) 
36. How do you feel this level of nervousness atfected their performance during the last few minutes 
of the game? (Scale A) 
37. Do you feel this player hid from the bail? (Scale B) 

Irnnndiotalv riftet th. 
1. Apart from completing this questionnaire, do you think this player spent at least 5 minutes 
evaluating their mental preparation for this game? (Sc- B) 
2. Did this player discuss the good and bad parts of this game with you in order to find out what to 
improve upon in the next game? (Scale 6) 

-- 
HOW W O U ~ ~  YOU rate th18 1thlOW'8 pwformrnce durlng th10 grim? 
Awful, one of their Average Amazing, one of 
worst garnes ttieir M games 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Name: Stroke: Date: 

@If ramort form to k comolded bv swlmmero IrnmqPlpfdv etlet a  toc^ 
Please answer this questionnaire imrnediately after your race without discussing it with anyone else. Your 
answers will be campietely confidential aiid will rot affect ywr psition on the team in ANY way. 
Please answer the questions using the appropriate sale. At the end of each question it will tell you which 
scale to use (i.e., either A or B). If no scale is indicated, then that question requires you to use a written 
response ( ia,  do not use a scale, write out mur answer). 
Answer the questions based on the race you JUST finished. If a question does not apply ta this race 
leave it out. 

The ninht Worm th. race 
1. The night betore the race, did you think of things you would like to accomplish duiing the race 
such as getting certain splits, having gaod stroke technique, great turns, etc.? (Scale B) 
2. Did you write these things down? (Scale 6) 
3. If you did think of things youid like to accornplish during this race, what were they? 

- - - -- . . -- 

4. Approximately how much sl&p (in hours) did you get the night More this race? 

5. What impact do you teel this amount of sleep had on your race performance? (Cl 7) 
(Scale A) 
6. What did you eat the night More this race? 

7. How do you think what you ate affectecl p u r  perlormance during the race? ) 
(Scale A) 
8. How much water (in glasses) did you dnnk the day before the race? 
9. How do you think the amount of water you drank the day prior to the race afiected your 
performance during the race? (Scale A) 
10. The night before the race, did you tollow a standard mental preparation routine which lasted at 
least 5 minutes and included things such as visualuing how to react to certain plays and deep breathing? 
(Scale 6) 

1 1 . If you did foltow a standard mental preparation routine, what did it consist of? 

12. If followed a mental preparation routine, how do you think this routine atfected your petlormance? 
(Scale A) 
13. If you did folbw a routine were you able to tell other people such as parents and friends what your 
routine was so that they gave you space and did n0t interfere?(Scale 8) 
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14. How nervous or anxious did you feel the night More  the race? (Scale 8) 
15. How do you feel this level of nervousness affected your performance? (Scale A) 
16. The night More the race, did you think about things that don't involve swimming such as school, 
family or relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
17. How do you feel these non-swimming concerns affected your performance? (Scale A) 

O rv of tha racA 
1 . The day of the race, did you think of things you would like to accomplish during the race getting 
certain splits, having good stroke technique, great turns, etc.? (Scale 6) 
2. Did you write these things down? (Scale 6) 
3. If you did think of things you'd like to accomplish during this race, what were they? 

---- ---- 
5. How do you think w h G u  ate affected p u r  performance duting Me raœ?(Scde A) 
6. How much water (in glasses) did you drink the day of the race? 
7. How do you think the amount of water you drank the day of the game aflected your perlormance 
during th8 race? (Scale A) 
8. The day of th8 race, did you tollow a standard routine which lasted at least 5 minutes and included 
ihings such as visualuing how to react to main plays and dwp breathing? (Scale 6) 
9. If yoo did follow a standard routine, what did it mnsist of? 

10. It you did follow a mental preparation routine, how do you think this routine affected your 
performance? (Scale A) 
1 1. If you did folbw a routine were you able to tell other people such as parents and friends what p u r  
routine was so that they gave you Wace and diâ not interfere?(Scale 8) 
12. How nervous or anxious did yw feel the day of the race? (Scale B) 
13. How do you feel this level of nervousness affecteci your petformance?(Scale A) 
14. The day of the race, did you think about things that don1 inwlve wimming such as school, family 
or relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
15. How do you feel these non-swimming concerns affectecl yout perfomance?(Scale A) 
16. Did you talk to your coach about things you need ta focus on in the race?(Scale 8) 
17. While a teammate was swirnrning, âiâ you show them your support? (Sccile 6) 
How did you show them your support? 
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18. After a teamrnate had a good race did you show them your support? (Scale B) 
How did you show them your support? 

Dorina Warmylp 
1. Did you think about what people might say if you lost?(Scale 8) 
2. How do you think this affected your perlormance? ( S d e  A) 
3. Did you think positive thoughts such as 'Go for my splitsn, 'Catch the watef? (Scale B) 
What are some examples of the positive sdt talk you used dudng warmup? 

4. How do you think this affected your pertorrnance? (Scale A) 
5. During wamup. did you think about things that don? involve swimming such as school, tamily, or 
relationship problems?(Scale 8) 
6. How do you think this affectecl your perforrnance?(Scale A) 
7 .  Did you talk to your coach about things you need to tocus on in the race?(Scale B) 

if vou h M  a 8.d Wmmtyp (if you did not have a bad warmup. go ont0 the next <idon) 
7. Overall, how do you teel it atlected your perlorrnance in the race? (Scale A) 
8. Did you tind it difficult to stay energized? (Scale €3) 
9. Were you able to let it go and focus on the raee? (Scak 6) 
10. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a swimmer? (Scale 8) 

Pm-rtrrt 
1. How nervous or anxious did you feel the last few minutes More the race? (Scaie 6).- 
2. How do you feel this level of newousness affecteci yout peilorrnance? (SC& A) 

tf tham W 8 8  r filu durlnrr thlm m g  
If there was not a hl- start, go onto the next section. 

1 . How nervous or anxious did you feel? (Scale 6) 
2. Were you M e  to let it go and rdocus on the next start?(Scale 8) 
3. Owrall, how did it affect your performance in the first few strokes?(Scde A) 
4. Did you feel so emotional that it affected your performance during the first segment? 
(-8 8) 
5. Did you find it difficult to stay energizd for the first segment? (Scaie B) 

1. During the 1st segment, did you give 100% Mort if: 
(answer these questions on& il these things happened during THIS race) 
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(a) You got passed? (Scale 6) 
(b) You were swimming against people you race often? (Scale 6 )  
2. During the 1 st segment, did you focus on anything in partkular when swimrning? If sol what? 

3. How do you feel this affecteci your performance? (Scale A) 
4. During the 1 st segment, did you focus on anything in particular when doing a tum? If sol what? 

5. How do you feel this afîected your performance? (Scale A) 
6. During the 1st segment, did you think about winning the race?(Scale B) 
7. Ouring the first segment, did you think about things such as: 
(a) I swarn poorly against this person last time? (Scale 6) 
(b) I'm feeling very sorehired? (Scale 0) 
(c) I hate this pool? (Scale B) 
(d) My turns suck? (Scale €3) 
8. During the first segment, did you think about what people migM say if you lost? (Scale 8) - 
9. During the first segment, did you think positive thoughts such as "I'm catching the watef, 
"Accelerate", " Kickn, etc. ?(Scale 6) 
What are some examples of the positive self talk you used during the first segment? 

1 O. How do you think these positive thoughts affected your performance?(Scale A) 

1 1 . During the 1 st segment, did you think about things that don't involve swimrning such as school, 
farnily, or reîationship problems? (Scale 6 )  
12. How do you think such thoughts affected your pdormance? (Scale A) 
1 3. During the 1 st segment, how nervous or anxious did you teel? (Scale 8) 
14. How do you feel this level of nervousness affected your performance? (Scaie A) 
1 5. During the t st segment, did you Say positive if you were feeling pain? (Scale 6) 
16. During the 1 st segment, did you stay positive it you tell behind? (Scale 6) 
17. Dumg the 1 st half, did you make adjusbnents such as deaîing with an opporients tdics, puliing 
harder when falling behind, etc. during the race? (Scale 6) 

If you cannot remernber getting passed during the first segment, go ont0 the next Wion .  

1 8. Overail, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
19. DK1 you feel so emotional that it affected yow perlorrnancs in the next few strokes? (Scale 8) 

20. Did you find it diîficutt to stay energized for the next iew strokes? (Scele 6) 
21. Were you aMe to let it go and refucus on the next segment? (Scale B) 
22. Did wu rmain corifident in p u r  abilities as a swimmer? (Sc& 8) 
23. How nemus or anxious did you fwl? (scale B)?' 
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If you did not teel fatigued or pain during the first segment, go onto the next section. 

24. OveraH, how did it affect your performance in the nexl few strokes? (Scale A) 
25. Did you feel so emotional that it affected your perlormance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale B) 
26. Did you find it difticult to stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scale 8) 
27. Were you able to let it go and refocus on the next segment? (Scale 8) 
28. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a swirnmer? (Scale 6) 
29. How nervous or anxious did you feel? (scale B)? 

If w u  hmid a coach or soirnona olrr vol1 romthIncl which " b o t h ~ o u "  durlnci th. 
tirrt rmnnnf 
If this did not happen during the first segment, go ont0 the next section. 

30. Overail, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
3 1 .  Did you feel so emotional that it affected your performance in the next fw strokes? (Scale 6) 

32. Did you find it difficult ta stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scafe 8) 
33. Were you able to let it go and refocus on the next segment? (Scale 6) 
34. D i  you remain confident in p u r  abilities as a swirnmer? (Sc* B) 
35. How nervous or anxious did you feel? (scate B)? 

Duiincr the mlddlm r«rmentlu 
1 . During the middle segment(s), did you give 100% etfort if: 
(answer these questions only it these things happened during THIS race) 
(a) 
(b) 
2. 
what? 
3. 
4. 
what? 
5. 
6. 
7. 
(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
(a 
8. 
(Scale 
9. 

You got passed? (Scale 6) 
You were swimming against people you race often? (Sc& B) 
During the rniddle segment(s), diâ you focus on anything in particular when swimming? If sol 

How do you fed this affecteâ your performance? (Scale A) 
During the middle segment(s), did you focus on anyttiing in particular when doing a turn? If sol 

How do you feel this affected your performance? (Scale A) 
Ouring the miûdle segrnent(s), did you think about winning the race? (Scale B) 
During the middle segment(s), did you think about things such as: 
I swarn poorty against this person last tirne? (Scale 8) 
I'm feeiing very sorel\ired? (Sa le  8) 
l hate this pool? (Scale 6) 
My turns suck? (Scala B) 
During the miûâle segment(s), did you think about what peopk might say if you lost? 

6) - 
During the middle segment(s), did you think positive thoughts such as "I'm catching the water". 

'Accelerate", 'Kick', etc.? (Scale 6) 
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What are some examples of the positive self talk you used during the middte segrnent(s)? 

--- ---- 
1 O. How do you think these positive thoughts affected your performance? (Scale A) 
11. During the middle segment(s), did you think about things that don't involve swimming such as 
çchool, family, or relationship problems? (Scaie B) 
12. How do you think such thoughts affected p u r  performance? (Scale A) 
13. During the middle segment(s), how nervous or anxious did you feel? (Scale 6) 
14. How do you feel this level of nenrousness atlected your performance? (Scale A) 
15. During the middle segment(s), did you stay positive if you were feeling pain? (Scale B) 
16. During the middle segment(s), did you stay positive it you fell behind?(Scale 8) 
17. Dunng the middle segment(s), did you make adjustments such as deaîing with an opponents 
tactics, pulling harder when falling behind, etc. during the race? (Scab 8) 

if MOU aot ~ r r m d  durina the middla mmnnntlml 
If you cannot remember getting passed during the middle segment@), go onto the next section. 

18. Overall, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
19. Did you feel sr, emotional that it affected your performance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale 8) 
20. Did you lind it difficuit to stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scale 0) 
21. Were you able to let it go and refocuson the next segment? (Scale B) 
22. Did you remain confident in your &Mies as a swimmer? (Scale 6) 
23. How nervous or anxious did you teel? (scale B)? 

If you did not feel latigued or pain during the middle segment(s), go onto the next section, 

24. Overali, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
25. Did you feel so emotional that it affected your performance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale 6) 
26. Did you find it âiicuît to stay enwgized for the next tew strokes? (Scale 6) 
27. Were you able to Id it go and refocus on the nexl segment? (Scale 6) 
28. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a swirnmer? (Scale 8) 
29. How nervous or annious did you bel? (scale B)? 

vou h r t d  i co~ch or wm#nm @In vail wnw(hm whlch 64 99 bothwd vou dydFa th@ 

It this did not happen during th8 middle segment(s), go onto the nefi section. 

30. Overail, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scaîe A) 
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3 1 . Did you feel so emotional that it affectecl your performance in the next few strokes?(Scale 6) 

32. Did you find it difficult to stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scale 8) 
33. Were you able to let it go and refocus on the next segment?(Scale 8) 
34. Did you remah confident in p u r  abilities as a swimmefl(Scale 8) 
35. How newous or anxious did you feel?(scale B)? 

butina th* trat amannnf 
1. During the last segment, did you give IOO0/o effort if: 
(answer these questions only il these things happened during THIS race) 
(a) You got passed? (ScaJe B) 
(b) You were swimming against people you race often? (Scale B) 
2. During the lad segment, did you focus on anything in particular when swimming? If sol what? 

3. How do you fed this allected your performance? (Scale A) 
4. During the last segment, did you focus on anything in particular when doing a tum? If sol what? 
- - - P h - -  

5. How do you feel this aff ected your performance? (Scale A) 
6. During the last segment, did you think about winning the race? (Scale 0) 
7. During the last segment, did you think about things such as: 
(a) I swarn poorly against this person last time? (Scale 6) 
(b) I'm feeling very sorMired? (Scale 8) 
(c) I hate this pool? (Scale 8) 
(d) Myturnssuck?(ScaleB) 
8. During the last segment, did you think about what people might say if you lost? (Scala 6) - 
9. Ouring the last segment, did you think positive thoughts such as 'l'm catching the watef, 
' Accelerate", 'Kick", etc. ?@cale B) 
What are some exampies of the positive self talk you used dunng the last segment? 

1 0 .  How do you think these positive thoughts atfected your pedormance?(Sde A) 
1 1. During the last segment, did you think about things that don't involve swimming çuch as school, 
tarnily, or relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
12. How do you think such thoughts affected your performance? (Scale A) 
13. During the last segment, how nervous or anxious did you feel? (Scaîe B) 
14. How do you feel this levet of netwumess affected your petformance? (Scale A) 
15. During the last segment, did you stay positive if you were fwling pain?(Scale 6) 
16. During the la& segment, did you slay positive if you fell behind? (Scale 0) 
17. During the last haIf, did you make adjustments such as dealing with an opponents tactics, pulling 
harder when falling behind, etc. dunng the race? (Scale 8) 

If you cannot rernernber getting passed during the last segment, go onto the next section. 
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1 8. Overall, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 

19. Did you feel so emotional that it affected your performance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale B) 
20. Did you find it ditficult to stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scale 8) 
21 . Were you aôle to let it go and refocus on the reaching for the wall? (Scale 8) 
22. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a swimmer? (Scale 6) 
23. How nervous or anxious did you feel? (scaie B)? 

if you did not feel tatigued or pain during the last segment. go onto the next section 

24. Overall. how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
25. Did you feel so emotional that it aff ected your performance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale B) 
26. Did you find it difficult to stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scale 8) 
27. Were you able to let 1 go and refocus on the reaching for the wall? (Scale 6) 
28. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a swimmer? (Scde 6) 
29. How nervous or anxious did you feel? (scale B)? 

If vou h-rd a coach or ronnona almm vall wnwlhina whlch both.rd vou dutim th. 46 Bt 

lrat rmnnnf 
If this did not happen during the last segment, go ont0 the next section) 

30. Overall, how did it affect your performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
31. Did you feel so emotional Mat it affected your pertarmance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale B) 
32. Did you tind it dilicuk to stay energized for the next few strokes? (Scale 6) 
33. Were you aMe to let it go and refocus on reaching for the wall? (Scale 8) 
34. Did you remain confident in your abilities as a swimmcn? (%de 8) 
35. How nervous or anxious did you feel? (scale B)? 

lmnndlrtd~ ittw th. r r q  
1. Aparî from compteting this questionnaire, did you spend at l e m  5 minutes evduating your mental 
preparation for this race? ( M e  0) 
2. If you had a poor performance, dkî you consciously let go of il so thal yai cwld focus on the nex! 
race? (Scale B) 
3. Did you spend at least 5 minutes thinking about the good things that happmd and how YOIJ 
could incorporate them into the next race? (Scaîe 6) 
4. Dld you discuss the gmd and baâ parts oi the race with ywr coach in order to find out what to 
improve upon in the next game? (Scale 6) 
5. Oid you try to leam fmm îhe bad things that happensd in ordr  to improvo in the nexî race? (Scsk 
5) 
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Name ot athlata: Data: 

Strokm: Nama of coach: 

Wlt tmort tom to bo comlatod bv rwimminu corichaa imnndbtdv i f t m i  ii rit( 
Please answer this questionnaire immediately after the race without diçcussing it with anyone else, 
inctuding the swimmer whom you are evduating. Your answers will be completely confidentid. 
Please answer the questions using the appropriate sale. At the end of each question it will tell you which 
xaie to use (ia, either A or B). 
Some of the questions will be difficult to answer as it may be hard to determine if an athlete was nervous, 
using mental imagery, etc. Therefore, if you do not know the answer to a question, simply write ' D r  
(don? know) in the space provided or leave it biank. 
Answer the questions based on the race you JUST coached. If a question does not apply to this race 
leave it out. 

Dav ot the roc( 
1. Approxirnatety two hours before the race, did you feel this athlete thought of things they would 
like to accomplish during the race such as getting certain splits, having good stroke technique, great 
turns, etc.? (Scale B) 
2. Do you think they wrote these things down? (Scale 8) 
3. Approximately two hours before the race, do you think this swimmer followed a standard routine 
which lasted at least 5 minutes and included things such as visualizing how to react to certain situations 
and deep breathing? (Scale B) 
4. If they did follow a routine, how do you think this routine affected their performance? 
(Scate A) 
5. It they did tollow a routine do you think they were able to tell other people such as parents and 
friends what their routine was SI that others didn't interfere with this routine? (Scale 6) 
6. Oid this athlete talk to you about things they need to focus on in the race? (Scale 8) 
7. While a teammate was swirnrning, do you feel this athlete showed them their support? 
(Scale 8) 
How did they show them their support? 

18. After a teammate had a good race do you think this athtete showed them tMr support? 
(Scale 8) 
How did they show them their support? 

WmuYumu 
1. How nervous or anxious do you teel this ahlele was during the wmup? (Scale 6) 
2. How do you feel this level of nervausness aflected their performance? (Scale A) 
3. During warmup, do you think this athlete was thinking about things that don? involve swirnrning 
such as xhooi, family, or relationship probiems? (Scaie 8) 
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4. How do you think this affected their performance? (Scale A) 
It thla rthlMs hrd 8 Bad W8tmup 
(II this athlete dld not have a bad wamup, go onta the next section) 

5. Overall, how do you teel it affected their performance in the race? (Scale A) 
6. Do you think they found it difficult to stay energized? (Scale 6) 
7 .  Do you think they were able to let it go and focus on the race? (Scale 8) 
8. Do you think they remaineci confident in their abilities as a swirnmer?(Scale 6) 

Pralrtart 
1.  How newous or anxious did you feel this athlete was during the last few minutes belore the race? 
(Scale 6) 
2. How do you teel this level of nervousness atfected their performance?(Scale A) 

If there was notafalse starl. go ont0 the next section. 

1. How nervous or anxious did you feei this athlete was? (Scafe 8) 
2. Do you ted this swimmer was able to Let it go and relocus on the next start? (Scale B) 
3. Overail, how do you feel this affected their performance in the first few strokes? 
(Scale A) 
4. Do you think this athbte was so emotional that it affected their performance during th8 first 
segment? (Scale 8) 
5. Do you think they found it difficult to stay energized for the fitst segment? (Scale B) 

purinri the firat -nt 
1. Dunng the 1st segment, do you feel this athlete gave 100% effort if: 
(answer these questions only if these ihings happened during THIS race) 
(a) They got passed? (Scale 6) 
(b) They were swimming against people they race otten? (Scale 6) 
2.  Duting the 1st segment, do you feel ths athlete thought about things that don't involve swimming 
such as school, family, or relationship problems? (Scale 6) 
3. How do you think such thoughts aff ected their performance? (Scale A) 
4. During the 1 st segment, how nemus or anxious did you feel this athlete was? 
(Scale 8) 
5. How do you teel this level of nervousness aff ected their perlormance?(Scale A) 
6.  During the 1st segment,do you feel this swimmer remained positive if they were feeling pain? 
(Scale 8) 
7. During the 4 s t  segment, do you feel this swimmar remained positive if they fdl behinâ? 
(Sc& 8) 
8. During the 1st haît do y w  ied this swimrner made ndjustments such as dealing with an 
opponents tactics, pulling harder when falling ôehind, etc. during the race? (Scale B) 
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If thle swimmer wac ~ o c u  dutfnri the fltst seamnt 
If you cannot remember this swimmer being passed dufing the first segment. go ont0 the next section. 

9. Overail, how do you feel this atiected their performance in the next few strokes? (Scafe A) 

10. Did you feel that this swirnmer was so emotionel that it affected their performance in the next few 
strokes? (Scale 8) 
1 1 . Do you feel this swimmer found it difficult to Say energized for the next few strokes? 
(Scale 8) 
12. Do you feel this swimmer was able to let it go and retocus on the nent segment? 
(Scale B) 
13. Do you teel this swimrner remained confident in their abilities as a swimrner? 
(Scale B) 
14. How nervous or anxious did you feel this swimmer was? (scale B)? 

If vou fnI thir rwlmmrr fmlt titiau@iln durinri th. tirrt rwnnnt 
If you do not feel that this swimmer telt fatigue or pain during the first segment, go ont0 the next section. 

15. Overall, how do you feel this affected Meir performance in the next few strdtes? (Scale A) 
--- 
16. Did you feel that this swimrner was sa emotional that it affectecl their performance in the next few 
strokes? (Scale 0) 
17. Do you feel this swimmer found it difficult to gay eneigited for the next few strokes? 
(Scale 8) 
18. Do you feel this swimmer was able ta let it go and refms on the next segment? 
(Scale 6) 
19. Do you fed this swimmer rernained confident in their abilities as a swimrnst? 
(Scale 8) 
20. How nervous or anxious diâ you feel this swimmer was? (scale B)? 

If this did not happen during the first segment, go ont0 the next section. 

21 . Ovetall, how do you teel this affected thsir performance in the next few slrokes? (Sc& A) 

22. Did you feel that this swtmmer was so emotional that it affected their peclorrnance in the next few 
strokes? (Scale 6) 

23. Do you fed this swimmer found it dilficult to stay energired for the next few strokes? 
(Scale B) 
24. Do you feel this swimmer was able to let it go and refocus on the next segment? 
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(Scale B) 
25. Do you feel this swimmer remained confident in their abilities as a swimmer? 
(Scaie 8) 
26. How nervous or anxious did you feel this swimmer was? (scale B)? 

1. During the middle segments, do you feel this athlete gave 100% efforl if: 
(answer these questions only il these things happened during T M  face) 
(a) They got pas&? (Scale 6) 
(b) They were wirnming against people they race often? (Scale 8) 
2. During the middle segments, do you feel ths athlete thought about things that don? involve 
swimming such as school, family, or relationship problems? (Scale 8) 
3. How do you think such thoughts affected Meir performance? (Scale A) 
4. During the middle segments, how nervous or anxious did you teel this athlete was? 
(Scale 8) 
5. How do you feel this level of nervousness affected their performance? (Scale A) 
6 .  Ouring the middle segments,do you feel this swimmer remained positive if they were feeling pain? 
(Scale 8) 
7. During the middle segments. do you fwl this wimmer remained positive if they fell behind? 
(Scale 8) 
8. During the rniddle segments, do you feel this swimmef made adjustments such as dealing with an 
opponents tactics, pulling harder when falling behind, etc. during the race? (Scale B) 

If thla r w l m m  w i 8  ~ r ~ d  d m  the mlddlo aounnnttal 
If you cannot remember this swimmer being passed during the middle segments, go ont0 the next 
section. 

9. Overaîl, how do you feel this aftected their performance in the next tew strokes? (Scale A) 

10. Did you feel that this swimmer was so emotional that it affected their performance in the next few 
strokes?(Scale B) 
1 1. Do you fed this swimmer found it ditficuit to stay energized for the next few strokes? 
(Scale B) 
12. Do you feel this swimrner was able to let it go and rdocus on the next segment? 
(Scale B) 
13. Do you feel ais swirnmer remained confident in thdr abilhies as a swimmer? 
(Scale 6) 
14. How nervous or anxious did you feel this swimmer was? ($cale B)? 

If you do not fesl that this swimmer tell fatigue or pain during the middte segments, go mto the next 
section. 

15. Overali, how do you feel this affected aieir performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 
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8. During the last hatf, do you feel this swimrner made adjustments such as deaiing with an 
opponents tactics, pulling harder when falling behind, etc. during the race? (Scale 8) 

If thir r w i m m  wra ~ r a r d  durina th. [rat mmmt 
If you cannot remember this swimmer being passeô during the last segment, go onto the next section. 

9. ûverall, how do you feel this affected their performance in the next few strokes? 
(Scale A) 
10. Did you feei that this wimmer was so motional that it affected their perlormance in the next few 
strokes? (Scale 6) 
1 1 . Do you feei this swimmer found it difficult to stay energized for the next few strokes? 
(Scale 6) 
1 2. Do you feel this swimmer was able to 1st it go and refocus on the rest of the race? 
(Scale 6) 
13. Do pu feel this swimmer remained amfident in their abilities as a swimmer? 
(Scale 6) 
14. How nefvous or anxious did you feel this swimmer was? (scale B)? 

if vou 1-1 thla rwlmmrr t a I  t a t m n  durlna tha lrat monmt 
If you do not feel that this swimmer felt fatigue or pain during the last segment, go onto the next section. 

15. Overall, how do you feel this affected th& performance in the next few strokes? (Scale A) 

16. Did you feel that this swirnrner was so emotional that it affected their performance in the next few 
strokes? (Scaîe 8) 
17. Doyoufmlthisswimmertounditdi~iculttostayenergiredforthenextfewstrokes? 
(Scale 6) 
18. Do you feel this swimmer was aûle to let iî go and rdocus on the resî of the race? 
(Scale 6) 
19. b you feel this swimmer rernained coiifident in their abilities as a swirnrner? 
(Scaie B) 
20. How nervous or anxious did you feel this swimmer was? (scaîe B)? 

If vou hurd r c o q h m  whlch whv hava "bothrd" thla 
)wlmirnr durinci the Imt r w q  
If this did not happen during the last segment, go ont0 the nexl section. 

21. Overall, how do you feel this aifected their performance in the next few sbokes? 
(Scaie A) 
22. Did you feeî that this swirnrner was so emotionaî that it affected their prfomance in the mxt fw 
strokes? (Scale 8) 
23. Do you feel this swimmer found it difticult to Say energized for the next few strokes? 
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(Scale 6) 
24. Da you feel this swimmer was able to let it go and refocus on the rest of the race? 
(Scale 8) 
25. Do you feel this swimrner remained confident in their abilities as a swimrner? 
(Scale B) 
26. How newous or anxious did you feel this swirnmer was? (scale B)? 

Immrdirtolv rftu the rrca 
1. Apart frorn completing this questionnaire, do you think this player spent at least 5 minutes 
evaluating their mental preparation for this race? (Scale 8) 
2. Did this player discuss the good and bad parts of this race wiîh you in order to find out what to 
improve upon in the next race? (Scale 0) 

noi would you rata thi8 athlete'a gwfermrnce durhg thlr race? 
Awful, one of their Average Amazing,orieof 
worst races their best races 
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Appendix R 

The items on the questionnaire used to measure predictive validity which were 

correlated with the pract~ce section of the sport specific questionnaire 



The items on the auestionnaire w hich will be used to measure ~redictive validitv 
which will be correlated with each item on the s~ort  specific auestionnaire for 
basket bal1 davers at practice 

Item on Sport Specific 
Questionnaire 

- 
Items on Concurrent Validlty Questionnaire which 
will make UD the com~osite score 



The items on the auestionnaire which will be used to measure predictive validitv 
which will be correlated with each item on the sport specific questionnaire for 
swimmers at practice 



The items on the questionnaire which will be used to measure predictive validity 
which will be correlated with each item on the sport s~ecific auestionnaire for 
basketball coaches at ~ractice 

'Item on Sport Specific Items on Concurrent Validity Questionnaire which 
Questionnaire will make up the composite score 

1 n 

15 Wararmu~ #lm First half 443. #4. Second halt #3. #4 1 



The items on the questionnaire which will be used to measure ~redictive validitv 
which will be correlated with each item on the sport soecific auestionnaire for 
swimmina coaches at practice 

b 

Item on Sport Specific Items on Concurrent Validity Questionnaire which 
Questionnaire will make up the composite score 

I 

t 1 

I - - 

4 2 ,  Second half #2. #9 1 
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Appendix S 

The items on the questionnaire used to measure predictive validity which were 

correlated with the cornpetition section of the sport specific questionnaire 



The items on the questionnaire which will be used to measure predictive validity 
w hich will be correlated with each item on the s p r l  smcific questionnaire for 

Item on Sport Specific 1 Items on Concurrent Validity Questionnaire whlch 



The items on the auestionnaire which will be used to measure mediclive validitv 
which will be correlated with each item on the s ~ o r t  s~ecific questionnaire for 
swimmers at cornpetition 

1 Item on Sport Specific I Items on Concurrent Validity Questionnaire which 



The items on the auestionnaire which will be used to measure ~redictive validitv 
w hich will be correlated with each item on the mort speciiic auestionnaire for 

. - - - - - - - - - 

basket bal1 coaches at com~etition 

Item on Sport Specific ' Items on Concurrent Validity Questionnaire which 
Questionnaire . will make up the composite score 



The items on the questionnaire which will be used to measure predictive validitv 
which will be correlated with each item on the s~or t  specific questionnaire for 
swimming coaches at cornpetlion 

1 Item on Sport Specific Il Items on Concurrent Validity Questionnaire which 1 
~uestionnaire - 1 will make up the composite score 

1 I 
H 

I 3b 1 Wannup. R I .  2. PR-star! # l ,  #2, FaIse start. 61. 1 
1 First. middle, end segments #14, 20. 26 

I 

4 Bad Warmup #8. First. middle. end segments #13, 

1 Warmup #3, 4. First. middle, end segments #2. 3 8 
9 II Bad Warmup 7 ,  False start. 12. #3, 

Day of #7.8 
A 
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Appendiw T 

Mean (and standard deviation) of predictive validity items for 

basketball and swimming 



Mean (and standard deviation) of ~redictive validitv items for 
bas ketball   la vers 



Mean (and standard deviation) of oredictive validltv items for 
swimmers 

1 All items = 6.57 (0.61 ) (1 11 II 1 



Mean (and standard deviatlon) of ~redictive validitv items for 
basketball coaches 
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Appendix U 

Predictive validity of the sport spectfic questionnaire for athletes 

(i.e., basketball players and swimrners) 



Predictive Validitv of Athletes 

'* = correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (24ailed) 



= correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1 4ailed) 
" = correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 
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Appendlx V 

Predictive validity of the sport specific questionnaire for coaches 

(Le., basketball and swimming coaches) 



Predictive Validitv for Coaches 

* = correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1 4ailed) 
" = correlation is signilicant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 
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Appendtx W 

Convergent validity of items on the questionnaire which were used to rneasure 

predictive validity 



Converaent Validitv of Predictive Validitv Questionnaire 

= correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed) 
" = correlation is significant al the 0.01 level (1-tailed) 




